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We said we wouldn’t do it, and then we did, and
now we are. Yes, Plan B is currently deciding upon
its favourite artists, albums, gigs and stuff of 2007,
and a lot of fun it is too. Why didn’t we do it before?
Well, this year is only our first full year of being
a monthly magazine, and it just felt a little pointless
to try and pull together some kind of consensus
when we were either all working from separate
rooms all over the UK and Europe or just getting
used to our new office setup. ET and I also share
a deeply held and slightly irrational aversion to
lists, per se. Top 10s, 100 Bests, 20 Essential…nah.
Boring. Just another crappy music journo cliché we
saw no need to align ourselves with. Now, however,
Plan B has enough of a team spirit for us to loosen
up a bit, and for friendly insults to be traded on
a daily basis without paranoia taking hold, so clearly
we’re well-adjusted enough to make some lists.
Don’t worry – we won’t be doing anything with
numbers. So far, it’s just discussions, impressions
and passions being gradually set down by us, our
writers and our photographers. It’s been surprisingly
easy to arrive at a selection of – if not the best – the
most significant albums of the year, the ones that
made us talk, think, re-think, feel something.
But while sending out an email to writers about
their own selections, I wanted to remind them of the
importance of the not-so-new. It’s easy for writers
to get caught up in the rhythm of release dates and
hype – public taste, if you like – while their private
taste gets really intriguing, almost in response to
this. While Plan B is tied to schedules same as any
other magazine, it’s crucial to me that I convey in its
pages the real pace and thrill of musical discovery –
hence Alex Neilson’s musician’s-eye-view of Richard
Youngs, or Jon Dale’s exploration of Flying Nun
Records’ Eighties heyday. Meanwhile, DFA
Records’ commitment to hunting down obscure
overseas 12-inches, reinstating ace no wavers
Pylon, and having the foresight to sign the austere,
square-peg oddities that are Prinzhorn Dance
School, all go to demonstrate that a label can have
its finger on the pulse and its heart firmly with the
underdog at the same time – or so you’d hope.
So I asked the writers to think about what had
really got to them this year, aside from the usual
suspects. The thrift store finds. The rediscoveries.
The weird downloads. The promo from 2005
you found under your bed and kicked yourself
for ignoring at the time. “I’m looking for your
MOMENTS, people!” said my email, rather overexcited. “Let’s get momentous.” Still waiting…
Frances Morgan
 | plan b

I’ve been obsessed with a few individuals this
month. I’m still reeling from David Thomas
Broughton’s performance at End Of The Road; the
way he strutted in slow motion, his cartoon-like
deconstructionist approach to live gigging, the way
he reached inside his pocket and solemnly pulled
out his mobile phone, the way that all of this would
have driven most observers into hysterics except
that it was matched by intricately detailed and
layered tape loops, and disturbing maudlin baroque
singing. I loved his beard, his stored-up energy, the
way he revelled in messing with convention.
I’m still reeling from the new Wild Billy Childish
Christmas single, ‘Christmas 1979’; I love its threenote thudding bass, the insistent tinny guitar line,
the way it builds up from a tale of tour-damaged
woe into something way darker in the space of a
few bars. I’m reminded of an interview I conducted
in Seattle ’93 with Kurt Cobain and Kim Deal where,
driven near-insane by sleep deprivation and MTV
regulations, I launched into a rant about my hatred
of the holiday season. “Merry fucking Christmas,”
Kurt roared after stunned silence. “Merry fucking
Christmas,” Billy’s dad roars on this single. I’ve been
listening solid to the three Childish albums released
in the last few months. Man. I’d forgotten how
much I loved his simple, ballsy, bluesy punk rock.
I’m still basking in the glow created by hosting
an ‘intimate conversation with Jeffrey Lewis’ as
part of the Comica celebrations at London’s ICA last
weekend, ably assisted by comedienne Josie Long –
Jeffrey even performing an illustrated Nirvana cover
(‘Sifting’) especially for me, and regaling us with his
love for (awful sword’n’sorcery title) Elfquest and
obscure Marvel superheroes during the Q/A session.
He’s so charming, so smart, so witty.
I’ve been grooving on the minimal rhythms
of the DFA-reissued Pylon album, of course: and
also The Slits’s totally focused and lesser-known
second album The Return Of The Giant Slits, even
superior to their debut…and their debut is one of
the cornerstones of The Music I Love. I’ve also been
totally enjoying the deceptively sparse rhythms of
our cover stars Prinzhorn Dance School. Reminds
me of the instinctive groove of ESG; it’s just that
Prinzhorn are so literate and so wittily economic
with their words…I’ve also been checking out that
recent Big Dada compilation (about five years after
everyone else) and entirely falling for the sardonic,
sexy, sassy rhythms of Roots Manuva.
I don’t know what relevance any of this has. I just
wanted to share it with you all.
Everett True
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David Thomas Broughton
End Of The Road, Dorset
Back when I was American – spiritually, briefly,
for a few years in the Nineties – I would delight
in watching a children’s TV (PBS) programme
called Mister Rogers’ Neighbourhood while
horrendously hung over, and still drunk. In
between the cute finger-puppets and films of
children learning about acorns, the avuncular
Fred Rogers – looked about 70, venerable like
Denis Norden – would greet us. Dressed in a
grey cardigan and slippers, and bearing such
nuggets of homespun wisdom such as “I like
you just the way you are” and “Everyone is
special”, Fred would sing as he unbuttoned
his top, removed his shoes and looked for his
slippers in the cupboard.
It became a ritual. Every time I flew into NYC
I’d be greeted by phonecalls, “You’re special…”
It left an indelible mark on me, contributed
to my sense of well-being (usually low) and
I became immensely sad upon learning of Fred’s
death a few years’ back, felt somehow a part
of my childhood had disappeared, even though

Moves like a rock
star in slow motion
I was well past 30 when I first encountered his
gentle, wise presence.
Fast forward to The Local tent at End Of
The Road this year, and there’s a bearded man
on stage in front of me, petulantly picking
at his guitar, experimentally banging one
microphone against another, tapping
tentatively at his mic stand, reaching down,
pained, to an unseen effects pedal. Singing
deep and theatrical in a baroque, slightly
plainsong way, with a West Yorkshire burr –
like a bass-heavy Antony Hegarty, brought
down to earth by the saddest, most melancholy
of moods – he slowly begins to unpick at his
cardigan, reaches down to unlace a shoe,
pauses solemnly, unlaces the other shoe,
removes both shoes, starts tapping the
microphone with them, sings a few wavering,
sonorous notes into the microphone, repeats
the notes over and again, lets a digital loop/
delay pedal take effect so vocals harmonise
with previous vocals, wanders off stage as
his intricately picked-over guitar lines start
harmonising over other guitar lines and

random noises (feet tapping, a fit of coughing,
a bag rustling), returns, deliberately puts
his coat back on (still singing in momentous
fashion, seemingly heedless of the audience),
leans forward over the front of the stage, feet
resting on speakers, reaches into his pocket and
– seemingly surprised once more – withdraws
his mobile phone, opens it and sings his fragile
and impassioned songs of severe existential
decay into it (my companion Scout Niblett
now punctuating proceedings with bursts
of hysterical laughter) before replacing the
phone and wandering out to the back of the
tent, guitar and startled, doom-laden vocals
still interweaving…
It’s a simple trick – the idea of tape loops.
It’s a simple idea – focusing in so intently upon
life’s minutiae that they become all-consuming.
It’s a simple music – but David Thomas
Broughton’s music is redolent with deep
humour and deep wells of despair, ‘Execution’
(drawn from his 2005 debut The Complete
Guide To Insufficiency) detailing all the
increasingly nasty events he wouldn’t subject
his lover to because he’s too much in love with
her, the other songs equally as cheering (for
example, ‘Unmarked Grave’ is about a soldier’s
rotting body). It’s a simple device – to waver
your voice enough until you sound like a
contralto Scott Walker. It’s a simple magic – the
way Broughton moves like a rock star in slow
motion, the way he subtly and gravely draws
upon the physical slapstick of the silent
comedians while simultaneously regaling us
with songs sad enough to break even Bill
Callahan’s heart.
And yet David Thomas Broughton is so
graceful, has such ease of movement, he turns
these simple tricks into high art; absorbing,
fascinating, memorable. It’s an incredible
spectacle. Musically, Broughton is close to
Richard Youngs’ poetic, sometimes hymnal
forays into acoustic rock; and like Youngs,
Broughton relies heavily upon his surroundings
and the unfolding events of the night to help
stagger his performance. One show, he held up
several carrots to the microphone. I guess you
had to be there…
His MySpace page brags that he “struts
around like a gypsy Freddie Mercury”, and
sure I can see that too – but to me, Broughton’s
greatest trick is how he can make the grey
commonplace, the everyday so special just by
drawing attention to it. Just like Mister Rogers.
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bishi

Words: Pil and Galia Kollectiv
Photography: Francisco Serrano

Bishi doesn’t feel out of place sipping a cocktail by the rooftop pool of
Shoreditch House, but she could just as easily blend in on the back of the night
bus, stepping over the greasy box of a half-eaten Dixy’s fried chicken and a beerstained copy of yesterday’s Metro. She would look as comfortable in a busy
street market in Hammersmith as she would in a Straw Dogs-style country
pub; in a casino in Monaco or a bed-sit in Camden.
If there is such a thing as a multicultural society – and it’s certainly not in
among the ‘vibrant’ or ‘colourful’ ‘diversity’ sold to us by the likes of the Arts
Council – it is here: between bhangra beats and hip hop, between Vietnamese
and French cuisine. Often this meeting point is antagonistic or confused,
but in Bishi’s hands it’s gracefully worked into the closest thing to a true
London sound.
Nights At The Circus, her long overdue debut album, out now on Gryphon
Records, is a record of the contradictions that define Bishi. It can be intimate and
melodic, evoking the tenderness of English folk, only to bash you on the head
with a dance number full of electronic bleeps and beats. Fantasy and glamour
rub like a couture hem against vomit puddles on the floor. A sitar is wielded
axe-style, forced to produce alien sounds. For Bishi, none of these oppositions
need resolving, because in music they can simply coexist.
“Being a second-generation Indian in London, I am a walking contradiction.
Art and music and culture helped me through that because it made me
understand that you don’t have to choose: you can make your own culture.”
Bishi will be familiar to anyone with an interest in London nightlife as the
mythological hostess of the Kashpoint club, where such self-determination was
taken to the extreme, most notably in sartorial combinations of the teapot and
dayglo PVC variety. In her incarnation as a songstress, it is this insistence on

‘You can make your own
culture’
forging your own identity from a mess of conflicting pieces that she has taken
with her from clubland experiences:
“The London alternative scene that I came out of has become so established
now. It was very naïve, it was very local and not at all about celebrity and getting
into the pages of glossies.
”I think that there still is an underground, but the concept of what it means
changed. DIY used to mean ‘alternative’, but now everyone’s just doing it for
themselves. The club scene today is more about just having your picture taken.
If you’re going to run a club, you should try to say something – even Studio 54
was about sexual liberation and disco. In the industry people still think ‘Asian’
is a niche market. Even if it doesn’t mean anything to me, being in a board
meeting makes you understand that a lot of people still think like that.”
Sadly, she’s not wrong. Despite the many attempts to market ‘Hindi indie’
and other variations on the theme over the years, London’s music scene remains
surprisingly segregated. If the rise of electronic music in the Nineties suggested
that the faceless, raceless DJ, mixing all manner of beats and ethnic grooves,
would replace the stereotypical white male of rock ‘n’ roll, the return of guitar
music over the past few years has reinforced this hegemonic image. Lethal Bizzle
recently complained that he is never invited to play shows with another hip hop
artists, and this tokenism is apparent to anyone who frequents the indie clubs
that have inherited Kashpoint.
“But London is old and it has a long tradition of waves of people taking
over,” counters Bishi. “I actually feel like the problem now is that everything is
so politically correct and people are stepping on each other’s toes. There needs
to be an honest discussion about it. In general, Western people still have a very
colonial view of India. They don’t even understand that it’s a subcontinent, and
that its language and culture change from place to place.
”I grew up in London, but I never felt alien or foreign in India. People are
always talking about going back to your roots but I was never away from
whatever my roots are. At the same time, the Indians in India don’t really get
the avant-garde and still think American pop culture is brilliant. I’ve had to find
a third way between Englishness and being Indian, and for me that is what it
means to create.”
www.myspace.com/bishimusic
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‘It was one big
euphoric mush
of people’
I owe my ears an apology. For making them
accompany me to see Whitehouse, when they
could have had a nice evening in with a soft
pillow and some Radio 3; for persevering
with a Merzbow set that brought no more
connection than a mosquito whine; for every
gig by anyone who thought that making
clothing quiver and lungs dissolve to mush
with 110dB was all, not half the point.
I do like noise, of course. But just as I
wouldn’t stare at the sun for 45 minutes unless
it featured Apollo’s chariot doing a stunt-riding
special, if a future of deafness is surfing in on
the wave of every slug of sub-bass or amplified
rape alarm then it’s probably not worthwhile.
Forget petulant ‘sonic terrorists’ wielding
their volume like a toddler’s tantrum, I’m after
something more sophisticated and meaningful.
Like Fuck Buttons.
“I’ve lied so many times about where the
name came from that I’ve forgotten where
it originated,” says Andrew Hung (one half
of Fuck Buttons). “It must have appealed to us
initially because it took something offensive
and turned it into something playful, like
our music.”
Actually, in a subcultural area where it’s
almost de rigueur to (yawn) smash down the
barriers of taste with an absolutely rigid poker
face of nonchalance, the name Fuck Buttons
sounds kind of cute, at once summoning
images of women’s, er, fancy goods and small
but explosively belligerent haberdashery items.
Even so, Andrew admits that he and Benjamin
Power started out, “As an outlet for two little
12 | plan b

boys’ abrasive noise tendencies; intending to
provoke and ‘harm’.
“We started gigging within three practices,”
he says. “Our first show consisted of two 15minute drone pieces with very little dynamic.
We were turned off prematurely on our second
show because – and I quote the landlady who
came barging through the audience afterward
– ‘That’s not music, THAT’S NOT MUSIC!’ ”
Somewhere, however, all became love and a
noisy kind of peace. Using, in Ben’s words, “Casio
keyboards, synths, loops, effects pedals, live and
sampled drums, toy microphones and whatever
we can get our hands on”, the Bristol duo craft
tracks like ‘Sweet Love For Planet Earth’, where
an unashamedly pretty icicle shiver heralds
the build-up of flesh-grater vocals and molten
lumps of decaying guitar that crash into each
other with slow and graceful dignity.
Recently released single ‘Bright Tomorrow’
is as upbeat as its title suggests, throbbing with
the secret frequencies of the universe as an
organ drone gives way to a mass of guitar that,
instead of flattening all in its path, lifts you up
to enjoy the view. An album, Street Horrrsing,
is due on ATP Recordings this month.
“I’d say we’re kindred spirits with the likes
of Stars Of The Lid, Growing, and more beatorientated experimentalists such as Black Dice
and Gang Gang Dance,” Ben observes. “It would
be wrong to compare us to more abrasive and
offensive noise acts such as Wolf Eyes. They use
noise to evoke a different feeling to us.”
“Obviously if you can hear us breathing over
the music, that’s not good, but at the same time

the music doesn’t have to be ear-splittingly
loud. Having said that, it can be!” Andrew says.
But you’d be wrong in thinking that Fuck
Buttons just turn it up to 12, sit back and go
where the music takes them. “Our music is
carefully crafted; we don’t improvise, although
one live set can differ from another depending
on the length of time we play a segment for.
If we are particularly feeling a phrase we jam
it until we feel ready for the next part. It adds
to the element of surprise.”
Instead, songs are road-tested live – “Owing
to not having a rehearsal space where we can
listen to the track at a suitable level” – and then
tweaked for maximum vibes. “The last time
we played Oxford, because we normally play
offstage, there were people onstage as well as
off, surrounding us. It was amazing to see the
room fluctuating to the music – it was one big
euphoric mush of people.”
So what kind of feelings inspire the pair to
create such hunks of cosmic gooeyness? “I had
a lovely moment at Truck festival when I looked
up at the night sky and saw so many stars,” says
Andrew. “Those moments when you see vast
landscapes like oceans and stars, and suddenly
realise you’re really small in this grand universe.
Well, those moments, but shared with someone
else. That’s what I hope our music does.”
Did you get that, ears? Fuck Buttons are
loud, because oceans are big and mountains
are heavy and death is final. Not because they
hate you.
www.myspace.com/fuckbuttons
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Words: Stevie Chick
Photography: Antonio Pagano
PRE history:
Kevin Hendrix (bass): “John and I shared a moment
watching Sonic Youth, and had to be in a band
together. I also met Keex the first time that night …”
John Webb (guitar): “Someone told us the big
cheese bouncer at Brixton Academy was BATTLESHIP.
We snuck into a procession of vaguely famous people
and said, ‘Yeah, we’re on that list too. We know
BATTLESHIP!’ ‘You know BATTLESHIP?’ The corridor
led to Sonic Youth’s dressing room…”
Keex Matsuura (vocals): “We ended up sat at
Thurston’s feet!”
From such indie-rock wet-dreams lurch twisted,
fleet-footed wraiths of noise, as the fractured,
deafening maelstrom of PRE’s debut album Epic Fits
proves. Tight-clipped clusters of broken-glass guitar
hurtle past, welded to taut trashcan grooves, Keex
cooing, then screaming, as the din catches caustic
flame. Theirs is an urgent, seasick chaos, coining
a brash and riotous ‘pop’ from such subterranean
gurgle. Live, it’s the same, only more. More chaotic,
more dangerous and flecked with more bodily fluids…
“I was so shy to begin with, I couldn’t even get
through rehearsal – I kept going outside to be sick”
says Keex, who you may recognise as Comanechi’s
singing drummer. In PRE, however, she has no drumkit
to hide behind, “I get frustrated if I can’t touch an
instrument. So I dance harder! Then I feel sick.”
John: “There’s lots of nearly-vomiting…”
Keex [grinning wildly]: “Yeah, vomiting and
diarrhoea, gushing from both ends…”
PRE’s songs are urgent, feral, panicked, and mostly
over in 90 seconds or so, which they ascribe to the
current curfew imposed on the London Underground’s
Victoria line. “Once the underground’s running
smoothly again, we’ll begin work on our prog album,”
says Kevin. Still, in such short bursts of noise, they
wreak much potent carnage, Keex’s lyrics – hewn from
wordless howls in rehearsal, and “neither Japanese
nor English,” she says – proudly spitting out the PRE
worldview, which they define as…
Kev: “Hatred.”
John: “And love.”
Kev: “And big dumb sex.”
Keex: “And cock.”
“The song ‘Ace Cock’…” begins John. “It’s a dig
at dudes, basically. I don’t want us to be tarred with
some hairy macho brush.”
When you read this, the quintet (also featuring
drummer Rich Bennett and bassist Matt Warburton)
will have just completed their first American tour.
“Doing what we do, every night, for four weeks,”
grins John, who foresees scars, bruises, body odour
and destruction. Still, he’s excited. “We have Henry
Rollins’ Black Flag tour diary, Get In The Van, on
audiobook for the long drives between shows.
It’ll be great…”
www.myspace.com/prepreprepre
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high places

Words: Emily Bick
Illustration: Meg Hunt

Mary Pearson and Rob Barber insist their band’s
name is not a drug reference, though High Places’
music is intricate enough to put one into a trancelike
state (not as in whacked-out and spiral-eyed, but
more like beatific ecstasy). Layers of percussion,
string-samples and synths sound as overgrown
and organic as crunching across the forest floor to
a dawn chorus, with enough space left in to let you

‘We usually take a few
extra days to go
camping’
notice every little insect-flicker of sound, if you
want to listen. Mary’s voice floats over all of it like
the smell of pine needles after a rainstorm.
Their MySpace page shows them playing
in craters, climbing mountains, hosting solarpowered shows to greet the sunrise. ”We usually
take a few extra days when we go somewhere so
we can explore the area or go camping,” Rob says,
“It’s nice to really get to know a place.”
For all their touring, they’re sadly not coming
to the UK any time soon, although they do have
an excellent seven-inch picture disc on Caff/flick.
“We’ve been working on a full-length for
a while, but our songs tend to be really short, and
we tend to be doing little side projects, lots of split
seven-inches…working with a lot of people, doing
compilations. We’ve been kinda distracted with that

kind of stuff, but it’ll probably be done in a month
or so,” Rob explains. Mary mentions a forthcoming
split seven-inch with Xiu Xiu, and Rob adds that
they’re also working on one with Soft Circle.
High Places have also curated a free podcast on
the Caff/flick website – featuring Mika Miko, Pit er
Pat and Marnie Stern – again, all people High Places
know from touring and collaboration. While these
bands are all different in style, there’s a kind of
friendly optimism uniting them that isn’t at all
sceney or exclusive.
“I think all the people we’re involved with are
doing pretty different stuff. It’s neat, because I don’t
think we’re competitive,” agrees Mary.
I ask them how they got together and started
playing. “I lived in Michigan, and was a little cut
off from what was going on, I guess,” says Mary.
“That part of the country’s pretty rural. Moving to
New York, I met a lot of people through Rob – and
through touring. “
She is a classically trained bassoonist with a fine
grasp of orchestration, and he comes from an art
school/hardcore background. Their differences
make them work. “I was the really minimalist one,”
she says, “and Rob was more maximal, always
adding track after track to get enough layers.”
Recently they went back to Mary’s hometown
in Michigan, and wrote a theme song for Gilkey
Elementary with a bunch of schoolkids. “My mum
was a teacher there,” Mary explains.
At first, Rob worried about offending the locals
and being seen as subversive. “But the kids and the
teachers loved it! I thought they’d make fun of us
and think we were weird, but they were making
up their own dance routines. They wrote us some
of the sweetest thank-you notes. Some of them
wanted to go start bands.”
High Places probably are subversive, but not in
the sense of perverting young minds. They show
modern life not as either/or but and/and: they join
the urban and the rural, nature and technology,
tribes of hipsters with little kids. Anyone can come
play in their woods.
www.caff-flick.com
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in the mix: shearwater
Jonathan Meiburg talks us through
10 selections from the Shearbus
Various The Secret Museum Of Mankind
“Not a song but a series, issued by Yazoo records.
Each of the six volumes of the secret museum is an
incredible trove of recordings from around the world
from the golden age of phonograph recording – the
Twenties and Thirties. Every track offers a glimpse into
a new (or, rather, old) musical world, some vaguely
familiar, others utterly alien, all in the bite-size portions
that 78s served up. And all of it is gone for good.”
The Penetrators The Scandalizer
“A record collector friend said that if you don’t like this
song, you don’t like rock’n’roll, and I’d add that if it
doesn’t lift your band’s spirits, your band is about to
break up. I’ve laughed till I cried listening to it – the
laughter of joy, not ridicule. A charming slice of the very
best garage rock, served up with way more gusto than
precision, including a bridge that threatens to run the
song completely off the rails, then brilliantly recovers
– it’s like hearing a band dangling from a cliff, only to
suddenly gain the summit.”
Douglas Quin At the Sea Ice Edge
“Field recordings from Antarctica, good in the middle
of the night when you need to be freaked out and
amazed just to stay awake. Quin’s hydrophone,
dangling in the Weddell Sea, picks up a bizarre
symphony of clicks, buzzing, and weird, soaring
glissandos that sound like a transmission from outer
space, rather than a bunch of whales and seals talking
to one another.”
JS Bach Three-Part Invention For Keyboard No 1
in C Major
“As played by Glenn Gould, whose album of all Bach’s
two- and three-part inventions is like a perfect pop
record – every one of them, like the Secret Museum
recordings, is about three minutes long, and each
seems both simple and complex at once as it reveals
what seems to be either a deep truth about the
harmony and order of the universe, or a very thoughtful
and beautiful lie. Either way, nursing a hangover, or
crawling along an icy road through a snowstorm,
Gould/Bach will bring you peace in your heart.”
Charles Ives The Unanswered Question
“The dim, strings swelling in the background of this
unique and often-quoted piece are supposed to
represent ‘the silence of the druids’, I think, of which
a trumpet asks a haunting ‘question’ while being
harried by a group of annoying woodwinds. If Bach’s
elaborate architecture unnerved you, this may be more
your style. It reminds me of a place my thoughts often
go when I’m driving while everyone else is asleep.”
www.shearwatermusic.com
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why i love…outros

Words: Petra Davis
Illustration: Kirk Hiatt

Sometimes our own time is the very best time to
live in. Some things engender faith in our cultural
instincts. Some pop forms are high art, and the
outro is one of them.
The outro is pop’s nod to the classical coda – a
final passage that draws from the forms and themes
of a long piece to conclude it. Codas, like most
classical forms, grew in complexity over time until

The outro is pop’s nod
to the classical coda

they became these big-deal self-referential musical
vessels, aching for the plunder of the modern and
the bold. Outros are our pirate badge of honour,
a hook at the wrist. Lots of songs pare down or
shine up their component parts for a big finish –
think ‘Joyful Girl’ or ‘This Charming Man’ – but
these are not outros. The true outro is a distinct new
passage, scrambling for our attention, compulsively
answering the song’s own questions, an end not
yet ready to end.
It’s tempting to think of the outro song as
a perpetual crescendo, and outros are, mostly,
a joyful form, but they can also bring a reckoning,
a thematic conclusion of frightening intensity.
‘Drive’ by Throwing Muses – which sees Kristin
Hersh threaten to “Fight the clouds with your head
on a stick” – burns a long fuse of malintent through

a lengthy, repetitive outro. Guitars settle into
a chugging riff, short vocal phrases grow in scale,
piling body parts, hers and her lover’s, “In my head/
In your heart”, roadkill alongside “The road/The
road home”, concluding in a defiant chant: “I don’t
care I don’t care I don’t care I don’t care”.
PJ Harvey’s horrific ‘Nina In Ecstasy II’, which
dates from Is this Desire?, preempts the ghostly
child-actors of White Chalk with a single, highregister vocal line, a young girl lamenting her own
demise and calling for her mother (the chorus’ only
word, drawn-out and shaky, is “MAMA”) – and then
flatly gives us the time-of-death by using the chorus
of 1971’s winter warmer ‘Chirpy Chirpy Cheep
Cheep’ as an outro. “Where’s your mama gone?
Far, far away”.
The melody floats down from the heights of the
chorus to meet a funereal organ part. You’re left
feeling as though you found the body, and it’s the
outro that does it, that sets Nina down where she
can clearly be seen. Take that, Nick Cave! Back to
murder-ballad school with you!
But the truest, most lovingest-best function
of the outro is not to conclude. It’s takeoff, not
landing – that is the outro’s real business, and the
more pop the form, the faster the ascent. That’s
why DJs love outro songs; they glitter-glue people
to the dancefloor with sheer excitement. Tell me
your favourite Daft Punk song isn’t ‘Aerodynamic’.
I won’t believe you. I don’t believe you didn’t lose
your breath when you first heard the song move
directly from intro to double-tapping outro heaven.
Such a radical gesture, the song as a means to its
own end – I don’t believe you didn’t run around and
fall all over yourself and shout.
Daft Punk knew you would too, knew they had
written possibly the greatest outro of all time, and
that’s why when they play it live, they segue straight
into it from ‘One More Time’, a song which is,
lyrically at least, a perpetual intro. “One more time,
we’re gonna celebrate,” they call; the ragged,
insistent, irresistible arpeggios of ‘Aerodynamic’ –
and the absolute abandon they bring – are the only
possible response.

I Wish I Was Someone Better
The New Single Out Now
on download and limited 7”
www.bloodredshoes.co.uk
www.myspace.com/bloodredshoes

WWW.FILMSCHOOLMUSIC.COM
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singles club

Words: kicking_k, Frances
Morgan, Louis Pattison and
Everett True
Illustration: Lady Lucy

Time for another chapter in the ongoing battle between
angst and fun, leaving yr Plan B gentlefolk knee deep
in gore…

White Magic
Dark Stars EP (Drag City)
The culty Brooklyn folk duo’s latest single
is produced by one of Gang Gang Dance,
and accompanied by a press release
which makes a series of increasingly
absurd astrological analogies. Yay for
crystals/drugs.
Frances: This band are so disappointing.
Never has a debut EP promised so much
and delivered so little. It all went…not even
downhill…but nowhere.
Frances: Now with fancy production. To hide
the lack of song.
Kick: I hope it doesn’t just revolve emptily,
or taper off.
Frances: I like the extra stuff on it and the
hippie FX. But…
Everett: I kinda like this, but don’t think
the vocals add anything to it. Where’s
David Thomas Broughton when you need
a tortured tape loop?
Frances: To read about this band in Arthur
you’d think they were Grace Slick meets
Joseph Byrd And The Field Hippies. Orbiting
the sun. I am here to tell you that they
are not.
Louis: Plan B: the magazine that likes to say
“You suck”.
Frances: It’s got nice now though. There’s
a really nice winding piano passage.
Everett: Plan B: the magazine that likes to
say “Could do better”. We’re a B-minus sort
of place.
Poppy And The Jezebels
Electro Bitch (Reveal)
GCSE-age Birmingham girl rockers attempt
to hitch a ride on the interminable indiedance bandwagon – “Electro/Techno
surging through,” they yell, infuriating
genre purists everywhere within earshot.
Kick: I thought it was going to be a song
about a perceived ‘electro bitch’ by a real
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rockin’ indie girl, but apparently they’re
gonna play dress up and become said
bitch themselves.
Frances: It’s so depressing! They’re really
young, they shouldn’t be this depressing!
Everett: Reminds me of, ugh, I dunno…
Shampoo. And despite what Plan B says,
that isn’t a good thing at all. “I’m a bitch for
you…” – not a good fade out.
Kick: Shampoo were a million times harder
and shinier and stronger than this – like
well-painted nails.
Frances: I do not approve. In my day it were
all BOY GIRL REVOLUTION.
Jeffrey Lewis with Helen
Schreiner
Systematic Death (Olive Juice)
Jeff serves a single portion of his Plan Bbeloved 12 Crass Songs – a duet with
his keys player (b/w song from Jeff’s uncle,
Professor Louie). Limited edition of 1,000,
complete with comic book. Some of Crass
themselves are occasionally playing under
the name Last Amendment.
Kick: What d’you think Crass think of this
whole project? Solidarity or…recuperation?
Frances: The Jeff Lewis Crass album is
probably one of my albums of the year.
Louis: I like the amusing drums on this –
makes me think of a trustafarian playing
bongos in a San Francisco coffee shop.
Everett: Crass liked Huggy Bear, so I can’t
see they wouldn’t like this.
Louis: I was DJ-ing a Crass song in a pub the
other day and a girl came up to me and asked
me to play something ‘uplifting’…come the
revolution, etc etc…
Everett: Jeff came out at End Of The Road
and played eight Crass songs straight up,
no explanation – to a large crowd too. It
was quite the statement. Love the way
he reclaims the lyrics, the revolution, the
intelligence. Nice comedy guitar, too!

Kick: Considering how hapless political
bands can be – the message suffocating
everything else – it is a nice idea that stuff
like this could go…viral.
Louis: It’s certainly no disservice to Crass,
I think it’s actually a massive compliment
that he manages to find new stuff in
the originals.
Shimmy Rivers And And Canal
Work It Out (White Heat)
A new no wave eruption straight outta
London, England, the Rivers (Shimmies?)
boast one of the more inventive – if mostly
functional and sober – band websites
we’ve had the pleasure of invading over
at www.shimmyriversandandcanal.com.
Everett: Man. That must really annoy sub
editors. That extra ‘And’.
Kick: Let’s add an extra one and piss them off.
Frances: This was recorded in one of my
favourite ex-venues, Hugo’s Speaker Palace.
I saw The Homosexuals and Charles Hayward
and Ginnungagap and loads of other cool
stuff there…it’s also a recording studio.
Everett: Love it. Sparky and furious and trebly
like Big Flame. Stops, starts…
Louis: You’ve gotta love that antsy Essential
Logic saxophone.
Frances: ON THE COVER!
Louis: It’s a very controlled, very amusing sort
of chaos isn’t it? If it was a bit less ordered,
it might be quote-unquote ‘zany’ but they
appear to know exactly what they are doing.
Frances: This reminds me of cycling, late night
shops, flyers…nice things.
Kick: I think I need words to connect with no
wave-y stuff. Without them, they’ll tend to
buck me off, like a bronco.
Frances: I like the way it goes from skronk to
kind of garage-y psych…
Everett: Kinda what both me and Andrew
Clare were both digging when we first
met…although he’ll probably deny it.

Phosphene And Friends
I See A Sign Defined (Pickled Egg)
Bridget St John, Isobel Campbell, Bill Wells
and Nalle join main man John Cavanagh
for mutual enlightenment. Influences
apparently include, “Syd Barrett, Joe
Meek, Delia Derbyshire, Roy Harper,
Scott Walker, Vladimir Ussachevsky and
Oliver Postgate…”
Everett: Lilting odd psychedelic folk, lots of
long notes and odd textures. And very soft.
Kick: Yeah, I like how it’s gotten less-defined
as it’s gone on.
Frances: Interesting to compare to White
Magic. This is loads better.
Everett: Beautifully recorded instruments
dipping in and out…
Kick: This has more lateral drift. It’s
expansive, and unexpected in a way White
Magic wasn’t.
Frances: I like the group singing as well.
Everett: It’s lovely, isn’t it?
Louis: Is there any straighter traditional
music that sounds like this?
Frances: Er, yeah…possibly…some hymns
perhaps. Most proper traditional music
doesn’t really drift, though. It can’t drift too
much because it had to be remembered and
passed down as an oral tradition.
Morton Valence
Sailors (Cheap Date)
Three Colombians, two girls from Hong
Kong and Ireland plus ‘dodgy South
London bloke’ – all dressed as, well, you
can probably guess. Plan B breathlessly
awaits forthcoming singles ‘Footballers’,
‘Chefs’ and ‘Zombies’.
Louis: The lyrics are almost eliciting a laugh.
Frances: It’s the Nineties!
Everett: It’s the sort of thing I wouldn’t
switch off.
Kick: I’m quite fond. Trundles along like a
heavily-freighted, but brightly-painted tug.
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Like tiny creatures killing and
eating each other
Everett: There again, it’s the sort of thing
I wouldn’t switch on.
Louis: There are gulls in the background.
Nice touch.
Everett: I like that seasick percussive effect.
Kick: I like how it’s basically silly, and they’re
willing to compound that by striving to
sound sincere, too. It’s very (emotions!)
Frances: It’s like a crap Of Montreal without
the lyrics.
Kick: (I am having emotions right now!)
Matthew Dear
Don And Sherri (Ghostly)
Ghostly International stalwart releases
the single made famous in North America,
at least, by soundtracking an advert for the
planet-devouring Hummer H3.
Everett: BISCUIT BREAK!
Kick: Good noises. Really good noises.
Louis: Apparently Matthew was wearing
leather trousers at Sonar. Cue headline:
“Oh Dear!”
Kick: Frozen waterfalls and coconut drums.
And swingers! Is this song about swingers?
Louis: The vocals are actually quite Ian Curtis
– this is the child of ‘Isolation’ and I claim my
five pounds.
Kick: It makes me think about swingers.
In the north.
Frances: Matthew Dear is so good at
putting songs with noises with beats.
Sounds obvious, but not many people are
this good at it.
Kick: Hella drunk on cocktails and antiperspirant.
Frances: And with this sheen of disregard
over the top. Great.
Sons And Daughters
Gilt Complex (Domino)
The curtain-raiser for new album The Gift
is recorded by Bernard Butler, and is, we’re
told, “A whirlwind of tarnished Sixties

glamour, cut against the all-seeing lens of
modern day celebrity obsession…”
Kick: It sounds less…Scottish than before?
Frances: Bernard Butler’s a fucking menace.
All his productions are horrible.
Kick: He’s got eyes like dunked digestives.
They’ve modernised themselves, maybe,
in a way I wish they hadn’t. ‘Streamlined’
etc, all that. It used to sound a bit…rompy.
Everett: It’s very mid-Nineties, ain’t it?
Frances: It is Bernard Butler and his
ENORMO SOUND.
Everett: I’m dribbling water down my beard.
Kick: I hope it doesn’t have a video where
they’re all in the big city, or something.
Rolo Tomassi
Film Noir (Holy Roar)
Rollo Tomasi is an imaginary character
from the movie LA Confidential – a
catch-all name for any criminal who
gets away with their crime. Rolo Tomassi
are a Sheffield five-piece who are so
brattishly hardcore they wouldn’t want
to get away with it, but would hang
around the crime scene chewing gum
and posing for Polaroids.
Louis: Nintendocore!
Kick: The intensity of this band is hilarious.
Like hysterical, in every sense. Makes me
want to type fast, but I don’t know what.
Everett: Zkkhkhhhghjfgdgfdgdfgdghfdhg.
Louis: The Locust have certainly been
influential. There’s interesting electronics
behind the rumble and splurge though.
Everett: fgf45kgad9 as9 fdfd8 asjjjassd
Kick: I wish my keypad had heiroglyph
buttons. I would be EAGLE, PYRAMID, EYE.
Everett: I like the space age theremin-type
sounds in the background.
Kick: EYE EYE EYE…like tiny creatures killing
and eating each other.
Louis: This isn’t ‘really’ a single, of course,
it’s a nine-track EP. Which leaves our

attempts at sorting releases sounding
frankly ridiculous.
Battant
Kevin (Kill The DJ)
They say: “Chloe, Tim, Andy and Joel: A girl,
a geek, a liability and a keyboardist that
wouldn’t look too out of place in the
chorus line of Oliver!” We say:
Everett: Jerky, like fries.
Louis: The lyrics to this are quite odd. I am
working to decipher them.
Kick: Are people still called ‘Kevin’?
Frances: Elastica. I like this.
Kick: I never meet people called Kevin.
Louis: Insanely catchy. She sings in an
amazing, rolling staccato, which has the
effect of making the whole song feel like
a chorus.
Louis: There is a lyric that goes something
like “I believe he fucked the AIDS out of her.”
Kick: I just realised I know a Kev…
Frances: I know. I heard it. I was ignoring it.
Because that’s fucking nasty. Hipsters think
it’s funny to say AIDS and it is not.
Louis: Mm, I believe it’s a story, though.
Rather than an AIDS-LOL.
Kick: Apparently STDs are making a
comeback. Little blighters.
Frances: OK, not an AIDS-LOL but an AIDS…
LOOK-AT-US-WE-SAID-AIDS…
Animal Collective
Fireworks (Domino)
Former cover stars release themed
single on 5 November! Possibly
because Americans think our
historic struggle against the
monarchy is quaint. (For future
reference, Americans, we think
Thanksgiving is in poor taste.)
Louis: Aw, it’s like a waterfall. But
with the water exchanged with
liquid loveliness.

Everett: “Loving you/Is easy cos you’re
beautiful...”
Kick: I’m almost surprised they’d call
a song this ‘cause it’s probs one of the
metaphors they get hit with all the time.
Unless that’s why.
Frances: I love the pace at which they move.
That’s always been my favourite thing about
them, that and the harmonies.
Kick: They should do an entire album with
songs named after hyperbolic phrases
critics applied to their earlier songs. ‘Liquid
Loveliness’, for example (for Louis).
Frances: They’re going one better with the
melodies all the time, like they’re really
working on the counterpoint and stuff.
Everett: There’s a certain strain of American
music that indelibly reminds me of Modest
Mouse, prob cos Modest Mouse was the first
place I encountered those sort of sweetswaying rhythms and nasal vox, but I can’t
help it. This sounds like Modest Mouse to
me…with a little Silver Mt thrown in, and
minus the Marr (thank God).
Louis: Seeing them for the first time playing
splattery improv drums and making strange
squawks into effects boxes I had no idea they
would eventually turn into this…
Frances: It’s got a nicer, more shivery energy
than Modest Mouse and Silver Mt, though –
and you can still hear the squawks.
Kick: It seeps rather than stomps.
Frances: This makes me want to be happy.
Kick: They’re a strange band to get so
strangely big. But it’s heartening they can.
Everett: Hang on. What year is it?

singles of the month
Frances/Everett: Shimmy Rivers And And
Canal – Work It Out (White Heat)
Kick: Rolo Tomassi – Film Noir (Holy Roar)
Louis: Battant – Kevin (Kill The DJ)
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Brooklyn’s meek warriors akron/family wind
through the US heartland, from Motor City,
through whole foods and technical problems,
to Abandoned Fields

6 September, Detroit
First day of tour. The initial breach from reality into
tour mentality. We have been surprisingly prepared
for this tour, rehearsing a new seven-piece band
and doing interviews for the new record, but on
the first day we are already running behind. We
find ourselves on Dana’s porch, counting CDs and
rolling and labelling T-shirts, hitting the road from
Pennsylvania a few hours late.
Detroit is an American city that has truly seen
better days, and we roll past burnt out factories
and broken down buildings to the venue, The
Magic Stick. The stage is on the second floor above
a bowling alley (the largest in the Midwest, we’re
told). Anyways, as late as we are, we have to load
in through the back, carrying everything we own,
it seems, up two or four flights of stairs, questioning
all the time why we have so much equipment. Set
up is a slow affair, and we don’t have time for
soundcheck. We will just have to go with it.
This tour is with two other bands, our friends
Megafaun from North Carolina, and the solo
electronic artist Greg Davis. Their sets culminate
in playing with us for two hours at the end of the
night, and tonight is the test run. It goes surprisingly
well. The Megafaun set of twisted gospel improv
sets everyone’s ears on end, then Greg takes it to the
floor with a computer and harmonium, and has all
the Detroit kids sitting and spacing out to his ground
shaking drone jams. When it comes time to play our
set, everyone is excited. The music goes off without
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too many hitches. The girl in the front screaming for
‘Raise The Sparks’ is satisfied and so is everyone else
it seems. A good first show.
Ryan, who used to record and tour with Akron
but has decided to not tour or play with the band
anymore, actually made it out for the show and was
seen dancing in the back of the room, head cleanshaven with a hoodie hanging off it. We take it
as a good omen for things to come. It is late now,
we’ve had a little pizza, and we drive off to sleep in

In Orlando, we are
entertained by a street
magician named
Richard The Adequate
Ann Arbor and play in Chicago tomorrow, where
we find out the venue has just been shut down and
we are moved to some gallery, somewhere.
7 September, Chicago
The morning is alternately rainy and sunny. Our
good friend from New York, Broccoli Rob, is in Ann
Arbor painting and we get to spend the morning
with him and give him a copy of the new record.
We head out for Chicago around noon, after
stopping in for coffee at the same shop we always

go to in while in the AA. Once in Chicago we stop
by Greg’s parents house, they will be hosting us for
the night. We have a nice snack of chips and salsa
and espresso, check our email, and head to the
venue, which turns out to be great.
The gallery has extremely high ceilings, and the
vocals sound great. Greg’s parents are here as well
as the Megafaun members Brad and Phil Cook’s
parents. The show is hosted by the infamous
Empty Bottle folks, our favorites in Chicago. After
Megafuan plays an incredible set, Greg drops a
serious drone with his brother-in-law Ben Vida from
Chicago groups Town And Country and Bird Show.
This show is a far more epic dance party then the
night before. Friends are all over blowing trumpets
and conch shells, dancing and screaming. We also
receive a gift of Ram Dass’ Be Here Now and play
some great Grateful Dead covers for the promoter’s
birthday. News of our 45-minute ‘Turn On Your
Lovelight’ cover reaches all the way across town
and everyone seems to be happy after the shows.
We go to bed with our ears ringing and voices
shot at Greg’s parents after eating the delicious
blondies his mom made us. Tomorrow we have
a homemade breakfast to look forward to, and then
a questionable show in St Louis, a town infamous
for not being the most friendly new music town.
8 September, St Louis
A long day in the car today. We are all extremely
tired, voices shot, bodies shot, minds shot. The

Midwest drone sets in, and the exhaustion is just beginning. We stop to do a
radio show before we go to the venue. Sing some acoustic songs, let loose some
crickets, and head to the show. Rain is pouring down as we unload into the club.
The venue is called The Creepy Crawl, and is a dirty, beat-down rock club.
The front of house is leaking, and the punk rockers working behind the bar
don’t seem to be too excited about us playing tonight. Fortunately, friends from
Atlanta have come down and we get to spend some quality time. Other kids
come all the way from Lawrence, Kansas, and despite the lacking sound system
and our beat-down bodies, we manage to have a pretty great time. We all go
out after the show for a late night diner feed, and unfortunately (well, we find
this out tomorrow), order the biscuits and gravy.
20 September, Sarasoto
Today we play the New College in Florida. It is the extremely liberal leg of FSU,
which loosely translates to ‘hippie party school’. They call us all day worried that
we are late, but we get there around five and nothing is really set up. After hours
spent setting up outside so we can play while they cook food, and helping them
set up the PA system, it starts to rain. Also, we find out that they only saved us
veggie burgers. We eat meat, folks!
Anyways, it is raining and we have to move everything inside to the cafeteria.
After we finally get everything set up, the show starts and goes well. We play
a wild set, all singalong dance party, and the kids go wild. It is a really wonderful
show and fun to see the Florida kids get down. Not many touring bands go
all the way to Florida, so the kids are extremely excited to be there. After the
show we sell t-shirts out of the back of the van and play some ping-pong in the
cafeteria. Brad beats me and I am terribly upset. But I manage to pack up my
stuff, and we head out to go swimming in the Gulf. It’s bioluminescence season
right now, so as you swim through the water, you leave trails of glowing sea life
behind in your wake.
We soak in the soothing salt waters, and head off back to our dorm rooms
the college provides. Fortunately, a very nice student gives us some sheets and
blankets for the room, and we sleep for a few hours until the cops show up to
tell us we are parked in a non-parking spot. We are tired.
We get to spend the early afternoon at Whole Foods, though, eating healthy
foods and working on our website. Another of the friendly students here
offered to work on our site for us so we take him up on it. We meet so many
friendly people on tour, but the work never stops. People think tours are all
parties, but most of our off time is spent driving or working on the internet.
Ah, well. The music is still the best part of this whole thing.
21 September, Orlando
Another day, another show. It’s plagued with technical problems. We get rolling
by the end of the night, though, and the kids have a good time. After the show
there is saxophone in the streets, and we get some pizza. All the while we are
entertained by a street magician named Richard The Adequate. Orlando is a
strange place – magicians doing magic and transvestites eating pizza behind us
– the strange Americana fringe that exists just outside Disney’s Magic Kingdom
and comes out to play at night. But as the tour goes, there’s no time to further
investigate. We drink an energy drink and roll on to a hotel in Gainesville. Sleep.
22 September, Tallahassee
Florida’s capital. We are playing at Florida State University. We get in a little
early to do an interview at the radio. The club is nice. A welcome change from
the past three nights of rock dirt and PA system malfunction. Much merriment
is made, and much dancing takes place. It has been hard and trying to get all
the way down to Florida, but the response has made it worth it. Many of the
kids came two of the shows, travelling along, dancing and laughing. Some
are even saying that they will come up to the Athens, Georgia show. We hope
to see them there. We will be heading back up north, through Georgia and
Tennessee, and then to North Carolina. Only one week down, and it already
feels like forever. One week until the album comes out – and two months of
touring to go…

playlist:
italians do it better

Words: Mike Simonetti
Illustration: Stuart Kolakovic

Buckingham Nicks
Frozen Love
Pre-Fleetwood Mac, the record is stripped
down and almost folky at times. This track
has some tension in the lyrics, as they were
dating when this record was recorded. The
song itself has a killer build up, courtesy of
a lush string section, leading to Lindsay
Buckingham totally destroying a guitar solo
in his soon-to-be signature style. This record
has never been reissued, but if you look hard
enough you can get it on the internet…
Chromatics
Running Up That Hill
Johnny [Jewel] and company love to do
covers. Both of his bands [Glass Candy
and Chromatics] have taken on sometimes
impossible cover ideas and turned them
into gold. This Kate Bush
cover is especially intense.
There were many, many
vocal takes until they got the
version they liked – much
sweat and tears went into
this version, and you can
hear it. Riveting stuff indeed.

everyone’s-fucked-up track – and just
one of approximately 100 amazing Harry
Nilsson songs. (Can you tell I’m a huge fan
of this guy?)
Tiedye
Nothing Else Matters
When I heard this song I immediately wrote
the band to release it. One of the members
of Tiedye, Anton, put me on in Sweden a
few times – and he’s one of the nicest guys
around. When he told me his band is doing
a balaeric disco cover of a Metallica song,
I didn’t believe him. When I heard it, I was
a believer.
Playaz Circle feat Lil Wayne
Duffle Bag Boy
Face it, Weezy is currently the best rapper
on the planet. I could’ve put any of his songs
on this list. This is just the one that’s on the
radio the most as of today. Weezy sings the
hook in his trademark abstract style. I can
listen to this guy all day, and I actually do.
Seriously – this guy is going to save rap
music. Fuck Kanye West, it’s all about Weezy.

I hate when people
write The Bee Gees
off as cheese. That’s
bullshit

The Bee Gees
with Andy Gibb
I Just Want To Be Your Everything
One of the best bands of all time teams up
with the missing link (and also brother) and
writes one hell of a love song. I hate when
people write The Bee Gees off as cheese.
That’s bullshit. They are some of the best
songwriters of modern times in my opinion.
The orchestration in this track alone is worthy
of merit.
Harry Nilsson
Jump In The Fire
Also known as “That helicopter song from
Goodfellas”, ‘Jump In The Fire’ is one of
those memorable songs that never leave the
record box. This is a true 6am, dark nightclub,

Michael Hurley
Be Kind To Me
Armchair Boogie is my favorite Michael
Hurley record, and this is one of my favorite
songs. True hero of the folkies. I love this guy.
Look out, he’s coming back!
Italians Do It Better is a new offshoot
of the endlessly righteous Troubleman
Unlimited label teleporting neo Italo
disco and the like into the dimmer
depths of yr trembling, uncertain
but ultimately receptive soul.
If that last sentence made
you curious (as opposed to ill),
check Mike’s blog here:
vivaitalians.blogspot.com
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things i like
Ewan Pearson, prolific producer
and dancefloor thinker, takes the
Plan B taste test…
What was yr first band? Name and musical
style? Line-up and age?
“I was – I’m not sure I really want to admit this
– in a synth-pop duo called Sample The Dog. We used
to play a lot of covers and then about a third our
own material. It was all generated live by synths and
computers and was a technical nightmare. I was the
singer, because I was the least bad out of my friend
Gareth and me. We got together with a friend who
was a mobile DJ and put gigs/parties on in the cellar of
a wine bar called Murdoch’s in Kidderminster. We’d sell
tickets at school, play for ages, our mate would DJ and
we’d walk away with £100 each – which wasn’t bad
when you were 16. Luckily, house music came along
and I was able to escape from lead singer into the
comfortable anonymity of instrumental dance music…”
What single activity do you spend most
time doing aside from music?
“My non-musical life is taken up with reading,
watching films, eating and sleeping. But work does
tend to swallow the rest of my life somewhat.”
What’s yr single favourite moment in yr
recorded output so far?
“It’s too hard to pick one thing. Some of the World
Of Apples stuff means a lot in a quite personal way. The
Goldfrapp and Depeche Mode remixes. The Tracey
Thorn album is something I’m very proud of…”
Is there a book that changed yr life? What
kind of books do you mostly read?
“It’s impossible to pick one. Reading has been
the other main thread of my life (alongside music)
since I can remember. My favourite novel – at a push –
might be Vineland by Thomas Pynchon. But tomorrow
it will be Bel Ami or Brighton Rock or Tristram Shandy.
I read all over the place; recently a book on the
mathematician Henri Poincaré, a history of failure in
America called Born Losers by Scott Sandage, Diarmad
McCulloch’s history of the Reformation, and I’m rereading Middlemarch at the moment. It’s hard to say
how reading affects the music I make as it’s mostly
instrumental. I have been know to nick track titles and
artist names from authors I like, like lots of people.”
Do you have a favourite lyricist (and why)?
“The late, great Lee Hazlewood I’ve been listening
to a lot over the past few weeks; Tracey Thorn is
wonderful; Neil Tennant. Nina Persson from The
Cardigans is a great pop lyricist. Anyone who writes
a single called ‘I Need Some Fine Wine And You, You
Need To Be Nicer’ deserves some props.”
Which websites do you check regularly?
“I read Pitchfork, AppleInsider and Macintouch
(Mac nerd), The Guardian and various music blogs as
they get updated – people like Phil Sherburne.”
www.ewanpearson.com/enthusiasm
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why I hate…rock‘n’roll

Words: Nick Talbot (Gravenhurst)
Illustration: John Gambino

A few years ago my band played a gig at a venue
in Nottingham. After loading in we were shown
the ‘dressing room’. It was effectively a toilet
cubicle without a toilet. It smelt like a crime scene.
Suspicious yellow liquid dripped from a split pipe,
the walls were richly spattered with the usual
territorial pissings of long-gone or long-dead
bands, triumphant notches in bedposts or the chalk

Old toilets will survive
as long as people
continue to shit in
them
slashes of convicts marking their time. The real
sentiments behind the symbols were unclear. But
with the charm of a second-hand butt plug, the
venue manager chuckled to himself that this was
all just ‘rock‘n’roll’.
And then everything clicked into place.
I understood. Jaded promoters, parasitical booking
agents, decaying PA systems, toxic dressing rooms,
non-existent riders, imaginary contracts, indifferent
sound engineers and the continuing existence of
the flyer-deal: rock‘n’roll has nothing to do with
music. Rock‘n’roll is a masquerade that is used
to justify and sustain a deep-rooted culture of
complacency, cynicism and ineptitude.
In a classic example of the British habit of
celebrating the very worst things about our country,
we call a certain network of small venues around

the UK the ‘toilet circuit’. Touring it is akin to
a homoerotic frat-boy hazing ritual, but instead
of ending up with a tattoo of your mother’s face
on your balls, you accrue masses of debt and lose
a couple of band members to madness and suicide.
Like the street cleaner who loathes but depends
upon litter for his job, toilet venues need you but
would really prefer it if you just didn’t exist. You will
earn your stripes, pay for the privilege and then be
promptly told to fuck off so they can put on a club
night after your set.
Every node in the rock‘n’roll paradigm is selfperpetuating. Take performance fees, for example:
most bands assume they won’t be paid, so they
don’t ask for anything. Promoters know this so they
don’t offer them anything. As a result, most bands
don’t get paid. Booking agents are supposed to
remedy this, but even ‘signed’ bands can have
difficulty getting a booking agent. Agents can
wheedle money out of people, but they can also
neglect to tell you about a long-since cancelled
show and leave you stranded and penniless in Saint
Malo, lie till they are blue in the face and flatly refuse
to remunerate you for their massive administrative
error. Then this nightmare becomes a hilarious
rock‘n’roll anecdote, a well-worn propaganda tool
that plays a crucial role in sustaining rock‘n’roll’s
image of romance and roguish credibility. Agents
can be useful in securing you support slots. Support
fees are a standard £50, but no one actually knows
why. Ask anyone why it is standard, and in the
fantastically circular logic of all ignoble traditions,
they’ll tell you that it just is. But whose standard is
it? Ah. I see. Of course. It’s rock‘n’roll’s standard.
Rock‘n’roll says that I am an indie bed-wetter
spoilt by fancy jaunts to government-subsidised
civic art spaces in poncey Benelux. Whatever.
Superb commercial UK venues like The Luminaire
in Kilburn are the exceptions that prove the
rule: You Are Still Getting Fucked. Old toilets
will survive as long as people continue to shit in
them. Masochistic musicians will continue to get
bogwashed into thinking they are stoics. The enemy
hides in plain sight: it calls itself rock‘n’roll.

personal geography:
jenny hoyston

Words: Everett True

Erase Errata’s wayward voice picks
her Paradise Island discs
What´s your favourite record…
…to dance to?
“I am a HORRIBLE dancer but I dance anyway. No
shame. For me, the best dance parties involve soul
and R&B oldies. My 45 of ‘Charlie Brown’ by The
Coasters usually makes me wiggle around.”
…to drink to?
“Any country-era Linda Ronstadt will do for me.
I usually go for ‘Poor, Poor Pitiful Me’ but ‘Silver
Threads And Golden Needles’ and ‘Blue Bayou’
are right up there. She is a great, great singer
with an amazing catalogue, but I really feel her
twangy stuff.”
…to have sex to?
“I honestly don’t put music on to have sex. I know
I’m the only person in the world who thinks this,
but it’s so cheesy! I could barf right now thinking
about it. Say I had to pick a record or I could
never do it again – I would pick Out Of The Blue
by ELO.”
…that nobody else likes?
“I love the self-titled Melanie album from 1969.
Her voice gets on my friends’ nerves, but I like how
earnest and tense she sounds.”
…that you´d have play at your funeral?
“‘Don Juan’s Reckless Daughter’ by Joni Mitchell
better be playing at my funeral or I’m not going.”
…to play last thing at night?
“Fleetwood Mac’s Future Games is frequently on
my turntable when I wake up in the morning. I wish
Bob Welch-era Fleetwood Mac would do a reunion
tour. It’s always the butt-bumping crew when they
tour now.”
…to play first thing in the morning?
“Nothing better than taking a few bong rips in the
morning while listening to ‘Bull Of The Woods’ by
13th Floor Elevators.”

‘Crown Of Creation is
sarcastic, politically
poignant, hopeful,
realistic’
…to shake off a hangover?
“I use a simple recipe for those mornings after:
two glasses of water, eggs with tomatoes and
feta, green tea and the album Parallelograms by
Linda Perhacs.”
…to start a mix tape?
“‘A Country Boy Can Survive’ by Hank Williams
Jr has started a few mixes lately. I get teary-eyed
when he says ’I’d like to spit some Beachnut
in that dude’s eye and shoot him up with my
old ‘45.’”
…to close a mix tape?
“I love ending mix tapes with the poem ‘Last
Thoughts On Woody Guthrie’, as recited by its
author, Bob Dylan, at his first big concert at Town

Hall in New York in 1963. It’s such a perfect piece
of American poetry.”
….to play before a show?
“‘I Can’t Go for That’ off the Hall And Oates’ album
Private Eyes was the Erase Errata pumper-upper
in 2006 and 2007. For these Paradise Island band
tours I’m more partial to side one of Annette
Peacock’s Skyskating.”
…to explain to someone who doesn’t know
you what kind of person you are?
“Jefferson Airplane’s Crown Of Creation has some
songs that I relate to deeply. It’s sarcastic, politically
poignant, hopeful, realistic. ’Soon you will attain
the stability you strive for, in the only way that it’s
granted, in a place among the fossils…’”

….that you’ve appeared on?
“I’d have to say Keep the Fuzz Off My Buzz, the LP
that accompanied the tour I did with some of my
best friends back in 2004, is my most sentimental
favourite. The record later became the companion
CD to the tour documentary DVD. People can order
either/all from Sickroom Records (US)”
…of all time?
“See the answer about my funeral, plus you can add
the Sandy Denny boxed set and The Great Society
live double LP.”

www.myspace.com/jennyhoystonparadiseisland
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tinchy strider

Words: Ringo P Stacey
Back in January, Tinchy Stryder was the Ruff Sqwad MC
known for scorching on a demented Skepta beat about
how he’s ‘Sick Inna Head’. His awesome Lost And
Found mixtape did little to change the image. Then
singles from the debut album hit radio. ‘Breakaway’
was still anguished, but more considered – with subtle
burns on how he wanted to go straight but the roads
wouldn’t let him, and the liquid soul tones of singer
Funda playing his significant other on the chorus$.
Overnight, the image had grown more complex.
The album Star In The Hood arrived in August to
confirm the expansion, succeeding where most every
other grime artist before had failed. When Tinchy
does commercial, he does it right.
Who would you say is your typical fan?
“Right now, I would say younger girls.”
If you were asked that two years ago what
would the answer have been then?
“I dunno. Boys. I don’t know how to explain it
when I say my sort of people, but…”
Your mates?
“Not mates, but more like street people.”
Why do you think it’s changed?
“I think it was a couple of singles that come out.
They’re the people who are more into that music.”
Was that deliberate?
“No. ‘Breakaway’, especially, that’s nothing to do
with girls. I don’t know why girls like that more cos
that’s about trying to break away from the streets.”
I’ve been told to ask you about R+G…
“About Warren G?”
No! R+G. Rhythm and grime. Is that right?
Cos it’s something I hear a bit of on the album.
Slower tempos, soul singers…
“No, man. I’ve heard about it but I wouldn’t call
nothing I do rhythm and grime. I don’t think there is
a rhythm and grime. Well, there is, obviously, but I don’t
have anything to do with that. Grime’s grime, innit?
If there’s a grime song with someone singing on it it’s
just grime. It’s confusing when you start breaking it
down into different things.”
What do have in common with your fans?
“We both love my music!”
What’s been the most unlikely encounter
with a fan?
“Someone asked for my autograph when I was in
the toilets at Nando’s in Leicester.”
What’s your most memorable experience
of being a fan of someone else?
“Seeing Jay-Z perform at The Princes Trust. I was a
fan anyway, but when you see someone live it changes.
You just feel the tunes more. Cos I perform myself
I know how hard it can be. The way he carries himself.”
How do you feel about being a role model
“It’s mad, cos I’m not trying to be one. But you
have to accept the responsibility, people do actually
listen and look up to you. TYou’ve got to be real, but
the realness is not always good.”
www.myspace.com/tinchystryder
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those dancing days

Words: Kieron Gillen
Photography: Emily Graham

That past tense in the title tells you something’s up,
but we’ll get back to that after some HARD FACTS.
Those Dancing Days are a Swedish all-girl fivepiece. They take their name from a Led Zeppelin
song, but don’t hold that against them. They’re
about as Led Zeppelin as a Milky Way. They play
garage pop-Pop-POP! structured and I’ve loved
them since Linnea Jönsson’s voice emerged from

‘We’re not really,
really happy’

the emerging circular, Mysterian-style organ in their
future-hit ‘Hitten’. Two are still in school. Three are
working in coffee shops. They’re annoyingly young,
and both sound it and don’t.
Most of the reviews have gone on about how
relentlessly ‘up’ Those Dancing Days are. But
reaching for your sherbet metaphors is misplaced.
Look at that ‘those’. What gets me about them is
the juxtaposition of the upbeat and how Linnea’s
older, soulful voice gives their best material gravitas.
Oh, I see that face, but there’s no way I was going to
put ‘soulful’ in quote marks. We all know that soul
is nothing but a trick of the voice. It’s unfair. It moves
with no reason why.
Something like ‘Hitten’ (“Do you really think
I could rely on this new person I am?”) may have
worked with a lesser voice – that organ yearns with

the best of them – but their first single, the
eponymous ‘Those Dancing Days’ would have
crossed into saccharine without a little vocal weight
acting as an emotional centrifuge to the candyfloss.
Talking to bassist Mimmi, she agrees people have
overlooked that streak. “It’s quite melancholic,
I think,” she says, “Because our songs that are on
MySpace and the EP, two of them are really, really
happy – but ‘Hitten’ and ‘1000 Words’ are more
what we usually do. We’re not really, really happy.”
From the suburb of Nacka, the core of the band
had a previous existence as a teenage outfit with
Cissi (drums) and Rebekka (guitar). “Not very
good,” is Mimmi’s verdict. “They were very angry
teenagers. Quite…immature, really. But I thought
they were cool anyway.” This new incarnation adds
Lisa (synth), with Mimmi inviting college friend
Linnea to take position on the vocals. Lyrics: Linnea
wrote ‘Hitten’, Rebekka wrote ‘1000 Words’ and
Mimmi has written a couple too. Musically, it’s
equally collaborative. “I think this is more fun,
because you can get all the influences. If it’s only
one person writing the songs, then all the songs
will sound the same,” says Mimmi, matter-of-factly.
This is all clearly new for her, and I wonder if she
finds it weird. No, basically. “It’s fun that people
want to know stuff about you. It’s always kind of like
a dream for me, to have people ask me something,”
she muses. “I think it’s fun. It’s more weird with
autographs. Why does someone want my name
on something? That’s just strange.”
Mimmi gives the impression of someone who’s
always thought she’d be liked to be interviewed,
but hasn’t quite worked out what she’d like to say,
or needs to say. She’s finding a way. That’s pretty
much what the records are doing. ‘Hitten’ explicitly
wrestles with it, setting up circular questions and
answers about life which chase the organ round
and round with a personal, unshakeable resolution.
They’re making sense of the world, sifting through
those dancing days.
I have no idea what answers they’ll come to.
I look forward to finding out.
www.myspace.com/thosedancingdays

the void
Sleeping States
Sleeping States is London-based Markland Starkie,
with his core line-up of Craig Bell (Beacons) on
guitars/found-sounds/radios and Caroline Banks
(Seafood, Caz Mechanic) on drums. Resonating
minimalist guitars and vocal drones; recordings
of people in the distance emerging between
disconnected guitars; building scuzzes and sampled
whirs; Starkie reworks modern indie folk-pop
with his playful, experimental approach. Sounds
like London’s lonely landscape shifting through
the seasons.
www.myspace.com/sleepingstates

when we meet

Words: Thilini Gunaratna, Megan Weston
and kicking_k

Plan B is a new music carrier, and
there’s no cure
Blanket
As antifolk begins to define itself while gaining
momentum and recognition (see Plan B #25),
straight out of the Brighton fold comes threepiece Blanket. Lulling you into a whimsy reverie,
with Vicky Steer’s vaporous vocals drifting over
the delicate additions of a xylophone, Portasound,
blown reeds and Stephen Burch’s fingerpicked
acoustic guitar, it’s time to climb under the covers
and into the warmth of their lo-fi sound.
www.myspace.com/allloveisdead
Chandeliers
Sometimes, Chicago’s Chandeliers sound
like flow-chart foreplay, all disconnected notes
blooping into life like unstable particles, everything
an existential dot-to-dot; something like having
your brain massaged. Other times, someone’s hit
the slow-mo button and they bubble like superheated metal or even manage to articulate forward
movement, the lower end adding a threatening
momentum: a shiny, empty car rolling down a
gentle incline. Debut album ‘The Thrush’ will be
out soon in the UK on venerable Leicester-based
avant label Pickled Egg.
www.myspace.com/chandeliers
Dreamburger
This band look and
sound so unbelievably
late-Noughties HTMLstylez that they’ve had
to post the following to
their MySpace profile:
“This is NO JOKE. We take ourselves + music so
so seriously: reggaeton + punk + gab + HC rap +
humiliation = perfect combo.” In practice, expect
to be overloaded with sirens, magimixed samples,
perpetual acceleration and super-aggressive comeons. It’s like being mugged by tweenage space
invaders as part of a perfectly-synchronised dance
routine. Last quote (for now): “Our ghosts R gonna
haunt the shit out of U.” Yaay!
www.myspace.com/dreamburger

MIDI ghosts of instruments are
recycled in a genre-annihilating
puppet show
Charlie Alex March
Mr March collaborates with High Llamas’ Sean
O’Hagan and Stereolab’s Andy Ramsey to commit
to tape sincere and elegiac pop refrains of wrenched
heartstrings and misty eyes; soundtracks to old,
flickering Super-8 home movies. This hapless
romantic is produced by indietronica wunderkind
Metronomy, and sparks glimmers of hope in
every melody.
www.myspace.com/charliealexmarch

Cuckoo’s Nest
This cranium-drilling
metal duo are what
happens when you
decapitate one
drummer from Snow
White, amputate
one singer from
Headless and mesh
them together:
a right royal mess
of fake blood,
zombie limbs and
Monster Magnet.
An unfettered,
prime and evil
cacophony of
migraine-baiting,
Mudhoney-severing
sickness that’s fuzzy,
distorted, and louder
than your average
health warning.
www.myspace.com/
cuckoosnestband

HEALTH
The animalistic drums pound relentlessly beneath
the faint monotonous tribal chants while scratching
guitars and raw synths add to the imploding sound
that is HEALTH. Rising from the depths of LA’s
experimental music scene, following their acclaimed
Crystal Castles split 7-inch/remix, HEALTH fill the
void between the new rave and grave.
www.myspace.com/healthmusic
Ipso Facto
Ipso Facto are also known as Theoretical Girl’s
backing band. When they are not assisting her,
they can be found in dusty antique shops exacting
monochromatic silver screen serenades of their
own. The London-based femme fatales play out
webs of sinister intrigue as if trapped in the frames
of a slow-motion Bela Lugosi B-movie.
www.myspace.com/ipsofactomyspace
Pranet Cross Walker
Calamitous excitement from Japan – think
videogame soundtracks expanded sideways by two
dudes who probably haven’t left the studio in, well,
ever. They were born in there. A drum machine
fucked a Kaoss pad, or something. Possibly it was
a threesome with a Wii. They don’t know who the
father is. Or the mother. As you can imagine, the
resultant identity confusion means a parade of
instruments, or perhaps MIDI ghosts of instruments,
are recycled in a genre-annihilating puppet show.
At the time of writing, they had 364 MySpace
friends. Are there really only that many good and
true people in the world?
www.myspace.com/pranetcrosswalkings
SPA
They don’t pose for photos. They prefer buff stencil
portraits of themselves in Streetfighter II poses,
one with a dog’s head, the other a cat’s. Think
radioactive blasts of synth filth corroding yr face,
brain and best outfit and you’re starting to process
the picture in yr darkroom of pain.
www.myspace.com/sparemix
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L–R Ollie, Harriet, Aleks,
Gareth, Neil, Ellen, Tom

Tying yourself in over-analytical DIY-cred knots or throwing happy shapes on the
indie disco dancefloor? Whatever your pleasure of a Friday night, our favourite
tweecore philosophers Los Campesinos! can deliver
Words: Keiron Gillen
Photography: Simon Fernandez

“We no doubt do think about things far too much,”
sighs Gareth Campesinos! wearily.
“And you’re certainly not helping,” Tom
Campesinos! sighs, at me.
There’s a beat, and everyone laughs, and he’s
entirely right.
Stop!
Los Campesinos! have the number of members
where an interviewer loses count and can’t work
out who’s there and not at any one time. (Let’s have
a crack: Aleksandra, Ellen, Gareth, Harriet, Neil, Ollie
and Tom. Some of which were there at some points.
Maybe all were. It was that kind of interview.) The
seven of them got together at university in 2006,
recorded their demos, became a MySpace
Sensation™ and were swiftly signed to Wichita.
They first came to my attention with their demo
of ‘It Started With A Mixx’, and got me with their
mix-tape metaphor’s first lines, “Trying to find the
perfect match between pretentious and pop”, which
still sounds less like an opening lyric and more like
a future epitaph. They’ve been unquietly releasing
some of my favourite singles of 2007 since. Their
new one, the everyone-citing ‘International
Tweexcore Underground’, is out now; their album’s
done and will be out early 2008. And they think
about things too much. Gareth especially.
“Things which the majority of the rest of the
band hate me for worrying about,” Gareth notes.
“Like…there’s some lager louts in the front row, and
they’re waiting for that song about dancing [‘You!
Me! Dancing!’], and when we play it, they’re going
to jump around and be hideous and shout sexist
things and rude comments…and that worries me.
That’s not something I can empathise with, or want
to be a part of. I worry because we’re perceived as
this MySpace band and because the song most
people know about us…is about dancing. We may
not attract people who like Xiu Xiu. I’m a music fan.
Things like that do worry me.”
Starting a theme which occurs repeatedly for
the next half-hour, everyone else tries to stop Gareth
being Gareth. “Yeah,” Ellen interjects, “but then
you’ve got people who begin to like your music and
read up on your influences and…” “You can change
people, Gareth,” says Aleks in a way which makes
me imagine her chummily punching his arm. “You
get different sorts of fans,” Ollie notes. “You get the
sort who’ll listen to all the songs and then you’ve
got the ones who just listen to the hits.” Laughter.
“’The Hits’, in inverted commas.”
“I just have real issues with seeing us as a proper
band,” Gareth explains. “If someone asks us what
we do, and I say ‘I’m in a band’, it sounds so wanky
and so awful. I don’t like the difference between
a band and a music fan. I feel like a music fan, so
I should be allowed to have these slightly wrong
opinions. The snobbery and stuff.”
Recently, Los Campesinos! were at Bristol
enormo-indie club Ramshackle. Gareth is chatting
to a girl, and it’s all going well. After all, she liked his
cardigan. Then the DJ dropped ‘Naïve’ by The Kooks

and the place went mental. The girl turns to Gareth
and swoons, “Isn’t it lovely when everyone knows
the words and everyone sings along?” Gareth looks
back, says “No” and walks away.
“I’m a total snob and I’m horrible,”he despairs.
“I accept it. But all I really do in life is listen to music.
I guess I relate a lot of things back to that situation.
I’m sure there’s something good, that everybody’s
enjoying the song together. But it just strips it of any
meaning and it becomes just a list of words people
are shouting, to me. It takes away any emotional
connection that one person has to the song.”
“I think you can do both,” Tom counters, “I think
there can be that catchy, singalong element which
you can enjoy in that scenario, but when you listen
at home on your headphones, there’s also the more
personal, esoteric elements.”
Los Camp! work both on a general pop level –
the direct melodies, the more generalist sentiments
– and a more specific one – the densely layered
sounds, Gareth’s specific venting of his social
politics. “I hope it’s not just throwaway pop,”
Tom thinks. “Or, if it is, please recycle.”
There’s a nagging sense with Los Campesinos!
that, since they’re aware how much music can
mean, it can cripple them. They’re painfully aware
of what stakes they’re playing for. Take the single.
It’s the start of a possible multi-song narrative –
there’s another track with the characters on the
album – of a hypothetical best band in the world,
the eponymous Tweexcore Underground, formed
around a pair trapped in a distant town.
“The guy is fey and twee and probably really
hard to like and the girl is a Riot Grrrl hardcore figure
into noise and brutality,” Gareth says. The point
being that, since they have no one else, even
though they don’t give a toss about each other’s
tastes, they realise there’s a commonality, and work
together. Namechecking everyone from Henry
Rollins to Amelia Fletcher, with layers upon layers of
sound which you can and – indeed – have to dance
to, it could never be as good as the totality of the
ideas contained herein. But it can’t help but try.
“Because we’re starting out,” Gareth says, “if
I’ve got ideas, I don’t want to think I can use them in
the future…in case there is no future. If I look at
lyricists I’ve been influenced by, it’s wordy people
like [ex-Hefner frontman] Darren Hayman, Owen
Ashworth [Casiotone For The Painfully Alone] or
Gordon McIntyre [Ballyboy]. I want each individual
line to stand out, to trump the previous one.”
It’s actually both their weakness and their entire
point. Los Campesinos! are a band based around
that most traditional idea – that music can mean
something – except they unreflectively appropriate
the technology of the age. For the last 15 years,
and since the rise of record collector rock, music
has been separated from its context; Gang Of
Four are a guitar sound, and nothing else, due
to their easy appropriation and dissemination.
With Los Campesinos!, the tendency to reduce
art to product is reversed.

To the uninitiated, the only sane response to
‘Tweexcore’ is to turn to Wikipedia, at which point
a world opens to them. Less meta-pop, more
hyperlinked pop. The song, by its cultural literacy,
forces you to assemble a proper context for it from
its pieces. And it’s pop as the proverbial fuck.
“Pop music is one of these casual genres which
can celebrate the trivial and the ephemeral and the
insignificant at the same time,” Tom argues, “That’s
why we went for pop. It’s a liberating genre.”
That unimportant things are fundamentally of
enormous importance is right at the heart of Los
Campesinos! Your passions are your passions, and
it’s hard to argue with that point, without divorcing
your humanity. And since they’re asking questions,
their arguments and lyrics go out of the way to preempt criticism. A song about dancing? God knows
– say – Kenickie were hung by dolts who couldn’t
see the importance of unimportant things. The
verbal-rant that closes ‘You! Me! Dancing!’ is the
most quietly enraged thing and disgusted thing I’ve
heard this year, l’esprit d’escalier aimed at anyone
who’s looking down. “It always seems a good idea
to go paddling in the fountain.” BEAT! “That’s
because it IS a good idea…We weren’t ignorant
or stupid. We were happy.”

‘I’m a total snob
and I’m horrible’
– Gareth
And Gareth, clearly, is a bit paranoid. “I do
probably care…not care about what everyone
thinks, but what certain people think,” he admits.
“If certain people were to insult me, or to moan
about something I’d written…well, I can just dismiss
it. But I guess there’s a certain sort of person I want
to be on our side. It does worry me. To even talk
about it seems a little egotistical, but we’ve been
thrust into being in a band, and it’s ridiculous how
much of your future is planned, by who’s going to
review you, by what a certain publication thinks of
you. And we’re going to be thrust into a situation
where – as a music fan – I’m not going to feel
comfortable . And that’s something that worries
me, as I don’t want to be one of them.”
Aleks interrupts. “You know how you’ll
be perceived by people like you.” There’s no
question mark.
“Exactly. I’m scared of myself. Because I know
what I would make of me, and I’m not sure if I’d like
me,” Gareth sighs, “We no doubt do think about
things far too much.”
“And you’re certainly not helping,” Tom
Campesinos! sighs at me.
There’s a beat, and everyone laughs, and he’s
entirely right.
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Flying Nun Records put New Zealand’s indie music on the map
in the Eighties, with the guitar pop charms of The Clean, The
Chills and The Verlaines. Twenty years on, Plan B goes digging
through the four-tracks, 'zines and one-off singles to celebrate
the lesser known mavericks of the Dunedin and Christchurch
scenes – a tale of post-punk insurgency, home-taped surrealism,
proto-noise and a whole lot of reverb…
Words: Jon Dale
Illustration: Matthew The Horse

New Zealand, early in the Eighties. There’s an
almighty noise pouring from the stage. You can just
about make out the contours of a pop song behind
the wall of reverb, but a glorious chiming racket
is ravenously swallowing the room. The guitarist,
a young David Kilgour, looks ‘66 Dylan cool in his
beatnik poise. His brother Hamish sits behind a
drum kit, ploughing through the songs in a manner
similar to the Swell Maps’ Epic Soundtracks. Robert
Scott plucks away, unassumingly, on bass, off to one
side, the perfect pop anchor.
Well, OK. I wasn’t there. But anyone who’s heard
live recordings by The Clean, on Live Dead Clean or
the Compilation and Anthology CDs, will know:
they made an unholy din live. Alastair Galbraith
related to Ptolemaic Terrascope, “How wonderfully
sharp it was…most of the sound was this beautifully
simple tubey guitar sound, in clanging, rolling,
perfectly formed waves.” Similarly, ex-Pin Group
guitarist Roy Montgomery told Deep Water, “It was
such a perfect combination of chaos and melody.
It built up this sort of drone without being too
contrived, it wasn’t an intellectual La Monte Young
thing, it was just David not being afraid to smash on
open strings while he was doing melody lines.”
Bring up Flying Nun in conversation with anyone
in the know and they will immediately mention
The Clean, or maybe The Chills or The Verlaines.
It’s fair enough: these three groups were key acts.
But for the first six years of their existence, from
1981 to 1987, Flying Nun released an incredible run
of records from New Zealand’s fertile underground.
Documenting everything from The Clean’s
fuzz-pop to The Cakekitchen’s drizzly melodrama,
the strident jangle of Look Blue Go Purple to the

kitchen-sink post-punk of Marie And The Atom,
Flying Nun’s early years represent one of the greatest
runs of non-pro anti-consensus thought ever
plotted by unlikely sorts with no business acumen
whatsoever. (At least, if you ‘forget’ Netherworld,
Dancing Toys or The Fold.) But you don’t have to
listen to me: after all, Everett True did once call Flying
Nun, “The greatest guitar label of the Eighties…"
True enough.
outnumbered by sheep
The Flying Nun story is equal parts ‘right place, right
time’, isolation as bacterial breeding ground, and
making a virtue of the via negativa: turning seeming
gormlessness to advantage. And while The Clean
were the most significant Flying Nun group, the
presence of Chris Knox as moral arbiter defined
the label’s aesthetic perimeters, something more
traditionally ambitious outfits like Sneaky Feelings
would find a source of frustration. Lo-fi vs hi-fi, indie
vs major, anti-establishment vs populist: it’s a classic
tale, complicated by figures like Graeme Downes of
The Verlaines, who hovered in relative nowheresville
somewhere to the side of both socio-political positions.
Knox’s first group, The Enemy, were punk by
proxy. They formed after a chance encounter with
Alec Bathgate (guitar) in a Dunedin record store, and
played their first gig at the city’s Old Beneficiaries
Hall in November 1977. Scene arbiter Roi Colbert
wrote up the performance for local street rag Rip
It Up – and the combination of the group’s fiery
originals and Knox’s post-Iggy self-mutilation served
as catalyst for New Zealand’s punk mini-boom.
After a brief period where their membership
included Phil Judd (of Split Enz), Knox renamed the

group Toy Love. Relocating to Auckland, they were
an immediate success. Signed to WEA in New
Zealand and released by Bomp in the USA, the
group eventually shifted to Sydney in 1980, and
were by all accounts shunned by Australian crowds
(the sheep-fucking posters probably didn’t help).
They returned to a hero’s welcome in New Zealand
before packing it in after the release of their flawed
and compromised self-titled album.
Toy Love were the first NZ group to prove that
punk could function as more than subculture.
Knox’s misanthropic, extremist performance set
into motion a combination of nihilism, knowing
improvisation and volatility that would be mined
by countless other groups (Shayne Carter, The
Axemen, Sferic Experiment, Bird Nest Roys and The
Skeptics, etc). But the most significant intervention
would come with Knox buying a TEAC four-track
recording machine and releasing an EP, Three
Songs, on Propellor offshoot Furtive, in his duo
with Bathgate, the Tall Dwarfs. Stripped back to
the point of emaciation, these reedy pop songs
were captured in the amber of primitive EQ and
the oblique glow of the suburban bedroom.
This, perhaps, would have been news at the time
to one Roger Shepherd, managing Christchurch’s
Record Factory store and dreaming up Flying Nun as
a way to document the music made by a handful of
local acts and cause celebres…
new zealand trip, the buttoned-down lip
This is not to say that Knox held the only key to
low fidelity recording process. There was also Arnie
Van Bussell’s Nightshift Studios in Christchurch and
the roaming four-track of Toy Love’s Paul Kean.

Documenting early music made by The Gordons
and Jay Clarkson’s first outfit, The Playthings, these
DIY recordings, alongside labels like Furtive and
other punk groups like Nocturnal Projections
(featuring Graeme and Peter Jefferies), Scavengers
and Suburban Reptiles, proved catalytic converters
for Shepherd. The first two Flying Nun releases, in
1981, would be Christchurch act The Pin Group’s
‘Ambivalence’/‘Columbia’ (FN 001), and The Clean’s
‘Tally Ho’/‘Platypus’ (FN 002).
Even from this early stage, you can detect both
Flying Nun’s South Island twin city dynamic, and
a divisive split between the label’s first- and secondtier artists that would end in the formation of critical
enterprises like Bruce Russell’s Xpressway imprint.
But in 1981, these records were close companions,
both borne of parallel movements in Northern
Hemisphere post-punk but fed through the critical
faculty offered by isolation from overarching trends
delay (it would sometimes take years for UK records
to turn up in NZ). The Clean were Sixties garagepsych in their inclinations, whereas The Pin Group
would draw on The Velvet Underground’s darker
moments, and modern influences that ranged
from Wire and The Saints through The Cure and
The Durutti Column.
I tend to think of ‘Ambivalence’ and ‘Tally Ho’
as New Zealand’s equivalents to The Desperate
Bicycles’ ‘Smokestack’ and Buzzcocks’ ‘Spiral
Scratch’; one as the lightning rod for DIY/lo-fi
purism, the other as the first installment in a great
pop odyssey. Tall Dwarfs’ ‘Three Songs’, then,
becomes something like Scrotum Poles or …And
The Native Hipsters – hermetic, home-channelled
surrealism in sound.
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but i can write songs ok…
Though The Clean formed in 1977, and Martin
Phillipps’ The Same started soon after as The Clean’s
‘sister outfit’, both groups only started to make an
impact in '79. After a period of revolving bass-player
action, The Clean settled on their classic line-up of
David and Hamish Kilgour and Robert Scott: Peter
Gutteridge was also a member for a brief period.
(Gutteridge also did time in the first line-up of
The Chills, the group that sprung from the loins
of The Same, circa 1980.)
It’s easy in retrospect to treat The Clean as the
conquering heroes of New Zealand, but as David
Kilgour recalls, “The Clean had a lot of negativity
thrown at us in the early days. We had to leave
Dunedin to get anywhere.” Indeed, it was on one
of their various tours that the group hooked up with
Shepherd, who ended up releasing the four records
with which The Clean made their name: ‘Tally Ho’,
Boodle Boodle Boodle, Great Sounds Great…and
their ‘final’ single, ‘Getting Older’.

A lot of The Clean’s magic had as much to do
with the rambunctious energy and aircraft-hangar
reverb of Kilgour’s guitar sound as it did with their
songwriting. That sound is still a secret not yet
unlocked by many other players. “For a while
I thought the amp had a lot to do with it,” David
considers. “But now I see it’s many different
elements coming together. But I do hit everything
hard, generally speaking. I also like a heavy reverb
sound. I actually don’t hear the reverb anymore,
anyway; it just sounds normal to me.”
Working away in the shadow of The Clean were
The Chills, The Verlaines and Sneaky Feelings. When
I ask what the ambition was behind The Verlaines,
founder Graeme Downes is refreshingly direct: “To
be as good as The Clean, pretty much…I think both
Martin [Phillipps] and I wanted to emulate The Clean
but along with that impulse there is always going
to be a desire to exert independence.”
All of the above groups developed distinctive
takes on The Clean’s legacy. The Chills embraced

a frosty swirl of psychedelic garage pop trappings,
perfected on their first two singles, ‘Rolling Moon’
and ‘Pink Frost’; The Verlaines offered a more
articulate take on trio dynamics. “I was heavily into
classical music,” Downes explains. “I was striving
to emulate the broad symphonic sweep of that
music within the confines of a three-piece.”
The Verlaines shared with Sneaky Feelings a
considered lyrical bent, though the latter were far
more inclined toward classic pop tropes. Lead singer
Matthew Bannister remembers that, “The music
Sneaky Feelings were playing was kind of ambitious
and so we often fell flat on our faces. We had to
leave town before we realised that people liked
us. We wanted to make great pop records, like
The Beatles and The Byrds in the first instance.”
Sneaky Feelings were arch-traditionalists and
their aesthetic clashed with that of The Clean,
whose influences, while taking in “the usual iconic
suspects”, also made room for “Velvets, Buzzcocks,
garage psychedelia, especially from the Sixties – as

‘Many iconic “Dunedin sound” songs don’t describe an
emotion; they accomplish actions or chronicle evolving
emotional states’ – Graeme Downes, The Verlaines
The Axemen
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in the Nuggets LP and Pebbles compilations…”
When the time came to record the ‘Dunedin
Double’ compilation EP (1981), Sneaky Feelings’
more archetypal ambitions came a cropper. In his
book Positively George Street, Bannister documents
the disappointment the group felt with the fourtrack recordings made by Chris Knox and Doug
Hood. The Verlaines came out of the affair rather
better, and even within these limitations, The Chills
shone, their ghostly ‘Satin Doll’ the set’s highlight.
With ‘Dunedin Double’ came the ‘Dunedin
sound’, a phrase the groups disavowed. “It
launched the notion of the Dunedin sound to New
Zealand and beyond,” Downes agrees. “Like many
things – we toured together quite a lot in those days
– Sneaky Feelings and us recorded together on the
same day, them in the morning, us in the afternoon.
The whole thing was done in four hours or so.”
But, as with most other early Flying Nun releases,
the sound quality counts. Its roughness lifts the
veil on the recording process; in this respect, the
label’s DIY egalitarianism makes it the Southern
Hemisphere’s equivalent to England’s Rough Trade.
As US critic Byron Coley wrote for Forced Exposure:
”It’s always seemed that you could play the first
20 Flying Nun records, think how great they all
sounded and then realize that you could probably
foot the bill for the recording budgets yourself.”
‘Dunedin Double’ offered the first appearance of
Wayne Elsey’s garage-pop trio The Stones, a group
formed from the ashes of schoolboy group Bored
Games, whose lead singer Shayne Carter would
later reorganise with Elsey and an itinerant drum
machine, Herbie Fuckface, in The Doublehappys.
Elsey passed away in 1985, after which Carter
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The Clean
recorded the elegiac tribute ‘Randolph’s Going
Home’ with Peter Jefferies, and eventually formed
Straitjacket Fits.
it’s cold outside
The ‘Dunedin sound’ may have put Flying Nun on
the international map, but it’s worth remembering
that the label was based in Christchurch until 1988,
and the label spent as much time documenting early
rumblings from Christchurch’s underground as it did
hymning the praises of Dunedin. Maybe there was
something in the water in Christchurch, too, as
most of the town's acts shared a more portentous
outlook that turned its back on the shiny pop-ness
of college town Dunedin. As Roy Montgomery
once recalled, the Christchurch scene, “Composed
principally of lapsed or collapsed Catholics, and
introverted, slightly puritanical misfits…” David
Kilgour chuckles, “There were more art students in
the Christchurch bands, huh! Maybe…A different
shade of jersey black perhaps.”
You can hear this in the various outfits that
sprung from the legendary, never recorded Vacuum
Band, led by Bill Direen and featuring Peter Stapleton
on drums. Stapleton would join Montgomery in The
Pin Group; he also formed Victor Dimisich Band with
Steven Cogle on vocals, who mutated into Scorched
Earth Policy.
Though Flying Nun released several of Direen’s
earliest records – his ‘Schwimmen In Der See’,
recorded under the name Die Bilder, was FN 006 –
he’s never quite received the acclaim he deserved.
This is in part due to his shape-shifting propensities:
he has performed under names like The Bilders,
Soluble Fish Ensemble, Kaza Portico, Blue Ladder,
The Urbs and Above Ground. He eventually moved
into theatre, as did Roy Montgomery, who, with the
exception of one seven-inch under the name The
Shallows in 1985, turned his back on music for most
of the decade. But Direen’s aesthetic was pivotal to
the Flying Nun scene, a mix of garage pop (‘Bedrock
Bay’), light-hearted surrealism (the catchy falsettos
of his radio hit ‘Do the Alligator’) and sometimes
near-unapproachable deliberate obscurantism
(parts of We Are The Coolest Cats).
Christchurch was surprisingly plural. The
Stapleton axis represented the most archetypal kind
of Christchurch music, reaching its fullest expression
in The Terminals, who formed in 1987 out of the
remains of Scorched Earth Policy. As Mick Elborado
of The Terminals claims, “There was no Christchurch
sound, as all the bands were disparate”. Thus, the
railroading, mutant noise-punk of Alister Parker’s
The Gordons, who released one classic EP (‘Future
Shock’) and two albums before mutating into Bailter
Space in 1986, was miles away from The Terminals
or other Christchurch groups.
There was also Jay Clarkson, who started in The
Playthings, and later formed The Expendables. Their
classic single, ‘The Man With No Desire’, acted as a
template for Clarkson’s solo mini-album from 1987,
whose ‘The Boy With The Sad Hands’ is her most

enduring song. When
I asked Graeme Downes
what he saw as the
difference between
Christchurch and
Dunedin groups, he
politely deferred, before
Tall Dwarfs
drawing attention to
Clarkson’s individual
streak. “There’s a sense of structural freedom going
on in some of her songs.” Perhaps this ‘structural
freedom’ is what differentiates the two cities; it’s no
surprise that many of the New Zealand free noise
scene’s alumni have strong ties to Christchurch.
getting older
The ‘core’ acts on Flying Nun would continue to
develop over the next five years. The Chills relocated
to England and Europe for a time, where they had
enjoyed critical acclaim; their debut album, Brave
Words, didn’t quite live up to expectations, but
Phillipps was still a hard songwriter to argue with.
The Verlaines would become increasingly baroque,
and their debut album Hallelujah, All The Way
Home doubled as a university project for his classical
studies. Explains Downes: “The songs on Hallelujah
are pretty damn complex and the harmony belies
formal education at every turn – aside from the
parallel octaves that earned professorial rebuke.”
Sneaky Feelings achieved a modicum of success
with their 1985 single ‘Husband House’, though
they were always slightly on the periphery – unfairly
so; songs like ‘Throwing Stones’ have a regal
countenance that is quite affecting, though
Bannister acknowledges they were out of place
within the Flying Nun ferment. “The whole indie
scene was getting louder and weirder,” he laments,
“and we were still trying to write our perfect Sixties
pop songs like Burt Bacharach or Ray Davies.”
“Sneaky Feelings’ marginal status is certainly
instructive about the artistic agenda of the other
bands,” Downes continues. “When we view their
output we can see abundant evidence of them
employing songwriting norms, conventional forms,
quadratic structure and typical lyric-writing
strategies. A good many of the iconic ‘Dunedin
sound’ songs eschew such conventional
approaches. They don’t describe an emotion;
they accomplish actions and/or chronicle evolving
emotional states.”
The Clean broke up in 1981, after which Robert
Scott formed the rustic folk-pop quartet The Bats,
whose first batch of EPs are among the most
unassumingly approachable records released in
Flying Nun’s early days. “A few people mention
what you have,” Scott confirms when I ask after
their pastoral leanings. “They bring a sense of place
when you listen to them; I guess it’s something that
comes out of a writer. They do sound similar, I just
wish we could have been more in tune,” he laughs.
The Kilgour brothers bought a four-track and
started recording as The Great Unwashed; after

nun better
Everett True’s Flying Nun five
The Chills Wet Blanket (1988 single)
Matrin Phillipps’ own version of a perfect pop band,
absolutely gorgeous and scintillating when on form
– which they mostly were. This one song alone is
everything that was claimed for both Creation Records
and C86. Contained one ex-member of The Clean,
and were undoubtedly Flying Nun’s best-known
band, the ‘curse of The Chills’ notwithstanding –
kinda like the NZ equivalent to The Go-Betweens.
From Dunedin (of course).
Straitjacket Fits She Speeds
(from the 1987 ‘Life In One Chord’ 12-inch)
Formed from the remains of Dunedin band The
DoubleHappys (after a tragic death), this astonishing
debut is still one of Flying Nun’s absolute transcendent
moments: jagged, abrasive guitars and edgy vocals
are underpinned neatly by churning harmonics and a
smoother second vocal into a psychedelic whole, easily
the equal of My Bloody Valentine’s ‘Made Me Realise’.
The Gordons The Gordons
(1981 album, later reissued on Flying Nun)
Early peers of Sonic Youth, from Christchurch. As I
wrote back then, “When [The Gordons] played at the
same size venue as Motörhead they required four extra
PA sound systems. Saying The Gordons were LOUD is
like saying The Beatles were a POP GROUP – not so
much detonating as devastating!” In 1986, became
the ace atmospheric noise group Bailter Space.
The Bats Made Up In Blue (1986 12-inch)
Primarily from Christchurch, but much more associated
with the classic 'Dunedin sound' of the mid-Eighties
– unsurprisingly, since singer/guitarist Robert Scott
played in The Clean. The Bats were all about gorgeous,
intertwined, melodic riffs: and nowhere is this better
shown than on this bruised peach of a single.
The Verlaines Death And The Maiden
(1983 seven-inch single)
”Do you like Paul Verlaine/Is it going to rain today…”
The lyrics actually refer to the 19th century French poet
who shot his lover, Arthur Rimbaud, in a drunken rage,
but for years I assumed that this delightful, plaintive
cry referred to the Television front man – appropriate
for such a literate, intricate Dunedin guitar band .
Altogether now, ”Verlaine/Verlaine/Verlaine…”
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Sneaky Feelings

‘This beautifully simple tubey guitar
sound, in clanging, rolling, perfectly
formed waves’ – Alistair Galbraith

The Chills
throwing down batches of songs, they released the
lo-fi masterpiece Clean Out Of Our Minds. “Then we
had to tour the album,” Kilgour sighs, “so we got
Peter [Gutteridge] along who had a lot of songs on
him at the time.” When Hamish joined Bailter Space
in 1986, David formed Stephen, who “meandered
along,” he recalls. “I certainly had little ambition
at the time. More like fun that became something
vaguely more serious as it went along.” It took them
two years to release their only EP, ‘Dumb’ – it’s the
overlooked classic in Kilgour’s back catalogue. Find
it if you can. Good luck!
strange and conflicting feelings of
separation and betrayal
“Ah, the Flying Nun golden age,” George
Henderson of Christchurch band The Puddle
mutters. “1982 to 1990. I remember it well.
“The first truly successful Puddle gig was
a lunchtime gig at the University of Otago with
Shayne Carter playing a stand-up kit,” he recalls.
“This was the first time the entire audience, young
girls and boys, loved what we were doing. Lesley
[Paris, Look Blue Go Purple] had learned to drum,
and I heard a tape of her with the Cartilidge Family,
with Kilgour and Gutteridge, and realised that she
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kept time superbly and
had a style that I liked
– original and simple,
a rare combination.”
Along with Ross
Jackson, Paris and
Henderson formed
The Puddle. Their first
album, Pop Lib (1986)
showcased Henderson’s
take of literate, post-Syd
Barrett garage pop, and
the recording quality,
bemoaned by many,
actually works to the
record’s advantage.
They also recorded
with Wayne Elsey, who
Henderson describes as, “A pleasure to work with
and a gentle, thoughtful person, the very opposite
of the despairing, rock’n’roll persona of his songs”.
Elsey was a pivotal figure for Alastair Galbraith,
who at the age of 15 formed The Rip with Robbie
Muir. Though their first batch of songs were
punk-primitive in a post-Buzzcocks vein, Galbraith
crossed paths with the Jefferies brothers – already
responsible for several fantastically ornate, poised
chamber pop albums as This Kind Of Punishment –
and adopted their four-track approach to recording.
The result was the second Rip EP, ‘Stormed Port’,
where Galbraith’s fractured folk melodies shone
through the hissy veil of cassette recording.
Galbraith would end up producing The Puddle’s
1992 album Into The Moon, and collaborated with
Henderson on countless occasions. Henderson also
comped as a member of The Axemen, a wayward
outfit with a gleefully irreverent take on rock music.
Albums like Three Virgins, Three Versions, Three
Visions were all over the map.
Ask The Axemen about their place in the scene
and they’re hilariously blunt: Bob Brannigan laughs
that they “fit like an S-bend pipe in a silk purse!”
Singer Little Stevie McCabe continues, “I changed
from being a serious (if utterly drunk) anarchist with

Marie And The Atom
enthusiasm and the feeling we would make it big
any day, to a slightly disillusioned musician with a
swag of songs and a swag of booze who could play
and busk it with the best of ‘em, make a cassette
and sell 50 copies – no more, no less – with little
chance of ‘making it’; not because of any deficit of
talent, but through being born two years too late.”
Countless other Flying Nun groups released the
odd, sporadic single or album – The Exploding
Budgies and Goblin Mix came from Auckland and
gifted the world with the brutal, untamed guitar of
David Mitchell; Bird Nest Roys, also Auckland-based,
paid tribute to the Dunedin sound by balancing pop
nous with giggly humour; Marie And The Atom
were one of the more experimental outfits of their
time, coming across like The Raincoats recording
for Industrial Records; Alpaca Brothers took the
garage form of The Stones further on their sole
single, ‘Legless’. Many of these groups, alongside
Wreck Small Speakers On Expensive Stereos, whose
Michael Morley would go on to form The Dead C
with Bruce Russell, would end up sidelined as Flying
Nun developed.
Russell worked for the label during the Eighties
and watched with increasing despair as things
changed. “I felt they had no real focus, no ‘plan’ at
all,” he recalls, “and this meant they wasted time
and money on stuff they couldn’t think of a good
enough reason to say no to.” Taking Flying Nun as
an example of what not to do, Russell formed the
Xpressway imprint.
Many of the artists Russell supported also saw
the writing on the wall. “The Dead C ‘left’: we
decided we could do better on our own,” he states.
“Alastair got dumped. The Terminals were kept
on a starvation diet of thin gruel promises for
a couple more years, till I was able to direct their
releases elsewhere. They were well aware they were
never going to get respect, which they resented as
they felt they'd helped inspire the label in the first
place. There was a lot of bitterness. Peter Jefferies
saw the writing on the wall and stopped offering
them releases, more or less.”
In 1988, Flying Nun relocated to Auckland. With
that came their allegiance to Australian major labels
in order to keep the ship afloat, and a change in
their business plan (as such) and aesthetics. Groups
like Straitjacket Fits were looking to make it big and
Flying Nun needed to find the resources to facilitate
their ambitions. Xpressway’s small-scale, cassetteonly policy worked as the 180 degree counter to the
new Flying Nun rule.
But that, as they say, is another story…

Words: Alex Neilson
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The voice of Richard Youngs has haunted the margins of Britain’s sub-underground for nigh-on
20 years, his shamanic, raw songwriting and tenderly psychedelic sound-worlds inspiring a new
generation of DIY sonic explorers – including drummer and collaborator Alex Neilson

“It’s surprising that people don’t just chat through
my live performances – which used to happen.
Maybe I’ve gotten better at performing live? Maybe
people are politer? Maybe people are interested?
I don’t know, but something has changed. I don’t
know if I’m in touch enough with the world out
there to know exactly what’s happening, but it
seems very good that people are listening to this
kind of music.”
Like most music that becomes a central part of my
daily diet, when I first heard Richard Youngs’ music
I didn’t know what the hell to make of it. The song
structures seemed interminably repetitive. The lyrics
seemed enigmatic, bordering on the too selfconsciously ethereal; in lesser hands, they might
have been read as so much kosmische popcorn.
And then there’s that voice, hanging somewhere in
the air between English archetypes like Anne Briggs’
earth-tethered lilt, Robert Wyatt’s heaven-bound
keen and the more cogent crooning of Syd Barrett.
I simply didn’t have much of a precedent for what
I was hearing. However, it was through prolonged
acquaintance with these very ingredients that
I started to reassess Youngs’ formidable and everevolving catalogue.
Richard Youngs incants slowly unfolding hymns
of the skin that germinate from small kernels of
lyrical and musical inspiration and bloom over
long periods of time, gradually accruing more and
more gravitas so that the slightest variation seems
massively significant according to the cosmology
he himself has mapped out.
Good examples of this can be found on any
of Youngs’ three major solo statements, Advent,
Sapphie or Summer Wanderer (an album that was
originally issued as a handmade CD-R to friends
only on Youngs’ own No Fans label, but is about
to get a deluxe 180-gram vinyl treatment, courtesy
of Belgian label, Gypsy Sphinx). Protracted ballads
are sketched out and rotate along a river of
simple images and musical motifs that swells and
eventually bursts its banks, spewing geyser-style
in a slow-motion money shot of heady revelation.
Each album is divided into three long tracks, each
thoroughly interrogating the possibilities of a
single musical hue: listening to any one of them
is like taking photographs of the same batch of
cauliflowered clouds at different points in an hour.
With his new album, Autumn Response, Youngs
employs similar techniques of hypnotic instruction.
He also reignites his enthusiasm for avant-primitive
detritus, and combines it with the lonesome
ruminations of a reluctant oracle who catalogues
beauty out of everyday doldrums. There is a
palpable sense of optimism pervading Autumn
Response. As the first stroke of the guitar ushers
us into ‘I Need The Light’, we are greeted by some
of the most beatific singing and painterly guitar
playing since Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy and Mick Turner’s
‘Get On Jolly’ EP. The lyrics, meanwhile, are
refreshingly unarmoured: “I need the light/To go
into the darkness…I sense the love/Horizons in the
valley…I am in space/But I’m not floating…Think
of the past/And what was I feeling?”
It seems that Youngs’ typical autumn response
would be one of wonder at the vivid leaves spiralling
from Glasgow’s trees, finding seeds of inspiration
through musing on the birth-death-rebirth cycle.
“‘I Need the Light’ is a very positive statement,”
he says. “As times have gone by I have become a
happier person and perhaps this reflects it. I’d like
to think I’m a jolly person. I don’t dwell on misery.”
airs of the ear
One of the most distinctive characteristics of
Richard Youngs’ music is that, despite its consistent
qualities, each record sounds different to whatever
has gone on before. This can usually be ascribed to
the combination of instruments that he has limited

himself to, or the attack of the vocals. It’s as though
he completely inhabits whatever sound-world his
creative imperative takes him into, exhausts it and
then moves on to the next expedition.
Evidence of this can also be observed in his latest
spate of live shows, in which Youngs has jettisoned
the need for instruments, relying solely on his voice
as an extension and live manifestation of some of
the themes first explored in Summer Wanderer.
And with past gigs that have involved reading out
the details of 180 used train tickets and 19 used
postage stamps, this is a guy who sure knows how
to polarise a crowd. But Youngs has a redemptive
attitude to his one-man crusade to inflict Fluxusstyle aktions on uninitiated crowds in St Albans folk
clubs in the early Nineties:
“Twenty years ago I was a very different person.
I was a young, intense man and probably felt I had
a lot of issues with the world…I don’t know why I’d
collected all these train tickets. I mean, it’s a really
pointless thing to do. Possibly it was a ‘let’s try and
wind the audience up’ thing. I basically played guitar
until I was physically ejected from the stage, and
sang this list of objects…” he recalls.
But Jagjaguwar has always been the home of
Youngs’ more song-orientated recordings, and on
Autumn Response each track is characterised by
two elliptical vocal lines that phase in and out of
sync with each other, held together by the binding
agent of a lone acoustic guitar.
The songs have a disorientating quality that
undermines the otherwise near-pop nature of the
melodies. There is kind of psychedelic minimalism
at work, where the two-tracked vocals wind tendrillike around the steady scaffold of the guitar and,
despite the repetitive themes, it is difficult to predict
how the intersecting lines will resolve. On ‘Paths In
The City’, there is a stuttering confusion of guitar
parts that sounds like the link between some of
John Cage’s experiments with metallic implements
and the piano strings, and the feral howl of exposed
electrical wire on Jandek’s ‘Painted My Teeth’.
Meanwhile, on ‘One Hundred Stranded Horses’,
Youngs successfully distils the essence of the
anthemic songs of an all-but-forgotten Albion,
infusing the song with the kind of pathetic intent
of contemporaries Current 93 circa All the Pretty
Little Horses. He accesses a place where certain
bedrock strains of old, old English cultural idiom are
retrieved and reconfigured to the bent of his own
personal vision. And this is an elusive, lycanthropic
vision. I mean, fuck MySpace, some of this record
sounds like the echo of a man holed up in a bunker
somewhere beneath the vaulted Glaswegian
streets, waiting for the Mayan calendar to expire
in 2012.
If Jagjaguwar is the platform for the relatively
more accessible aspects of Youngs’ output, then
the American-based VHF and his own No Fans
label have been faithful outposts for his more
experimental and collaborative projects. No Fans
was begat in 1990. It has spanned some 14 releases
so far and is perhaps the best map of the mystifying
and unpredictable terrain of Youngs’ imagination.
“‘No Fans’ was a statement of fact. No one
else would put this music out. It was pure vanity
publishing. The people interested were only
about five people and I knew them all…I grew up
making music to total indifference. I now get a lot of
positive reviews and so on, which still surprises me.
Just getting things written about me surprises me,
that anyone’s actually interested!”
Like a Judo sensei who uses his opponent’s own
strength against him to back flip him on his arse,
Youngs used the unanimous indifference he was
confronted with to furrow deeper into his personal
arsenal of ideas without the burden of fulfilling
popular expectation.
“Studios just weren’t an issue. You’d build up
what collection of tape recorders you could, and do

it yourself. I wouldn’t have had the confidence to
perform in front of an engineer. There’s no selfconsciousness if you do it yourself and portable
cassette recorders are a great thing. You can say,
‘Hey, there’s a piano there, I’ll go and record that’,
which is what happened with Advent. The previous
day I’d recorded the electric guitar…I’d just got to
the piano and that’s what came out. If I had gone
a quarter of an hour later then something different
would have come out.”
That simple twist of fate birthed one of the
most monolithic, psychologically harrowing records
of the early Nineties, making it into experimental
guitarist Alan Licht’s celebrated list of minimalist
classics, alongside Terry Riley and La Monte Young
(Halana magazine, 1996). It is pretty stupefying to
think that Youngs was only 22 when he recorded
Advent, but recognition didn’t come overnight and
Youngs believed he would be condemned to the
role of misunderstood misanthrope skulking around
the background of Middle England.
“I put out Advent,” he recounts. “Got 300
copies made. Gave away a few copies. No one
was interested. And then me and Simon [WickhamSmith)] pressed up Lake. I used the same firm and
they asked me how Advent had gone and I said,
‘Oh, I’ve still got them’. And then Simon sent Lake
to [seminal US underground music magazine]
Forced Exposure and they gave us a rave review.
Within less than a month we’d probably sold out
the entire print run of Advent and Lake.”
And Youngs is hip to the empowering
possibilities that popular recording media have
afforded to a new generation of bedroom
enthusiasts. When he started making music, he

‘I don’t dwell
on misery’
says, “You’re in a small town, you’re this weirdo
making this weird music. There was no one you
could share it with. But now people can get in
touch with others throughout the world. Also,
to record is so much easier now, even easier than
cassettes. What you can do on a computer now is
unbelievable… There were always people that were
going to be into this music, but you had no way of
connecting with them way back.”
outward and homeward
So where do I, and the other few lone wolves who
have been lucky or weird enough to collaborate
with Youngs over the last 20-odd years fit into this?
Fellow Glasgow resident Andrew Paine has been
working regularly with Youngs for the past nine
years and the two have been churning out a steady
stream of wildly eclectic music under the guise of Ilk,
or just as themselves. Youngs and Simon WickhamSmith have produced some 12 genre-of-one albums
since 1990’s Lake. Richard and I have produced five
duo albums since 2003 plus collaborations with
Jandek and Alastair Galbraith. And there’s other
albums with Neil Campbell, Matthew Bower,
Brian Lavelle and Stephen Todd. However, with
the sole exception as a satellite member of anarchic,
amorphous collective The A-Band in the early
Nineties, Youngs has resisted the temptation of
filtering his ideas through a band scenario. Why?
“I’ve always been bad at joining in. Maybe it’s
a temperament thing? I just don’t want to join in
or be in a band. But if there is someone else there
who’s got ideas, two ideas can meet and create
something really quite exciting. You know, it’s that
old musical difference thing where there might
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‘I grew up making music
to total indifference’
come a point where it just becomes unworkable
with too much input.”
And as Youngs is obviously not short of the odd
idea or two himself, who am I to disagree? Playing
with him has been revelatory for me. It was the
first time I had worked intensively in a duo situation
(a dynamic which I now love). It was the first time
I had used Pro Tools and an armoury of effects
pedals that makes Sound Control look like the
Early Learning Centre. It was the first time I’d had
an album out on VHF, which is the home of some
of my musical heroes, such as Vibracathedral
Orchestra, Sunroof!, Makoto Kawabata and Jack
Rose. All in all, it has been a real backseat education
for me to work with someone who has such
a restless sense of invention; whose relentless
quest for the creative elixir has been evidently
such a preservative tonic.
“I’ve got a low boredom threshold,” Youngs
reflects. “A low attention span. You know, you
could make a career out of doing the one thing
again and again but it would be diminishing returns.
I could have tried and made Advent II. I could have
become the guy who did that style of music. For me
that would not be interesting. That’s not how I want
to go through my life.”
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L-R Richard Youngs and Alex Neilson in Neilson’s Glasgow practice space

life on a beam:
a youngs primer
Sapphie (2000, Jagjaguwar)
Recorded in 1998, these
three songs-not-songs
are intimate, hermetic and
heartbreaking. Radical folk
for small-town visionaries,
captured in the grain of
a sparse, prophetic voice
and acoustic guitar.
River Through Howling Sky
(2004, Jagjaguwar) A desolate
electric cuts ragged and
gentle through this quietly
epic piece of outer limits
infinity-rock. Youngs heads
into the abstract, returning
with the weight of cosmic
loneliness on his shoulders.
The Naïve Shaman (2005,
Jagjaguwar) Youngs uses digital

processing and recording
not to smooth rough edges,
but rather to make those
edges even more fractal
and baffling: true sonar for
the soul. Trance music, like
Arthur Russell is trance music.
Site/Realm and Relayer
(with Matthew Bower, 1995 and
2002, VHF) Seven years apart,
these lessons in bliss-noise
demonstrate the combined
force of two of the UK’s most
out-there guitar heroes. Site/
Realm pushes the live zen
enormo-drone while Relayer
is a prismatic, infinitely
layered marvel, fluttering
and bright like dragonfly
wings against the cranium.
Ourselves (with Alex Neilson,
2003, VHF) Originally recorded
for a radio broadcast, the first

pairing of Youngs and
Neilson, kindred spirits in
tune with both noise and folk
traditions and the shamanic
possibilities of both. Fresh
and tense, this is urgent
psychedelic free music
that uses every sound at
its disposal.
Glasgow Sunday (with Jandek
and Alex Neilson, 2004, Corwood
Industries) The reclusive Texan
necro-blues avatar plays
his first ever live show at
Glasgow’s Instal festival,
with the most intuitively
wayward backing band in
town. Youngs and Neilson
flesh out Jandek’s skeletal
songs with impressionistic,
atmospheric bass and drums,
but leave his fearful intimacy
shivering and intact.
Frances Morgan
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Prinzhorn Dance School are Tobin Prinz and Suzi Horn.
Their music is simple, routine and honest, radical diaries of the
mundane; stripped-back and exhilarating. Their debut album
is out now on DFA. Plus, over the page, what the NYC label
did next: NZ guitar pop from Shocking Pinks, Death From
Abroad’s 12-inch singles club, and cult no wavers Pylon

I’m trying to think of a quote. I can’t remember
who said it, or even how it goes exactly, but it goes
something like this: “Art should not be pleasant.
It should be the grit in your eye.” I like that. Things
should be hard work sometimes. There is a
distinction between pleasure and satisfaction.
The first time I heard the self-titled debut album
by Prinzhorn Dance School, I wasn’t sure I liked
it. The words – tales of shopping centres, leisure
centres, dilapidated libraries and other mundane
suburban nowheres, related in sung-spoken
monotone and shrill shouts by a man and a woman
– seemed cold and severe. The music – taut drums,
smashed hi-hat, roaming bass and glassy shards of
guitar – seemed so minimal and austere to suggest
this was the result of setting a tape rolling at some
early rehearsal. Yet there was something there,
something that kept me coming back.
I tried dozing off to them, but found myself lying
rigid, shoulders tensed. I considered dancing to
them, but even the album’s most upbeat moments
(the three singles, ‘Up! Up! Up!’, ‘Crackerjack
Docker’ and ‘You Are The Space Invader’), for all
their pounding kick-drum and loping bass, seem
to lack that crucial gene. Finally, Prinzhorn Dance
School found its way in by seeping into my dead
time. Those early mornings where your hangover
sticks to you like glue. Days sat in the airless Plan B
offices subbing and formatting copy. Splashing
suds on encrusted pans. Then those clipped,
pithy sentence fragments and gnawing melodies
really took root.
Before long, all other music started to suffer
in comparison – fussy and bloated, overcooked
and rambling lacking Prinzhorn’s distillation and

Prinzhorn Dance School came together almost
by accident, in a chapel in Portsmouth, when Tobin
and Suzi found a snare drum they liked the sound
of, and started making songs. “Just an honest
account of two people in a room,” explains Tobin.
I explain my earlier struggle with the album and
how it wormed its way in. “It can be an awkward
intimacy in that it isn’t hidden by stylistics. Some
people say to me that they sound like demos. To me
demos are beautiful things because that embryonic
feel is still there. They’ve not become jaded through
over-analysis…” “…Or boredom,” finishes Suzi.
Before long, the pair had recorded a few songs,
the dynamics plotted in pencil charts pasted up or
scrawled on the whitewashed walls. One night, they
had a house party and popped a couple of songs on
the playlist. “They went down really well!” beams
Suzi. “It was like, ‘Oh my god, it’s not just us! Maybe
we should think about sharing.’” They packaged a
few CDs up with a carpet sleeve, printed on the top,
and sent them out to friends and labels: Domino, XL
and, simply because Suzi loved The Rapture’s ‘House
Of Jealous Lovers’, DFA in the US. Label manager
Jonathan Galkin wrote an email back asking for
more tracks. Then he called. “Jonathan said, ‘You’re
going to hate me for this’,” explains Tobin. “‘But
I’m getting on a plane and I’m coming over to see
you.’” The pressure of that! This guy’s coming all the
way round the world! I just wanted to play a good
show, just to make his air fare worthwhile.”
DFA signed Prinzhorn, which, following the
label’s licensing deal with EMI, means Prinzhorn
Dance School arrives on a major label. A strange
sort of coup, but I wonder how this chimes with
Prinzhorn’s acidic view of corporate homogeneity,

‘We really like brutalist architecture, municipal spaces.
Leisure centres and hospitals. We want to be functional’
– Tobin Prinz
restraint. Stood waiting for the bus, the lyrics to
‘Worker’ become a mantra: “NHS/Eggs and cress/
Got lungs in your head/Got blood in your chest”.
An ambulance speeds by, its call muted, perhaps
aware that it and its kin have become so common
they’ve lost their urgency. Next vehicle to pass is
a lorry, its customised license plate turned outwards
in its cabin like a message to the world.
“NO DRAMA,” it reads. Just another day in
your life.
don’t talk to strangers
Tobin Prinz is showing me a picture on his mobile
phone. In it, he is dressed in a mortar board and
gown, taken after a recent show in Oxford where
students invited them back to St Peter’s College for
a late night party. Suzi Horn is laughing. “This sweet
girl, Alice, who was looking after us, she was like,
‘No, you’re not supposed to try them on! It’s bad
luck, and you won’t get a degree!’ And I was like,
‘Yeah, like I’m ever going to get to university…’”
I’d had a couple of warnings about Prinzhorn
– that they were shy, or worse still, guarded,
tight-lipped about the band and their history. In
person, however, they would struggle to be lovelier.
Tobin, gaunt and so severe in the band’s videos,
is forthcoming and passionate, sounding off over
his 11am pint. Suzi is warm and guile-free, with
a manner that suggests she sees interviews as
a chance to have a good old natter. At one point,
she points at my compact, hand-written notes.
“I love your handwriting!” she beams. “That’s
honest writing, that is.” No one has ever told me
I have honest writing before. That’s something
no amount of media training can teach you.

the frostbitten trudge of ‘Do You Know Your
Butcher’, with its totalitarian vision of “The big
store next to the big store”. Prinzhorn’s response is a
distrust of delegation. Tobin brandishes the album’s
inner sleeve, where a photo has been printed with
a white border. “Once you accept someone doing
this to the artwork, when you wanted it to fill the
whole space…” he fumes. “Once you accept 99 per
cent, next time you’ll accept 97 per cent. And by the
third album it’ll be a piece of crap.”
“We know when we’re doing stuff, if something
happens it’s on our shoulders,” explains Suzi. “I
know it’s controlling, but there’s something nice
about living your life in that way. It helps me relax,
because I know the quality is going to be there.”
It’s an urge to control all aspects of their work
that Prinzhorn have tried to extend to the live
shows. Suzi: “I want a ‘short policy’. When we
do bigger gigs, anyone over six foot has to stand
at the back. And anyone under can stand at the
front. If you’ve got big hair, tie it back.”
Tobin: “That, and give your phone in.”
Suzi: “Come to the gig and tell your mate about
it tomorrow! You can meet new friends! But even
to get the phones collected at the door, it was the
hardest thing in the world.”
i do not like change
Prinzhorn Dance School have no fixed drummer,
instead using a revolving spree of friends and
acquaintances. They’ve tried auditioning session
drummers, but most don’t get it. Tobin: “There’s
an element of technical ability needed, but it’s more
about passion. That’s why we’re a difficult band to
play in. You’ve got nowhere to hide. Every single
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prinzhorn dance school
thing is there to be heard. It’s like a pyramid – take
one element out and it falls apart.”
I think of the video to ‘Up! Up! Up!’, where
Suzi’s stilettoed foot pumps a kick drum, Tobin’s
hands play over a guitar, tracing chords, and the
pair beat eggs, open parcels, mix paint. It really only
strikes me long after the interview, but this isn’t built
like a music video, with its attendant posing and
posturing; this is an instruction manual.
Suzi: “This boy said to me last night, ‘I’ve
never really visualised how music’s put together
before. But seeing it now, I can see how it’s all
pieced together.’”
It’s like you’ve popped open the back of a watch,
and you can see the cogs working.
Suzi: “Definitely. We always wanted to be like
a mechanical thing – we’re not computerised.”
Tobi: “True to the materials, isn’t it? We really
like brutalist architecture, municipal spaces. Leisure
centres and hospitals. We want to be functional.”
For me, Prinzhorn Dance School works as
a kind of aural psychogeography, walking Britain’s
forgotten spaces with no particular destination
in mind, but by its path, building a bigger picture.
Tobin: “Some people say these are random
nonsense lyrics, but every one is a story and makes
complete sense. Take ‘Crackerjack Docker’. It’s a
story of life in the dockyard – the camaraderie, you
go in at 14, you leave at 65. In the video, my friend
who works at the docks makes this beautiful knot.
It’s a monkey-wrist. But it’s used for fighting – that’s
the ‘sparring monkey’. Nonsense is just something
that doesn’t make sense to a person, isn’t it?”
Suzi: “Because the lyrics as are stripped back
and lean as the music, obviously people have
difficulty. Every word might not be there, but
things are implied.”
The division of class is a lingering presence in
Prinzhorn’s songs, the “Kids in nylon/Replica nylon”
of ‘No Books’ or the roaming hobgoblins of ‘Realer,
Pretender’, where “What you wear can get you
killed”. Tobin claims to hate the word ‘chav’: “I find
it patronising”. Rather, he explains, the vignettes
of Prinzhorn Dance School are about the confusion

you feel when you lie outside the traditional class
boundaries, the collapse of identity in post-Thatcher
Britain. “This is quite an urban record. It’s stories of
city life. People are squashed together, and there’s
signs of social breakdown, people are living outside
of family units. A lot of people live alone. There’s an
eccentricity about living on your own and losing the
confidence to go out. Mental health care, under the
Tories it was run down, fucking broken up.”
you’re in the black bunker
The name Prinzhorn Dance School is a reference
to Hans Prinzhorn, an Austrian psychotherapist who
exhibited artworks made by patients in his care.
I ask Tobin if he’s worked in mental health.
Tobin: “Yeah, I have.”
Suzi: “And I’m a member of mental health. I’ve

Suzi: “Everyone gets depressed, everyone gets
the black bunker sometimes. I get it quite bad.
Everyone has fear and depression, when you can’t
get out of your space. When you’re too scared even
to stand up and [gestures] walk over there. So we try
to be honest about things. Some people have said,
‘It makes me feel a bit normal, your record’. And
that’s really nice.”
With their minimal, controlled instrumentation,
their meticulous self-reliance, their songs pasted up
on neatly sectioned charts, Prinzhorn Dance School
are in art as they are in life. This music is simple,
routine and honest. By such measures, such small,
controlled acts of creation, we keep ourselves sane.
“I love going to whack that instrument,” says
Suzi of her bass. “It’s like a siphon. I love working
with young people, helping them sorting out their

‘Some people have said, “It makes
me feel a bit normal, your record”.
– Suzi Horn
And that’s really nice’
got my own worker.”
What’s your experience of mental health care?
“It’s definitely improved. Some of the
embarrassment has gone, that stiff upper lip side.
It can cause problems…things get blown out of
proportion, you know how some people are like,
‘I’m allergic to this, I’m allergic to that’? It can
breed excuses. But the mental health services have
improved. I wouldn’t be able to go on tour without
that change.”
Tobin (to Suzi): “You had very dark times. But
having a program that’s about prevention, rather
than fix, fix, fix. It’s about keeping it simple, keeping
it routine, keeping it regular.”
Initially I read the song ‘Black Bunker’ as a drugs
comedown, but it’s as easily read as a song about
depression in a broader sense.

frustration. Just, these are some sounds, what do
you wanna do with them? Here’s an instrument,
show me who you are. And it’s really great for me,
I feel so much better than I have my whole life, and
I’ve got a really great network of people around me.
And we want to be honest about things. I dunno if
you’ve seen our EPK [electronic press kit], but there’s
a picture of me crying my eyes out, smashing my
hands against my head. It’s important to show
people have all sides to them. Not just like people
slapping on a bit of make-up, doing their hair,
putting a streak in it and thinking that’s an
expression of themselves.”
She reaches for my copy of the album, sat on the
table. “This, this is such an honest diary. It’s our life.”
There is a difference between pleasure and
satisfaction. Here’s grit in your eye.

shock of the new

Words: Jesse Darlin’

Plan B (and DFA) gets seduced by the brittle glitter of elusive ex-Flying Nun
punk-pop monosyllabist Nick Harte, aka Shocking Pinks
Difficult guy to get hold of, Nick Harte. He’s busy. He’s the
one-man force behind Shocking Pinks and he’s just signed
a four-album deal with DFA and he’s just released an
album of material from his last two albums (both released
on the legendary New Zealand label Flying Nun), and he’s
planning to move to London when he’s finished touring.
He’s in New Zealand and the only way to reach him is on
his mobile, and his publicist doesn’t seem to think even
that’s a safe bet. I mail him some questions. He sends his
answers back: short, terse, perfunctory. I ask him where he
draws his inspiration. “Personal issues,” he writes. I ask
him what he did today. He says he argued and made up.
This is what I know about Nick Harte: he was born
in New Zealand on 5 August 1979. He learned the drums
before moving on to guitar, bass, double bass, piano, synth,
cello, viola, violin, and then alto, tenor and soprano sax. He
started composing at the age of eight and writes his songs
in his head, planning the structure, then recording each
part in turn. He used to be in The Brunettes and Pig Out,
members of whom feature occasionally in the live show.
His music is all about early mornings and comedowns,
end-of-the-roads and brittle new beginnings. At least,
I think so; it’s hard to get hold of, hidden by clouds and
end-of-the-world melodies all segueing and bleeding into
each other and the rage, rage, rage of exquisite boredom,
of having to say the same thing over and over again.
The album grows on me slowly. It’s got the beats and

momentum you’d expect from a DFA release – but these
aren’t party beats. The drums are vicious, pernicious and
relentless; the melodies are sweet, but nothing’s all right.
“[Flying Nun and DFA] are very different labels,
musically and personally,” writes Harte, and it’s true.
Flying Nun are – or were – raw, punked. Shocking Pinks,
by Harte’s own definition, are pop. When I ask him what
pop is, he says it’s the Brill building, Phil Spector, Jack
Nitzsche, Cyndi Lauper. Pop like this is what punk hopes
it’ll be like when it grows up: bangin’ wall-of-sound lament
blistering and glittering through the drone.
Right now I’m watching the video for ‘Second Hand
Girl’. There’s this chick who’s all dark and angular, and
at first I think she’s Nick Harte, until he materialises stage
right in a dark suit. Then this other girl shows up; she’s a
hottie in a slash-back tee with tumbling afro curls. Angular
gets up and rolls the hottie on the floor and kicks her out
of the frame. Then she puts a hand on Nick’s shoulder and
he looks up at her and they’re locked in The Look on my
screen. All this takes place in some satin-upholstered club
with nouvelle lampshades. it’s practically Jay-Z.
Pop used to be easy to pin down; Shocking Pinks is
difficult and spiky: punk as fuck. But this, after all, is what
punks dream about: weird sleek videos and weird sleek
riffs and weird sleek girls touching their weird sleek hair.
It’s pop, yeah. But he’s gonna make us work for it.
www.myspace.com/shockingpinks
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prinzhorn dance school
yes wave

Words: Frances Morgan

Pylon, Hurrah 1979
Photography: Jimmy Ellison

Label manager Jonathan Galkin
on DFA’s ongoing quest for pop’s
strange breeds
How would you describe the position of DFA
at this point in time?
“Fledgling. Forever. We still have no idea what we
are doing, honest.”
What are the most significant changes
you’ve seen in the music industry since you
started DFA and how has that affected you?
“MP3 blogs have greatly decreased the sale of our
singles. They didn’t exist when we released ‘House Of
Jealous Lovers’ and we sold 20,000 copies quickly.
Now there are thousands of blogs and we sell, on
average, 2,000 to 5,000 of a 12-inch single. I think that
is a true reflection of hearing something and rushing
out to buy the real deal versus hearing something and
just searching on Hype Machine for a quick lo-fi fix.”
Looking at the projects we’re focusing
on in this piece, it seems you’re taking on a
curatorial role, finding bands with specialist
appeal or who’ve been forgotten.
“Anyone who knows me knows how much I love
blabbing about the new and important as well as the
old and important. With Prinzhorn, that was a genuine
demo being mailed to me and just having a listen
alongside about 50 others. Shocking Pinks was like
rescuing a genius buried in a strange major label
system in New Zealand. Flying Nun is not quite the
prolific indie mecca it once was: they have more
commercial endeavours now, which is all good, but
Nick seemed like some relic trapped in a 27-year-old
body. Our whole deal was done on text messages!
“And Pylon? It is a bit surreal that we get to initiate
the curating/reissue series with an album that classic.
But it turned out Michael Lachowski was a big fan of
the label. And a true story – we signed a new artist
named Andrew Butler who also goes under the name
Hercules & Love Affair. He came in for a meeting with
myself and James and Tim and I warned him it might
get interrupted by some member of Pylon. Andrew did
not say a word. Turns out he is a major, major fan and
he assumed I knew this and was just being funny. So,
10 minutes later, Michael walks in and Andrew turns
bright red and I introduce them and slowly Andrew
rolls up his sleeve and reveals a massive woodpecker
Pylon tattoo (from the ‘Altitude’ single) to Michael!”
At first listen Prinzhorn don’t seem the
most likely choice for a DFA signing…
“They are as likely a signing as Black Dice. They
are a pop band to me, I never saw them as anything
else. People say he [Tobin] sounds like Mark E Smith.
People say James [Murphy] sounds like Mark E Smith.
When you break down all the elements, they are really
a perfect and logical match.”
Have you heard any other UK bands that
you’ve particularly liked lately?
“I just heard a cool new band called Banjo or Freak
Out. I liked the Fuck Buttons stuff I heard. Voice Of
The Seven Woods’ CD was nice…Jesus, I sound like
a fucking hippie. I don’t really like a lot of the ‘new’
hot bands I get presented with from London. There is
almost always something wildly wrong with it, and a
level of knowing vanity that’s really contrived. I like lots
and lots of new dance music from England, though.”
What’s coming up in 2008?
”Hot Chip have completed their third album,
Made In The Dark. We have finished the Hercules
& Love Affair album, which features Antony on
vocals. The new album from The Juan Maclean will
be done this month: we already have the first 12-inch,
called ‘Happy House’. We also signed a band from
Minneapolis called Hockey Night and DFA are making
their record this winter.”
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‘We opened up a copy of
Shakespeare randomly
and translated what
he had written into
modern lingo…’
– Vanessa Hay, Pylon
danger: high voltage
Words: Everett True

With no wave restraint, lyrics culled from Scrabble games and on a mission to
cause infectious, angular dance moves, you’d kind of expect both Everett True
and DFA to be Pylon fans…
Pylon, the great lost no wave band of the early
Eighties. Championed by REM and The B-52’s
(all three bands hailed from Athens, Georgia).
Supported U2 on their first US tour. Split in 1983,
after releasing several singles and two awesome
albums – the minimalist, jagged Gyrate (1980)
and more experimental Chomp (1983). Reformed
a few times since. Made some of my favourite
dance music, this side of The Slits.
Think Numbers, Radio 4, Gang Gang Dance,
!!!, Prinzhorn Dance School…Listen up. Try playing
Numbers’ debut or !!!’s incredible 2004 outing
Louden Up Now next to ‘Stop It’ from Gyrate and
tell me you can’t hear the direct linkage. But DFA
are the first label to admit Pylon’s tremendous
influence, by making the long-awaited transition
of Gyrate onto CD, Gyrate Plus.
Pylon started in March 1979 and sound like
it: four art students at the University Of Georgia
and contemporaries of Gang Of Four, Mission Of
Burma and Talking Heads. All bands share a similar
aggression, a ‘geek’ cool, a love for James Brown’s
severe funk and desire to turn it into something
other. All bands have a near-brutal fluidity. Guitars
were a necessary evil. It was all about the dance,
moving your ass. Words were a necessary evil too.

It was all about the rhythm, where it moved you.
Lyrics were kept to a minimum, brief excerpts and
insights, mutating from a whisper to a scream.
You could hear that singer Vanessa Hay could’ve
been Belinda Carlisle if she wanted. She clearly
didn’t want. The funk was precise, borderline harsh
in its repetition and three-note guitar solos. Band
leader Michael Lachowski’s bass was tremendous.
Pylon were all about the dance, the silences
between the dance. All the time.
How did Gyrate come about?
Vanessa: “We’d recorded the single ‘Cool’/’Dub’
for DB Records [‘Rock Lobster’ by The B-52’s was the
label’s first record] and it had done well. They asked
us to do an album and we went back to the same
studio, recorded and mixed it in three days.”
Were you after a particular sound?
Vanessa: “We felt that we could approach
recording like we had learnt how to play our
instruments – by doing it. We didn’t understand
‘production values’ but we did understand that we
didn’t want a pop-sounding record where the vocals
are twice as loud as the rest of the instruments. It
was important to us that each instrument was
balanced and of equal importance.”

prinzhorn dance school
foreign bodies

Words: Piers Martin

DFA’s response to vinyl’s declining
sales is a new 12-inch sub-label
of overseas talent – watch out for
Death From Abroad

Were you listening to any other bands at
the time?
Vanessa: “We were listening to the new wave,
punk and electronic music that was filtering down
to Athens through our local record store Chapter 3
Records, and reading about new music in New York
Rocker. Athens had a house party scene where
a very eclectic mix of music was played and danced
to, including older R&B, James Brown, surf music,
country music mixed in with new singles and
albums. We had had our very own party band
in Athens – The B-52’s.”
Michael: “Oh yeah, we had a long list of bands
that we adored, knew of, listened to because we
knew we should – all from the new energy of the
time when everyone was hot to experiment. Some
of the main groups constantly on our turntables at
the time: The B-52’s, Sex Pistols, PiL, Gang Of Four,
Television, Roxy Music, Eno, Elvis Costello, The Jam,
Ramones, Talking Heads, Stranglers, DNA, DAF, Pere
Ubu, Cabaret Voltaire, Residents, Devo, Feelies. Out
of all of those the ones that still kill me are Ramones,
Suicide and Television. Permanently.”
Could you give me an insight into the lyrics?
Why so few words?
Vanessa: “Michael wrote most of the early lyrics
and they were handed to me at my first audition
neatly typed up in a notebook. They conveyed a lot
of meaning in just a few words. It was both fun and
a challenge to stretch them out and work them
into the music and know when to be quiet. Music
is silence too, you know. I began to write some
lyrics and I co-wrote some with Michael. We used
different methods with almost every song. ‘Feast On
My Heart’ was written with a friend one afternoon.

We opened up a copy of Shakespeare randomly and
translated what he had written into modern lingo.
‘K’ [from Chomp] was the result of a Scrabble game
between Michael and me.”
What are you all doing now?
Vanessa: “Randy [Bewley, guitar], until a few
years ago, was an elementary art school teacher.
Curtis [Crowe, drums] is a construction coordinator
for the TV/film industry. Michael has a graphic
design business, DJs and has a magazine called
Young, Foxy And Free. I am mother of two girls and
have been a registered nurse at a local hospital since
1994. I also have a recording project called FFFM
that I am working on with Randy and my husband,
among others.”
REM have always been vocal in their love
for Pylon. Do you have any other famous fans?
Vanessa: “The B-52’s have always been big
supporters of our band. Gang Of Four and Mission
Of Burma have always been very kind to us. When
Mission Of Burma played in Atlanta this year, they
learned ‘Feast On My Heart’ and I sang it with them.
We do sometimes run into bands who like us. I once
had a conversation, after my teenage daughter had
ditched me at a Sleater-Kinney show, with all three
members of Sleater-Kinney. The look on her face
when she saw me talking to them was priceless…!”
Were you aware of DFA before they picked
up on Gyrate? Are you aware of their roster
now? Do you feel you fit in?
Michael: “Oh yeah, I was so aware of DFA. I
loved them. I freaked when they sent an email cuz
it was the only label I really knew that interested me.
It was a love fest when I met them, and I’m waiting
for the rest of Pylon and DFA to meet soon!”

Betting on Derby to win the Premiership. Taking out
a sub-prime loan. Buying goods from shady eBayers
in Nigeria. There are, these days, many surefire ways
to lose money. If you run a small-to-medium-sized
independent record label in the current climate of
uncertainty, at least you get to lose money creatively
doing something you love. Now, in no way are we
saying that New York’s mighty Death From Above label
– the DFA, no less – is struggling; it isn’t. But when its
co-founder, A&R and behind-the-scenes head honcho
Jonathan Galkin says, “We used to be able to sell
15,000-25,000 copies of a single. Now we’re lucky if
we sell 3,000”, you have to question the sanity behind
their recent decision to launch a second imprint.
That label is Death From Abroad. As the name
implies, Death From Abroad deals with overseas talent,
which means artists and producers from anywhere
outside the US. Considering the original, six-year-old
DFA seemed to be doing a decent job with its foreign
acts, the question still remains: why the sub-label?
“We needed an outlet to get back to something
we missed, which was releasing 12-inch vinyl singles,”
says Galkin. “We don’t give a fuck that the market
doesn’t bear what it did five years ago. We know we
may only sell 1,000 copies, but it is such a thrill for us.”
The label came about because the DFA crew of
Galkin, James Murphy and Tim Goldsworthy have
always obsessed over music from overseas. Certain
singles, they noticed, would get slept on Stateside.
Reasoning that with their infrastructure and credibility
they could do a more thorough job helping this talent
get exposure, reviews and DJ gigs, Galkin set up Death
From Abroad. “I thought, let’s diversify in a really
incremental but potentially successful way,” he says.
The first batch of Death From Abroad singles are
unlikely to set the world on fire, but may well keep the
dancefloor smouldering into the small hours. London
disco duo Mock & Toof’s two-track debut for the label,
‘K-Choppers’ and ‘Brownbred’, offers the kind of
shaggy, cross-eyed funk that made their Tiny Sticks
releases so perverse. ‘Acarpenter’, possibly named
in homage to Assault On Precinct 13 auteur John
Carpenter, is the debut effort by London roustabouts
Gucci Soundsytem, aka Ben ‘Fat Trucker’ Rymer and
Henry ‘Riton’ Smithson. First released last year by
Bugged Out!, this thuggish chugger is now backed
with a crystalline remix by Joakim. Japan’s Altz
provides a pair of off-kilter cosmic cuts, ‘Max Motion’
and ‘Yello’, the latter of which is dubbed-out by re-rub
veterans the Idjut Boys. Of all the jams, Bot’Ox’s
smacky drive-time double-header, ‘Babylon By Car’
and ‘Tragedy Symphony’, impresses the most. Bot’Ox
is the French duo of electro champ Cosmo Vitelli and
Tekel’s Julien Briffaz, whose car-crazed Krautrock
evokes the glamorous pile-ups of Godard’s Weekend.
“This is something obviously quite different to
what Vitelli has done in the past,” says Galkin proudly.
He plans to build on this start by releasing a diverse
range of tracks from a raft of new acts and a handful of
well-known dance artists, and he may dip into album
projects. Primarily, though, this is a vinyl-only singles
club – not a cool move in this day and age, surely.
“I think the internet has helped spread the word
but destroyed a lot of sales,” adds Galkin. “Now kids
get the MP3 for free within five minutes of hearing
about it. Half the time I cannot even blame them, there
are hardly any good dance music record shops left.
NYC has seen at least four major dance music stores
shut down in the past three years. Tragic.”
www.deathfromabroad.com
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groove is in the heart
Words: Stevie Chick
Photography: Toby Amies

From working with James Brown, George Clinton and Bootsy Collins to completing Prince’s recent
UK live marathon and releasing a brand-new double album, veteran saxophonist and all-round
dude Maceo Parker shows no sign of pausing for breath

He was, and perhaps still is, the hardest working
saxophonist in showbusiness, blowing horn and
evading fines with James Brown over several
stretches through the Sixties, Seventies and Eighties.
Maceo Parker lent his furious bebop bleat to
Brown’s 1973 studio masterpiece, The Payback,
and played on his epochal 1968 single ‘Say It Loud
(I’m Black And Proud)’. Say It Live And Loud, a high
point amid Brown’s blizzard of live albums (taped
the night after Brown recorded his black power
anthem, but unreleased until 1998) is as blistering
evidence as you could wish for of Parker’s crucial
place within Brown’s onstage sound. But anyone
au fait with Eighties hip hop will also be familiar
with the sound of Maceo’s horn, turned inside-out
thanks to nefarious manipulation by the Bomb
Squad, squealing like the devil’s own siren
throughout Public Enemy’s ‘Rebel Without A Pause’.
After stepping off the JBs train, Parker led his
own group, before hooking up with George Clinton
to usher in the high times of disco-era Parliament.
In the Nineties, he graced De La Soul with his
presence for their Buhloone Mindstate album,
signed up with another mercurial funk genius
blowing for Prince’s New Power Generation, and
guested with Jane’s Addiction and the Chili Peppers.
Today, he’s promoting his latest album Roots
& Grooves, a double set featuring a brace of hardfunk licks sharp enough to belie his 64 years, and
an album’s worth of Ray Charles covers backed by
an 18-piece big band from Cologne, with Maceo’s
croon velvety in the foreground. “I’ve always sung
‘unh’s and grunts, just like James Brown,” he grins,
“But this is the first time I’ve sung like this.”
Covering Charles’ songs is, for Maceo, very
much a tribute to his roots, growing up in Kinston,
North Carolina. He shared with his two brothers an
insatiable hunger for music; this was, however, the
age before internet file-swapping, so they had to
employ different means to feed their curiosity.
“The radio would just play country and western
music in the evenings,” he remembers, “So we’d
go out into the neighbourhood and visit the older
people, and ask if they had records, and if we could
listen to them. I’m serious, man, we went around
and we wanted to hear ev-ry-thing! Frank Sinatra…
Johnny Mathis…Who’s that guy, [sings] ‘I left my
heart, in San Francisco’…? Tony Bennett! These
guys had such wide repertoires, you learned all the
songs listening to them. And who sang a broader
range of music than Ray Charles?”
His mother had, he says, “A great voice. She
could have been a star, but she chose singing
religious music over nightclubs. I was telling her on
the telephone today, that she could’ve been Ella
Fitzgerald if she’d wanted to be; she’s 80-something
now, but she still has a great voice.”
Both parents attempted to learn the piano but
quickly dropped it; the instrument remained in the
Parker house, however, and so-inclined visitors
would often tinkle the ivories, with Maceo gazing
on in rapt concentration.
“I’d watch their fingers,” he says, “really watch
them. I musta been six or seven years old, but I’d
remember the fingering, where the chords were.
And when the grown person would get up and
start talking to Ma, I’d go and start playing the
song. I didn’t know how to play the piano, but
I was playing the piano!”
Parker describes his time with James Brown as
being, “Like a train ride. You get on board, and
once it’s taken you as far as you want to go, you
get off.” Maceo had plenty of preparation for his
first embarkation, having formed a group with his
brothers Melvin and Kellis when he was 11.
“My uncle had a group, the Blue Notes, and we
tried to play everything they played. We tried and
tried and tried, and eventually we got to a point
where we could play three or four of my uncle’s

tunes, and people could recognise what they
were! We called ourselves the Junior Blue Notes,
and began playing around town, and people
we’d never met before started saying, ‘Wow! You
can really play!’ That’s when we knew something
was happening.”
The Godfather of Soul caught one of the group’s
performances some years later, and was particularly
impressed with the drummer, Melvin. A year later,
Melvin was drumming for Brown, having also
secured a slot for 21-year old Maceo, for whom
the opportunity offered the chance to fulfil a longheld dream.
“I’d always wondered, what would it be like
to walk into a bar somewhere you’ve never been
before, throw a quarter into a jukebox, and hear
yourself play? I knew that, playing with James
Brown, we’d get to record in a studio. By the time it
finally happened, it wasn’t the thrill I thought it was
gonna be,” he laughs, of his jukebox fantasy, “but
I was a little more grown by then, and my dreams
had evolved to playing stages all over the world.”
This was another dream playing with Brown
would facilitate, but the Godfather was an exacting
boss. “All the stories you’ve heard are true,” Maceo
chuckles, “but it’s all to make you better, to make
the group better. James preached discipline,
decorum, taking pride in how you dress, trying
not to perform in uniforms that look like you just
slept in them, just being proud of who you are and
holding your head up high. Again, you’re aboard
the train, and it’s taking you where you need to go,
you have to trust in the driver. That’s how I viewed
working with James: any way he wants to do a
thing, that’s how I’ll do it.”

Maceo, meanwhile, had gone on to form a new
band with his old colleagues, Maceo And All The
King’s Men, their moniker perhaps a jab at their
erstwhile King Of Soul employer. “We had fun,”
Maceo remembers. “Some nights we wouldn’t
make more than $80, but that was enough gas
money to get us to the next show. We were young,
we had no responsibilities, what did it matter?”
Parker would return to Brown’s employ during
the Seventies, leaving again to work with George
Clinton, as Musical Director for Parliament. Though
Clinton was Brown’s only true rival for the crown
of God Of Funk, their approaches couldn’t have
differed more. “Where James preached uniformity,
punctuality and discipline, George didn’t have any
of that,” he laughs. “And that was shocking, it
really was. If some guy was into Tarzan and wanted
to dress onstage like Tarzan, or like a baseball
referee, or a pilot, that was OK with George. I mean,
really, really OK. And if someone wanted to wear
the same outfit for four years and not wash it, that
was OK with George. I was used to tuxedos, bow
ties, patent leather shoes…uniforms. George said,
life’s just a party, so you shouldn’t be uptight about
how people dress.
“And that was his concept; they’re from outer
space, and they’ve been assigned to come down
from their galaxy to show the people of Earth what
funky music is really about. We had a tune called
‘Atomic Dog’, and George would tell the audience,
‘I gotta find me a dog!’ He’d walk around the stage,
and pluck a girl from the audience, throw her down
and walk her like a dog…”
Did you find this hard to adjust to?
“No. It took a minute to adjust…There were

‘I’d always wondered, what would
it be like to walk into a bar, throw
a quarter into a jukebox, and hear
yourself play?’
A year after joining Brown in 1964, Maceo
was drafted into the military, returning afterwards
for another three-year stint, during which the
Godfather was greatly accelerating the evolution
of this thing we call funk. Shortly after recording
a feverish homecoming date in Atlanta, GA in 1969
(which Brown intended to release as James Brown
At Home With His Bad Self), Maceo exited Brown’s
employ, accompanied by the rest of the group.
“We had grievances, it was time to tell the
conductor to stop the train,” remembers Maceo.
“The other guys got wind that I wanted to leave,
and suggested we all approach James en masse,
and threaten to quit. And James didn’t like that,
it was too much power for him; later on, in his book,
he said he fired me, but he didn’t. I’d not wanted
the rest of the band to quit, though; I wanted to
look James in the eye and let him know I had
enough, uh, whatever, to quit on my own.”
Brown didn’t look far for replacements, hiring
a couple of young kids, Bootsy and Catfish Collins,
who were always hanging around his recording
studio in Cincinnati, as the backbone of his new
backing group, The JBs. The transition was signalled
with 1970’s Sex Machine album, where a JBs-era
late night session, which yielded the hugelysuccessful titular track, was cobbled together with
the 1969 Atlanta show as a live album, with canned
studio noise covering the cracks. The JBs would not
last long, however. “Bootsy and Catfish had joined,
thinking they’d get to play with us,” laughs Maceo.
“Then when they arrived, and discovered us gone,
they started to wonder what had made us quit. And
then they found out…”

some real funky players in that group, like Eddie
Hazel. He was funky [mimics funk guitar]. And you
appreciate it when you hear it.”
In the years that followed, Maceo returned to
the Godfather’s bosom a couple more times, fielded
offers for high-profile collaborations, pursued
several solo projects, and has been blowing horn
for Prince since 1999’s Rave Un2 The Joy Fantastic.
And he finally got his chance to play with the Collins
brothers, as a member of Bootsy’s Rubber Band,
throughout the Seventies and Eighties.
“Bootsy had a little of James’s uniformity, but
also a bit of the George Clinton thing too,” says
Maceo. “We didn’t get as raunchy or vulgar as
George, but he’d hint on something every now and
again. And, like George, he loved flashy clothes, in
particular anything that was red and white. Nobody
else can play like those two, I’m sorry [mimics
interplay of the Collins brothers]. It’s nice.”
At the end of the interview, Maceo asks if he can
borrow my notepad and pen and, on the next
available blank sheet, scribbles a word in a neat
scrawl near the centre of the page. He then pushes
the notepad back across the table.
“I just want you to know, everything I do…
Everything…” He draws his hands up to his chest,
which rises slowly as he takes a deep breath, filling
lungs that have blown like the proverbial hurricane
through the histories of funk, soul and pop – a
gesture which unconsciously reminds just how
grand an ‘everything’ that really is. “…is because
of this.”
The word is “love”.
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pale fire

Words: Frances Morgan
Photography: Halvor Pedersen

Supersilent
Blå, Oslo
Four years ago, late September, I was visiting Oslo the same weekend Supersilent played at Blå, the
club on the banks of the narrow river that twists through the city. I’d been listening to Supersilent 6
for months; so when friends recommended the show, I went along, intrigued, and stood, absolutely
still, at the front, for two hours of some of the most beautiful music I had ever heard. It was one of
those reconfigurations that, for me, need to take place periodically in order to keep my relationship
with music interesting. What I took away was a new understanding of how far I needed to go in both
understanding and practising improvisation, but also a realisation that there really were no rules for
doing so, other than that of finding and adhering to your own language. And I was galvanised by this
approach to ‘avant’ rock, which did away with its reliance on the guitar, instead hinting at rock’s very
essence through electronics, percussion, brass, noise, and a true commitment to new textures.
So it’s ironic that this last of three collaborative shows to mark Supersilent’s 10th anniversary
features not one but two six-strings: one from Hans Magnus Ryan of Trondheim avant-metal
duo Motorpsycho – tonight’s guest musicians– and one occasionally bowed across the lap of
Supersilent’s main instigator, Helge Sten, aka Deathprod. But both Ryan’s lyrical, doom-inflected
lines and Sten’s more abstract offerings just serve to add, along with Bent Sæther’s bass, more
colour, denser texture and, eventually, a febrile, emotional warmth to a band whose sound is
sometimes darkly unapproachable. Instead, there’s something glorious about tonight’s openness,
its willingness to come close to the fire, that puts me in mind of recent Earth shows.
To start with, the set follows the customary Supersilent trajectory of wide-open planes gradually
coming together, meeting and meshing with hyper-aware control and pace. At any one time you’re
aware of each distinct element of the sound, from rumbles of percussion to alien beams of synth,
and yet trying to follow each part separately is like trying to chase light, and you’re best just to stay
still, let it refract around you. As always, Supersilent play with time, guiding you gradually into their
world until it seems that’s all there has ever been. From where I stand, I see this happening via
Stale Storlokken’s impressive synth set-up, all the more impressive for the control with which he
implements each instrument or sound, reining in each melody and waiting until two-thirds of the
way through the set before unleashing the showy oscillations of a Moog Voyager. And I see Arve
Henriksen, whose gently shamanic trumpet and voice provide the band’s vulnerable core. Tonight he
doubles up on drums and his instinctive, naïve beats form an earthy counterpoint to Jarle Vespetad’s
more cerebral rhythms; and it’s this that helps propel Supersilent into an ecstatic, tranced finale
that has echoes of Boredoms or even Animal Collective’s tribal noise. There is even dancing. I had
expected to be petrified and stunned as ever, but tonight Supersilent throw themselves open to joy
and the result is as moving as it is enlivening as it is thoroughly on fire. Here’s to the next decade.

Supersilent play with time, gradually
guiding you into their world until it
seems that’s all there has ever been
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Gallows/Poison The Well/Lethal Bizzle
The Electric Ballroom, Camden
Has Lethal Bizzle been reading Henry Rollins’ Get
In The Van? His write, record, release, tour modus
operandi seems locked down at the moment. His
gigging has been unbroken this year and he’s even
started to develop Rollins’ totally triangular neck
because of the amount of time he spends wearing
his gigantic stage necklace. The Sisyphean uphill
boulder challenge that he faced just six months
ago supporting 65daysofstatic and Jack Peñate
has been replaced by a triumphant cakewalk as
the partisan Gallows crowd bellow his name until
dust falls from the ceiling. There’s no surprise at
the mutual love in on display though; Bizzle has
come to represent a peculiarly Anglicised take on
US hip hop rather than grime in the same way that
Gallows represent a peculiarly Anglicised take on
US hardcore rather than punk; and it’s exhilarating
rather than brilliant.
If the Biz has a problem, it’s that he’s too afraid
to lose any quarter that he’s gained and he’s started
Devon Sproule
Cabaret Voltaire, Edinburgh
Devon Sproule looks for all the world like
the secret daughter The Waltons gave away.
Gamine, waif-like and sporting a vintage
floral frock, that the 25-year-old Canadian
– whose Keep Your Silver Shined album
is amazingly her fourth – lives within a
postcard’s view of the Blue Ridge mountains
of Virginia with hubby and fellow songsmith
Paul Curreri, suggests she’s sure as shucks
got this country living thing licked.
With an oversized Gibson guitar in tow,
Sproule sets down her kooky, cock-eyed
credentials from the off via occasional bursts
of knees-akimbo flapper steps to accompany
her store of jazz-inflected country swing.

to resemble the drill instructor out of Full Metal
Jacket. No, scratch that, he’s become the Stratford
Terminator. Bizzle knows no mercy, he knows no
fear and he will not stop until you are all jumping
up and down on the spot shouting “Pow!”
Music within a particular genre exists not on
a straight line that begins at bilge and ends at
unbeatable, marked out incrementally along its
length. Rather it sits on a bell curve, where great
is not that far away from execrable. There are lots
of reasons for this, including record label and fan

Just for a moment,
satellite towns collide
expectations and market saturation all creating
natural minimum entry levels. So, it is always the
smallest of things that can mark a punk band out
as brilliant or terrible. Gallows look like a fiveheaded beast that’s smashing through a car
windscreen during a RTA at all times; flabby
support Poison The Well look like an out-of-breath
bunch of villains from Scooby Doo. The difference
is barely even there, but means everything.
Gallows singer Frank Carter is only on stage
for the first few seconds of ‘Come Friendly Bombs’

Joined by a drummer and bassist, Sproule’s
Maria McKee-ish voice is fleshed out further
by pedal steel legend BJ Cole, who adds
enough colour to outdo his Hawaiian shirt.
But beyond Sproule’s low-key, rinky-dink
charm is a songwriter and performer of real
emotional resonance, who can do plaintive
and ‘ornery in a precious, no-frills set of good
old-fashioned small-town porch songs
whose warmth shines through every note.
Neil Cooper
End Of The Road Festival
Larmer Tree Gardens, Dorset
Set amid the remnants of a country estate
during the final weekend of the summer, End
Of The Road is almost the very definition of

before he launches himself out into the crowd and
manages to run across the first five rows of hands
like a nine-stone, ginger Jesus Lizard, before
disappearing into the white-capped swell of the
pit. This is the first of several dramatic but sincere
gestures he makes tonight in an attempt to shrink
the distance between crowd and band, including
a Moses-like attempt to part the audience and
walk down the middle, which nearly goes awry
when too many fans want their photograph taken
with him.
The best of many best bits is when Bizzle and all
of his crew join Gallows on stage for ‘Staring At
The Rudeboys’. And just for a moment, satellite
towns collide, exploding jagged shards of Stratford
and Croydon randomly into the musical dullness
of Zone 1. E10 B-boys and CR1 punks bounce
violently off one another like pollen undergoing
Brownian motion. Biz jumps into the audience and
a trick of the light makes it look like he’s doing the
windmill on top of the crowd’s uplifted hands. Just
for a second Frank’s demeanour as a tattooed
Michael Caine slips and he looks like a young boy
who’s just been ushered into his surprise birthday
party as he laughs: “I don’t know what the fuck’s
going on but I’m having the time of my life!”

an idyllic, family-friendly festival experience.
Across several stages and tents, a wealth
of great, idiosyncratic musicians are busy
doing what they do best. So while X’s John
Doe blends tough tales of punk love into
elegiac Crazy Horse rock-outs, Frida
Hyvönen chills hearts at a malfunctioning
piano, taking time out to kick the shit out
of some wooden penguins. Gifted folk/blues
singer Liz Green puts in an astonishing
performance, overcoming tears to lead
the crowd into a joyous revival-meeting
hoedown. Walking enigma David Thomas
Broughton, meanwhile, is astonishing for
different reasons, his chaotic wedding of
hilarity and profundity pioneering more new
emotional territory than is within 45 minutes.

South London’s impeccable Congregation
bring us to our senses, breathing fresh life
into the sweetest of Chicago blues, before
Zombie Zombie’s fearful hybrid of
analogue synth necromancy and dance party
energy inspires a midnight mosh-pit. The
final day of the festival though belongs to
Herman Düne, who, whether playing rock
stars on the main stage, undertaking a secret
acoustic set in the woods, or joining forces
with assorted pals for a triumphant antifolk
take on The Last Waltz, prove they’ve still got
the spirit, the warmth and the supply of killer
tunes that mark them out as true greats.
And we had hot cider and free ice cream,
and played conkers too. Smashing.
Ben Haggar
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At the heart of
her work is a
discourse about
restraint, desire,
freedom and
control

drawing restraint

Words: Frances Morgan
Photography: Simon Fernandez

PJ Harvey
Royal Festival Hall, London
Tonight is about what’s not there – about the
sounds whose ghosts hover at the edge of the
stage as PJ Harvey plays a set so resolutely solo
it’s almost ostentatious. Tonight is about what she
strips from her music in order to see what emerges
in the spaces. And while it is about her new album,
the sparse, ‘naïve’ White Chalk, tonight is also
about how that album’s mood can also be
breathed into a body of work spanning 15 years.
With all its conceptual sophistication, PJ
Harvey’s music deserves more than a personal
response, but because this show covers so much
chronological ground I cannot write this review
without my ghost appearing also. I’m 14 years
old, body-horror reacting like an allergy to all the
subcultures on offer, all of them as concerned as
the straight world with adornment, stuff to put on
or in you: the eternal feminine hunger for things,
from Just 17 to goth club. Harvey represents for
hard work, dream states, wolf howls. Plain clothes.
Dirty boots. With knotty riffs, boneyard drums,
ploughed-field hollers, Dry speaks to me of ascetic,
absolute freedom through craft and art. A year
Future Of The Left
Faversham, Leeds
A stilted start.
The amps hiss loud, the silent
anticipation of the small but dedicated
huddle at the front seeming all the more
tangible for the attention-seeking valves
knocking out their white noise.
The real noise starts. Tightly harnessed
a capellas start the proceedings. It’s the
kind of quiet that you know will soon be
obliterated by bass, drums and decibels.
It’s the kind of quiet that makes you stand
on tiptoes for no apparent reason.
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later, Rid Of Me rasps on cassette while I try to
screw my way to happiness instead, blind with
fury, hearing the white-hot despair that comes
with realising you’re never gonna be free. As
Harvey maxes out and metamorphs over the years
to come, it takes me a while to realise that at the
heart of all her work is a discourse about restraint,
desire, freedom and control – and what looks like
a betrayal of her aesthetic is often actually more a
neat inversion.
Tonight I am reminded of this in the interplay
of intimate and epic that occurs as Harvey strides
onto a giant concert-hall stage that’s done out
like a cosy rehearsal room, in a long white dress,
Victorian-style but graffiti-splattered. She plants
stilettoed feet firmly apart, rolling her hips in time
with the Firebird’s sparse, elastic chords: ‘To Bring
You My Love’, its desert-Jesus-heartache lyrics both
as clichéd and as perfect as any hymn. Away from
the comfort zone of a band, such songs become
untouchable, flawless like skeletons and the blues.
What we hear and see little of tonight is
Harvey’s theatricality – although the faux-intimate
setting is, of course, totally theatrical – as she plays
a demo-style version of ‘Under The Bridge’ with
just drum machine and guitar, explaining that this
was how she wrote the song. The drum machine,
which gives up the ghost for ‘Electric Light’ (cue
good-humoured swearing, then a devastating

And then the rains come. Slogans are
hurled out and punched, bouncing from
grinning bassist to stern singer/guitarist/
keyboardist. You can trace the connections
between the three players – bloodlines and
friendship trail light fireworks from one face
to the next and extend to the testostofuck
of a moshpit that has developed out front.
Stripped as bare as they dare, with Andy
Falkous having barely any strings on his
guitar, tight t-shirt drawn over a stomach
that seems to boast as much debauched
beer-swilling as it does disciplined exercise.
Same goes for the music: swirling and wild,

version of the song played one-handed on synth);
the eccentric one-woman-band fumblings (despite
guitar tech and zither assistant); the friendly
chatter…these engender closeness between her
and us, however taut and sore the actual notes of
‘Nina In Ecstasy’ or ‘Snake’. She waltzes warm
through the archives as preparation for the
skinned-sounding, cobwebby New Ones, which
seem to take place in a claustrophobic, rarefied
danger zone akin to the hyperreal horror of an
Argento film, where one slip could send you – and
her – tumbling through rafters, onto broken glass.
The precariousness sounds in the piano’s surfeit
of pedal, and the gear-shifts as Harvey sings above
her range. It sounds in the lyrics’ delicately clumsy
intimacy. Yet all this is deliberate. A less seasoned
writer would botch the anesthetised state of loss
‘When Under Ether’ describes, or the wide-eyed
wonder of ’Seeds’; would aim too high and fall
mawkishly flat . Harvey, like the eccentric Victorian
botanist she resembles, instead peers close, presses
a specimen between the pages of a bible, sketches
miniatures. Describing what’s not there, still, but
instead of the epic, prodigal lover, watery oblivion
or the visceral visage of God, tonight it seems she
hymns everyday losses and the encroachment of
time, with unsure hands and tremulous voice and
a warning to anyone who strips away too much:
”Oh god I miss you...Oh god I miss you.”

thought-provoking and headmessy, cerebral
and feral, all at once.
Hayley Avron
Menomena
Roadhouse, Manchester
There’s a seesaw effect to the stage set-up
of Menomena that mirrors the band’s
personality. Anchored by the down-to-earth,
calming presence of guitarist/vocalist/
saxophonist/bassist Justin Harris centre
stage; long-limbed, expressive drummer
Danny Seim sits to his left, hypnotised by the
rhythmic force of big open strokes while over

to his right, self-conscious keyboardist,
vocalist and guitarist Brent Knopf delivers
the subtleties of their sound. Beginning with
the breathy ‘Weird’, Harris executes the lead
vocals while playing baritone sax and a foot
synthesiser. The Oregon band have been
touring their third album, Friend And Foe
across the US all year and any doubts about
their ability to replicate the myriad of layered
studio sounds are completely unfounded.
During the entire set, there isn’t a limb
among the trio that goes unused; as
mesmerising to watch as it is to hear.
Lianne Steinberg
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Dev shuffles
onstage in a full
Lycra Spiderman
outfit…

secret identity crisis

Words: Hayley Avron
Photography: Owen Richards
Lightspeed Champion
Leeds, The Cockpit
In a too-lit room, huddles of leftover Testicyclists
murmur and titter: bold in their outlines and
primary colour clothing. The atmosphere is
dispersed into bubbles: no sense of solidarity, no
bold emotion to grasp, but anticipation in the air.
The chatter seems to belie nervousness, a crowd
not yet confident in this drastic turn of events that
has taken Dev (Lightspeed’s anchorman) from the
flash-in-a-pan fashion-fury of Test Icicles to this
vehicle for his more traditional songwriting.
Holding a mirror to their anxieties, Dev shuffles
onstage in a full Lycra Spiderman outfit (which
should probably carry some kind of parental
guidance warning), eyes down, looking as far from
superheroic as superhumanly possible, looking
like his friends made him wear it as a dare but he’s
too proud to say so, looking like he desperately
wants to run away.
First song is a new one, he politely informs us.
Just him, a guitar and a violinist. The violin sounds
Patrick Watson
London ICA
Fop-haired and peaked of hat, Patrick
Watson (fella) bounds onstage like a
hyperactive puppy. Surrounded by group
members, all but one adorned in headwear,
Patrick Watson (band) are surprising.
Lost among increased percussive
emphasis and over-loud piano are the
synthesised details and noises that made
last record Close To Paradise vivacious.
Instead, Keanesque rhythms seep out,
smothered in flittering, warbling vocals,
self-absorbed like Mariah Carey or Christina
Aguilera. Disconcerting, bizarre.
I almost forgive them during one-manand-a-piano number ‘The Great Escape’,
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beautiful in its own right, but desperately at odds
with both the vocal and the guitar. Tones and
frequencies clash about the room as faders are
fucked about with; the song gets lost somewhere
down the front, sucked from the stage by people
desperate to like it despite its current state of
ineptitude. The lights glare off his specs, rendering
his state of mind unreadable.
Predictably, yet reassuringly, he is joined by
more cast members. The confidence grows, the
collective shoulders on both sides of the room
start to fall “I don’t feel better when I’m fucking
around”, he roars, mouth turning to a comic-strip
grimace at all the right moments. In a matter of
seconds, he drags the evening from the doldrums,
lifting the lid on songs that are theatrical, lively
and warm.
A song ends and the specs come off.
An altogether more enticing prospect stands
before us. His eyes flicker from side to side at his
bandmates. The banter is minimal and awkward,
punctuated by giggles, searching for an in-joke
that might connect with the outsiders. “This
should be interesting.” It’s not a promise, it’s an
expression of fear, but one allayed as he launches
into a beautiful slow, orchestral pop song, ‘Galaxy

and they toy with the stunning when
simplicity takes the lead and the seated
man with the oversized guitar shoots
spooked reverberation around the room.
But then they get in among the crowd for an
unsuitably twee finale, leaving me distraught
in an atmospheric void. “It reminds me of
Titanic,” my gig partner informs. “Bloody
hell,” I retort. “Let’s go.”
Tom Howard
Peepholes
Cowley Club, Brighton Pride
In front of the by-now illegible Queer Mutiny
backdrop, Katia stands too straight. She hits
the drums as though she doesn’t really want
to touch them. Their brittle stuttering seems

Of The Lost’, that would sound equally at home on
a Fifties Christmas compilation or a Bangles B-side.
It’s the jewel in a crown that Dev hasn’t quite
grown into yet.
The tension is not just palpable, it’s a breezeblock barrier to the promise of abandon that lurks
around the corner. His stage shtick is awkward as
hell (“I’m learning to plug, I’ve been told I don’t
plug enough…”) and his Eugene McGuinness
cover is his freshest performance, unshackled
from the weight of his own emotions for three
sweet minutes. The toes that have been tapping
with restraint begin to lift from the floor and
shuffle from side to side – but it never quite gets
to dancing. The clapping never quite gets to
whooping or cheering. The wolf never whistles.
The abandon never comes. When it’s good,
though, it’s spine-chilling: they’ve got harmonies
that have been missing, presumed dead, for years
and lyrics that catch you off-guard as they spin on
their own head.
Perhaps when recent history lifts the weight of
expectation from him, he’ll stop giving such a shit
what people think and give more of himself to the
songs and more of himself to the audience. The
songs deserve better, you see.

to send shocks up her arms, provoking
hollow squeals, ascending. She screams,
over and over. Nick stabs the keyboards from
feet away, watching her as though to protect
her. “I know,” Katia grits. “He knows.” They
start to scream together. Peepholes are
stubborn, new, a gang of two with identical
weaknesses and diametrically opposite
strengths. Multi-instrumentalists, they trade
parts and places constantly. Their closest
referents are mostly their contemporaries:
Prinzhorn, Husbands, Sticks. But there is
something bigger and older, not so much
in them as standing over them – something
late-Velvetsy, an abstraction of suffering
and loss. Soon, you’ll know.
Petra Davis

Silver Apples
The Knitting Factory, New York
“I saw them back in 1967 in Central Park,”
says Anthony excitedly. Anthony is the oldest
member of tonight’s audience and probably
the only person to have witnessed Silver
Apples’ first gig. He proudly clutches his –
freshly autographed – original copy of the
band’s self-titled 1967 debut album.
The story of New York’s Silver Apples is
an odd one. The pioneering electronic
psychedelic music produced by Simeon Cox
III (known simply as Simeon) and drummer
Danny Taylor in the late Sixties anticipated
much of what was to come in the Krautrock
movement and had a huge impact on artists
who would later merge electronics with rock.
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Blood, sweat
and the crack of
stagedivers’ skulls

keep the wheels spinning

Words: Lauren Strain
Foals photography: Owen Richards

Truck Festival 2007
Hill Farm, Steventon
You’re up at 5am to find your tent suctioned to
your face and the sound of people screaming and
you think, “Lucky this didn’t happen two days ago,
huh?” This year’s Truck – postponed from July
thanks to freak floods – was seemingly cursed with
unholy weather. Thankfully, 4000 people were
able to spend a September weekend doing lifeaffirming things before the atmosphere split at (the
final) dawn. Let us reflect, while battling a tornado
for the continued ownership of our possessions.
Saturday, 17:01 I am in love with a man of
indeterminate age. His beard obscures everything
except a voice of wolves, bears and fire. His name
is Josh T Pearson and his fists cinder across loose
metal. Raise your hands in defeat, and experience
a third-degree burn to the heart.
18:40 Fuck Buttons are yipping through ‘Ribs
Out’, microphones plugged down throats. They
sound like hyenas scrumming for fetid carrion,
After two albums – and a spot of
legal trouble following an album sleeve
which featured Simeon and Taylor in
a Pan Am cockpit surrounded by smoking
paraphernalia – the group went into early
retirement and were not heard of again until
the mid-Nineties. They started touring again
in 1999 but once again fate intervened when
the tour van was forced off the road and
Simeon broke his neck. While Simeon
survived the crash, tragically Taylor died
of a heart attack in 2005.
Despite all this, Simeon is back – and
recording new music. Sat behind his home
desk of magic tools, he peppers tonight’s
set with classic material like ‘Program’ and
‘Oscillations’ from the seminal debut album,

like 20 kits of teeth and bones. I realise I’m the only
person watching without her hands shoved into
her ears and decide to make the most of what will
probably be a short-lived relationship with my
hearing by bathing in vicious rainbows.
19:10 Security men inspect already-horizontal
barriers and deem it unsafe for Foals to play their
allocated tent. They’re upped to the barn, and
hundreds pour across the grass; then, at 21:15,
dynamite. We’re too busy trying to stay alive to
recall details, but photographers’ flares illuminate
these fragments: limbs-in-flame dancing; itchingpowder maracas; a bass knifing through my
belly ‘til it jams. Blood, sweat and the crack of
stagedivers’ skulls. Dangerous, desirous pop, lit
by a spectrum and snagged with wire.
22:00 Garth and Maud Hudson’s infectious
laughs initiate our recovery; they gaze delightedly
upon a tired mass. Nocturnally, we clap gloved
hands to jugular jungle-drums while fast, hard
beats percolate a cloudless sky.
Sunday, 11:15 Damaged brains benefit from
KTB’s Truck Choir, where vocal exercises include
emulating our favourite animals. Detoxified,
it’s time for Napoleon iiird, whose tiff with

and ‘You And I’ from 1969’s Contact. But, of
course, everything sounds a little different.
The melody of ‘Love Fingers’ remains intact,
but without Taylor’s signature breakbeats
there is undoubtedly a level of complexity
missing from the track. Undeterred, Simeon
introduces a new song called ‘The Purple
Egg’ explaining that it was written for
children. Surprisingly the song starts like
an old school rave number. The lyrics kick in:
“I found the purple egg/In the ukulele bush/
And the carrot lady said/Come in and play.”
When the track finishes, Anthony turns to
me and says, “That was one mighty strange
children’s song”. Somehow it sums up a lot
of what tonight’s gig has been all about.
Stuart Aitken

a misbehaving reel-to-reel adds extra wit to his
skewiff retaliations. Life just ain’t complete without
his ambitious dressing-up box of bumps and
snickers, or his frankly insane drummer.
14:00 Thomas Truax harasses spectators with an
instrument formed from what looks like a piece of
plumbing. Shuddering and clacking, his inventions
– Sister Spinster (made of chimes, wheels and a
motorbike headlamp) and The Hornicator – flank
his presence before he tiptoes through the seated
audience to escape the tent. We giggle. We tense,
in case he drops from the ceiling or something.
19:38 Little Sister make sense of the world
with harps and four-way harmonies before
Metronomy lock into robotic, twisted burps
synchronising across a floor of citrus green.
Approaching midnight, it’s the job of Danny
And The Champions Of The World to host the
yearly hoedown. We count 18 musicians onstage,
their arms around each other, with insomniac eyes,
faces painted and instruments held high. Organiser
Robin Bennett’s flute screeeeeeeeees ‘til everyone’s
final image is of him, blindly happy, punching
the air – because weather, money and logistics
meant that this festival nearly didn’t happen, but
generosity, love and community meant that it did.

Those Dancing Days
London Metro
I have a feeling that Those Dancing Days
spent most of their playtimes gossiping
and spinning charity shop 45s in the school
music room when they were meant to be
rehearsing. The winsome quintet charmingly
blush and twist their way through a short set
of three-minute pop ditties. Like an infinitely
more cheerful Swedish version of the Lisbon
sisters, as imagined by Phil Spector and
filtered through a gauzy lens, these girls
might be young, but their love of pop
stretches back through indiedisco to
Northern soul.
Unfortunately, tonight, distracted-looking
singer Linnea’s vocals never quite rise

beyond a muffled murmur – a combination
of bad sound and nerves – and it’s not until
they play their “favourite song!” ‘Run Run’
that the band stop fidgeting enough to let
us hear a glimmer of the insane catchiness
dancing off their recent EP. Thanks to the
irrepressible Lisa on keyboards, though –
a giddy, giggling younger sister of Lou New
Young Pony Club – we still want to watch.
They’re at their best when they lapse into
ska-inflected romp ‘1000 Words’, which
winks at Tragic Kingdom-era No Doubt and
often they display all the shouty promise of
a super pop group in the making. But first
they need more tambourine-shaking, dance
routines and, sigh, practice.
Anna-Marie Fitzgerald
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digitalism
Get your dancing shoes on for the Tesco Value
Justice, dropping hits, remixes and original
compositions for the glow-stick wielding ravebots
all over these towns.
Oxford Zodiac (November 12), London Scala
(13), Brighton Concorde 2 (14), Birmingham
Barfly (15), Manchester Warehouse Project
(17), Bristol Fleece (18), Newcastle Academy
2 (19)

Black Lips photography: Simon Fernandez

air
French duo whip out their Pocket Symphony for
a second UK spritz, with delirous deadpan support
from Au Revoir Simone.
Birmingham Academy (November 14), London
Hammersmith Apollo (15), Bournemouth
Opera House (16)
bonde do role
Domino’s potty-mouthed Brazilian indietronica
threesome bring it on with a distinct whiff of the
Baile funk.
Sheffield Plug (November 15), Glasgow Arches
(16), Cambridge Junction (17), Bristol Thekla
(20), Brighton Concord 2 (21), London Scala (22)
swn festival
Plan B are proud media sponsors of Cardiff’s inaugural Swn festival, a city-wide gathering
of bands, artists and DJs curated by Radio 1’s Huw Stephens. Present are Beirut, The Cribs, The
Black Lips (above), Loefah, Bass Clef, Future Of The Left, Two Gallants, DJ Scotch Egg, and many
more. And don’t miss Plan B’s corner of the bill, an Antifolk UK revue featuring Larry Pickleman,
mertle, Winston Echo, Crayola Lectern, Le B, and Plan B’s very own The Legend!, downstairs at
Clwb Ifor Bach on November 9. www.swnfestival.com
Cardiff venues (November 9-11)
antelope
Dischord’s new kids on the block roll the dancepunk furrow as previously dug by Q (And Not U) and
the like. London’s show sees them joined by recent
Void stars Cutting Pink With Knives.
Liverpool Static Gallery (November 6),
Glasgow Nice N Sleazy (7), Sheffield The
Red House (8), Swansea Sin City (9), London
Metro (10)
devendra banhart
The acclaimed folkster plays this one-off ATP
show to follow up the release of his hairy, swivelhips, Tropicalia-tinged new album Smokey Rolls
Down Thunder Canyon.
London Kentish Town Forum (November 6)
jackie-o-motherfucker
Beat poet space jams from ATP Recordings-signed
Weird Americans.
Oxford Wheatsheaf (November 6), London
Cargo (18)
stereo total
Stereo Total, aka Berlin retro-hipsters Françoise
Cactus and Brezel Goering, touch down for two
rare UK shows.
London Blow Up/Metro (November 7),
Glasgow The Admiral (8)
envy
Rock Action’s very own Japanese hardcore
screamers visit these shores for a handful of
shows. You won’t be able to understand what
they’re screaming about, but you know they
mean it.
Glasgow Arches (November 8), Leeds
Brudenell (9), Brighton Audio (10)
jehst
No idea if you’re still waiting for a saviour of UK
hip hop, but Jehst, the jewel in the crown of Low
Life Records, winds up his tour of the UK with the
following dates.
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Bristol Thekla (November 9), Exeter TBC (10),
Falmouth University (24)
sunburned hand of the man
Cosmos-exploring Massachusetts ensemble return
to the UK, celebrating both the release of No-Fi
seven-inch ‘Weekend At Burnie’s’ and their new
link-up with Kieron Hebden, Fire Escape. In
particular check the Newcastle date, featuring
support from Leeds’ Vibracathedral Orchestra.
Newcastle Cumberland Arms (November 9),
Glasgow TBC (10), Edinburgh (12), London
Scala (25)
eggstock 2007
Leicester’s Pickled Egg celebrate one decade of
life cutting merry-like through the boundaries
of jazz, avant rock, improv and brainy surrealism.
Doing the do are Seb Rochford’s Fulborn
Teversham, Nalle, Big Eyes, aPAtT, Zukanican,
Now, Dragon And Emperor, Oddfellows Casino,
Black Carrot, The Doozer and The Family Elan.
www.pickled-egg.co.uk
Leicester Phoenix Arts Centre (November 10)

stephen duffy and the lilac time
Eighties pop maverick and sometime Robbie
Williams collaborator brings current album Runout
Groove – his first in five years – to the big stage.
London Queen Elizabeth Hall (November 15)
jesu
Not content with releasing two gently crushing
statements of shoegaze metal this year – check
‘em: the full-length Conqueror and its distilled
follow-up, Lifeline, both out now on Hydrahead –
King Brummie Justin Broadrick howls across the
UK like some sort of malevolent weather spirit.
Sheffield Corporation (November 15),
Glasgown Oran Mor (16), Leeds Cockpit (17),
Birmingham Medicine Bar (18), Bristol The
Cooler (19), London Scala (20)
qui
“He…looked like he’d just blew a seal!” Relive this
David Yow jape, plus a handful of other coruscating,
bad-taste guitar-drums rock constructs, at the
following UK shows.
Bristol Thekla (November 15), Brighton
Freebutt (16), Coventry The Colosseum (17),
Dublin Wheelans (18), Glasgow King Tuts (20),
Manchester Roadhouse (21), Sheffield
Corporation (22), Nottingham The Social (23),
London Water Rats (24), London TBC
(December 12), Birmingham Custard Factory
(13), Cardiff Clwb Ifor Bach (14)
rilo kiley
Jenny Lewis and friends sauce up their Americana
with a spot of funk and disco, as heard on current
album Under The Blacklight.
Liverpool University Stanley Theatre
(November 18), Leeds Cockpit (20),
Northumbia University 2 (23)

talibam!/chops
Riotous skronk/spjazz/improv Brooklynites
combining technical mastery with bad noizer
attitude. Alumini of Storm And Stress,
Shadowmaps, Coptic Light and People feature.
Support from UK’s DIY/avant merchants Chops.
London Gramophone (November 11),
Brighton TBC (12), Milton Keynes TBC (13),
Leeds Brudenell Social Club (14), Liverpool
The Grey (15), Newcastle Star And Shadow
Cinema (17)

vic chesnutt
Autumnal singer-songwriter tours his excellent new
album North Star Deserter, recorded with members
of A Silver Mount Zion and Fugazi.
London Koko (November 19)

thrill jockey 15th anniversary
Chicago indie stable celebrate their 15th birthday
with two days of shows from The Fiery Furnaces,
Tortoise, Bobby Conn, Adult, KTL, Trans Am, The
Sea And Cake, Califone, Arboretum, Radian, The
Zincs, and Daniel AIU Higgs and Chiara Giovando.
London KOKO (November 11-12)

adjágas
Plan B fly the flag for Adjágas, a Sami ensemble
fronted by Lawra Somby and Inga Påve who bring
numerous ’Yoiks’ – that is, ancient Sami folk songs –
to you good people backed by an expanded line-up
of fellow Arctic Circle dwellers. Expect stark, craggily
beautiful melodies, wordless, unstructured song,

live preview
and soundscaping that, this time, actually deserves
the description ’glacial’.
Newbury Corn Exchange (November 20),
Norwich Arts Centre (21), Leeds Brudenell
Social Club (22), Manchester RNCM Haden
Freeman Concert Hall (23), Glasgow The
New Stereo (24), Cardiff The Point (26),
Brighton Komedia (27), London 229 (28),
Exeter Phoenix (29)
tight meat with sonny simmons
David Keenan and Alex Neilson’s open-ended,
open-minded avant duo invite free jazz saxophonist
Sonny Simmons into the splurge-skronk fray for
a select few dates.
Bristol The Cube (November 20), Cambridge
Portland Arms (21), Newcastle TBC (22)
manorexia
JG Thirlwell of Foetus fronts his avant ensemble,
this time featuring string quartet, laptop and
tuned percussion. Also playing is Aurora Borealis’
Stargazer’s Assistant and avant-rock’s very own
Mr Support Slot, Alexander Tucker.
Glasgow ABC (November 22), London
Hammersmith (23), Manchester Apollo (24),
Birmingham Academy (25)
the hives
Bubblegum hardcore Swedes roll back into town
spouting cuts from their new, partly Pharrell
Williams-produced LP The Black And White Album.
Glasgow ABC (November 22), London
Hammersmith (23), Manchester Apollo (24),
Birmingham Academy (25)
boss sounds reggae festival
The north east gets its skank on for the third year
running, with some of the cream of Trojan Records
roster. Present over three days are acts including
Toots And The Maytals, Sir John Holt, Ken Boothe,
Gregory Isaacs, dancehall king Eek-A-Mouse, and
Massive Attack’s Daddy G.
Newcastle venues (November 23-25)
scout niblett
Plan B’s lo-fi queen of hearts wears the crown and
bares the grille for all you weird folk. “Scout goes
through a maelstrom of crap and comes out with a
hymn to the beauty in the human condition,” noted
Plan B #26. Let her be your sword, and your shield.
Bristol Thekla (November 22), Glasgow King
Tuts (23), Leeds The Faversham (24), Oxford
Zodiac (25), London Scala (26)
queens of the stone age
OK, so the last Queens LP wasn’t no Songs For The
Deaf, but Homme and co still bring the big jams out
there live.
Brighton Dome (November 23), Liverpool
Academy (24), Nottingham Rock City (25),
London Brixton Academy (26), Glasgow
Academy (27), Newcastle Academy (29), Bristol
Academy (December 1), Manchester Apollo
(2), Birmingham (3), Reading Rivermead (4)

London Gramaphone (November 27), Coventry
Tin Angel (28), Manchester Café Saki (29),
Liverpool The Zanzibar (30), Bristol The Crypt
(December 1), Cheltenham Meantime Arts
Space (2), Nottingham TBC (3), Colchester Arts
Centre (4), Brighton The Albert (5)
interpol
Sombre times as stadium goth’s most lordly
exponents slip from beneath some velvety sheet
or other and disgorge the emotional sack of Our
Love To Admire.
Blackpool Empress Ballroom (November 28),
London Alexandra Palace (29-30)
band of horses
Bristly Sub Pop rockers hit these shores for a one-off
gig in support of new album Cease To Begin.
London Bush Hall (November 29)
babi-chin
The folk behind Chinchillafest return with
a weekend all-dayer to warm up those cold,
cold winter nights. Beating the skins are UK
avant overlords Bilge Pump, plus aPATt,
Cleckhuddersfax, Gay Against You, Soeza,
Ambulance, Hands On Heads, Sailors, and more.
“I encourage you all to drink heavily and have fun,”
suggests a helpful press release.
Leeds Brudenell Social Club (December 1)
only connect: zbigniew preisner
Polish soundtrack composer Zbigniew Preisner
presents Silence, Night And Dreams, based on
the Book Of Job. Part of the Only Connect series.
London Barbican (December 2)
dan deacon
Baltimore laptop guerrilla gets right out there
amongst ya with the pixel-rendered fruits of his
particularly fruity album Spiderman Of The Rings.
“While listening, I want you to pull animal shapes:
the peacock strut, the kangaroo bop, the meerkat
lunge. I want your fizzy coils or Haribo brains to
jump out yer ears and onto the carpet!” wrote Plan
B #24. That’s an order!
Glasgow Nice And Sleazy (December 3),
Edinburgh Cabaret Voltaire (4), Manchester
Ruby Lounge (5), Liverpool Barfly (6), London
The Dome (7)
james yorkston
Tales of lives and love from the East Neuk, courtesy
of the Domino-signed folk-not-folk songsmith.
Liverpool The Bumper (December 3), London
Luminare (December 19-20)
css
Lovefoxxx and friends cement their pincer-grip over
the hearts and minds of impressionable youngsters
in fluorescent sportswear.
Manchester Academy (December 4),
Birmingham Academy (7), Newcastle
University (12), Liverpool Academy (18)

ooosh! fest 2007
Practically a Leeds vs Brighton weekender. Witness
the carnage as scenes collide. Bands include Bilge
Pump, Charlottefield, I’m Being Good, Ack Ack Ack,
Trencher, Sailors, Montana Pete, Cowtown, Lovvers,
Chops, Headquarters and more.
Brighton Westhill Community Hall, Compton
Avenue (November 24-25, 3pm)

of montreal
Hello trees! Hello sky! Goodbye wife! Zany
heartbroken pop maestro Kevin Barnes and his
avant cavalcade return for a one-off UK show with
a polished, sequin-sewn spree of songs from his
2007 album Hissing Fauna, Are You The Destroyer?
Sing along to such radio friendly unit shifters as
‘Heimdalsgate Like A Promethean Curse’ at…
London ULU (December 6)

team brick/colorir
Plan B-approved noise rascal rings bells, works
drones and goes at it a capella, with support from
friendly Brazilian guitar/drums duo, spazzing it
on a John Zorn/Keiji Haino tip.

sunn O))) and boris
Pillars of the drone/doom community bring their
collaborative LP, Altar, to the UK for the first time.
Support from Dylan Carlson’s mighty Earth.
London The Forum (December 10)

tour stories: two gallants

Interview: Louis Pattison

On tour last year, you got attacked
onstage by a US marshal with a taser.
What was the fall-out from that?
“Well, a lot of legal fees were lost in
defending our case. I guess it’s illegal
now to play music in Texas, after banning
homosexuality and a woman’s right to
make decisions about her own body. I’m
sure there was a lot of pressure to come up
with something big. It seems they outdid
themselves this time.”
Please describe your car/van/tour
bus/other road vehicle.
“Well, she’s long, and she’s tall and
her name is Ol’ Hickory. For the first few
tours we just ’borrowed’ Tyson’s parents
truck, but we abused it pretty thoroughly.
We met Ol’ Hickory about a year and a half
ago. She’s done us pretty well except for
the doors sometimes not working. One
time we had about eight people inside for
a 12-hour drive and only the passenger
door would open.”
What’s on the stereo?
“Waylon Jennings, Joseph Spence, and
the Clancy Brothers’ Songs Of The Sea.”
Do you get on while you’re on
tour? What prompts the arguments,
if any?
“We don’t argue. Ever. Except when
we’re on tour.”
What’s the absolute worst
debauchery you’ve seen the road
reduce someone to?
“There’s a town in Tennessee called
Chattanooga. It’s the home of the
Chattanooga Choo Choo. We haven’t
been back there in a while, but it was always
a stop on our first few tours. It’s the drunkest
town in America. When we were on tour
with Holy Ghost Revival we played a show
there in Tom Foote’s basement. He’s a
toothless guy with a cigarette permanently
in his mouth.
”When we arrived there everybody
seemed really enthusiastic and excited to
see us play, but by the time we actually did
play almost everybody was on the lawn
outside, passed out or puking. There were
a few still inside paying no attention to us.
One shirtless guy was basically using the PA
speaker as a pillow.”
(Adam Stephens, guitar/vocals)
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Tue 20 Nov

Mon 26 Nov

The Corn Exchange
01635 522733

The Point
02920 230130

NEWBURY

www.cornexchangenew.com

CARDIFF

www.thepointcardiffbay.com

Wed 21 Nov

Tue 27 Nov

Norwich Arts Centre
01603 660 352

Komedia
01273 647100

NORWICH

www.norwichartscentre.co.uk

BRIGHTON
www.komedia.co.uk/brighton

Thu 22 Nov

Wed 28 Nov

Brudenell Social Club
0113 2455570 /
08700 600 100

229
020 7323 7229

LEEDS

www.brudenellsocialclub.co.uk /
www.ticketweb.co.uk

Fri 23 Nov

MANCHESTER
RNCM
0161 907 5555
www.rncm.ac.uk

LONDON

www.229thevenue.co.uk

Thu 29 Nov

EXETER

The Phoenix
01392 667080
01392 263518

www.exeterphoenix.org.uk /
www.exeterboxoffice.com

Sat 24 Nov

GLASGOW

The New Stereo
0870 220 1116

www.synergyconcerts.com

A Contemporary Music Network Tour produced by Twisted Folk.

www.cmntours.org.uk

THE LEAF LABEL AUTUMN 2007

CD & LIMITED EDITION LP

Sun 4 Nov *
HULL Adelphi
Mon 5 Nov *
LEEDS Brudenell Social Club
Wed 7 Nov *
LONDON 93 Feet East
Thu 8 Nov *
COVENTRY Taylor Johns House
Fri 9 Nov *
BRISTOL Cube Cinema
Sat 10 Nov *
CHELTENHAM Meantime Arts Space
Sun 11 Nov *
FALMOUTH Miss Peapods
Mon 12 Nov *
RINGMEAD South Hill Park Arts Centre
Tue 13 Nov *
COLCHESTER Arts Centre
Sun 18 Nov
LANCASTER Yorkshire House

NANCYELIZABETH.CO.UK

* with THEE, STRANDED HORSE

NANCY ELIZABETH
BATTLE AND VICTORY

Tue 4 Dec
LONDON Romanian Restaurant
Wed 5 Dec
NOTTINGHAM Malt Cross
Thu 6 Dec
MANCHESTER Music Box
Fri 7 Dec
COVENTRY Taylor John’s House
Sat 8 Dec
MINEHEAD All Tomorrow’s Parties
Tue 11 Dec
DUBLIN Crawdaddy
Wed 12 Dec
CORK Cyprus Avenue

A HAWK AND A HACKSAW
THE WAY THE WIND BLOWS
CD & LIMITED EDITION LP
AHAWKANDAHACKSAW.CO.UK

EFTERKLANG
PARADES
CD & LIMITED EDITION 2LP

Wed 21 Nov *
BRISTOL Thekla
Thu 22 Nov *
BIRMINGHAM Hare & Hounds
Fri 23 Nov *
LONDON Bush Hall
Sat 24 Nov *†
LEEDS Brudenell Social Club
Sun 25 Nov *
NOTTINGHAM Rescue Rooms
Tue 27 Nov *
GLASGOW Arches
Wed 28 Nov *
DUBLIN Whelans
Thu 29 Nov
BELFAST Spring & Airbrake
Fri 30 Nov *
MANCHESTER Roadhouse
Sat 1 Dec *
BRIGHTON Concorde 2
* with PETER BRODERICK
† with CARIBOU

EFTERKLANG.NET

Sunday 2 Dec
LONDON Corsica Studios

MURCOF
COSMOS
CD & LIMITED EDITION 3LP
MURCOF.COM

THELEAFLABEL.COM
POSTEVERYTHING.COM/LEAF
QUJUNKTIONS.COM

i could be dreaming
Words: Everett True
Illustration: Anke Weckmann

Various
Pillows And Prayers (Cherry Red)
Independent music in 1981 meant The Pop Group
and James Blood Ulmer and The Raincoats and
Crass. Independent music in 1986 meant The House
Of Love, James and The Weather Prophets. And
for that, blame this album.
Pillows And Prayers appeared in December
1982, a 17-track sampler of upcoming Malvern
label Cherry Red’s roster, priced at 99p. Cherry Red
were previously known for exporting US punk acts
Dead Kennedys and The Runaways to the UK; and
for a smart compilation of UK independent labels
Business Unusual, which featured Throbbing Gristle
and Cabaret Voltaire among the punk dross. After
a while, they began signing their own acts, notably
synth duo Eyeless In Gaza, Marine Girls (from Dan
Treacy’s Whaam! label) and The Monochrome Set.
A device was needed to promote their increasingly
esoteric collection of artists. Hence this album.
Pillows And Prayers entered the independent
charts at Number One, and stayed there for nearly
a year, selling 120,000 copies. And in doing so, it
altered the expectations and demands music fans in
the UK placed upon their ‘alternative’ music. From
being a diorama of musical adventure and rhythmic
experimentation, it switched to being about folksy
middle England sounds and Sixties white boy guitar
pop (see also Creation Records). Through sheer
weight of numbers alone, Pillows And Prayers
codified the listening habits of a generation.
It wasn’t the fault of label boss Iain McNay and
A&R man Mike Alway. I’m sure they didn’t intend
the independent oeuvre to turn their way. And the
compilation itself is likeable enough, if by likeable
you mean mid-Seventies whimsy, baroque and folk
pastoralism mixed in with insipid psychedelia –
imagine Robert Wyatt’s Soft Machine and Kevin
Ayers, but not as good. Several of the acts here
wouldn’t have been out-of-place at the legendarily
punk-derided Cambridge folk festival.
But in among the hippies (Kevin Coyne, Ben
Watt, the horrendously histrionic Eyeless In Gaza,
Tracey Thorn’s solo stuff, In Embrace, the thankless
whining of Five Or Six) are some real gems, pointers
of the way independent music could’ve gone if only
it hadn’t fallen for all the wishy-washy guitar.
Marine Girls contribute ‘Lazy Ways’, lo-fi in soft
focus and vaguely cleaned up, but not enough to
mask the Brighton girls’ sweet harmony; Attila The
Stockbroker rants his way through the live protoantifolk poem ‘A Bang And A Wimpey’ like John
Cooper-Clarke without the wit, but still oddly
charming; sarcastic Brummie ex-punks The
Nightingales grate and chide over abrasive guitars,
articulate, determined and inspirational.
And for anyone who didn’t encounter it via
a dance ‘remix’ several years back, upper class girl
(and Peel favourite) Jane’s a cappella sunny day
lament ‘It’s A Fine Day’ is still totally haunting, 25
years on: stuck in a weathered frame, doomed to
forever evoke faded afternoons.

The jury is still out on the contributions from
Lawrence’s mini-guitar ensemble Felt (better
later on) and the electronic-turned The Passage
(nasty post-Fall abrasion whose first two singles
are a misanthropic delight) and Everything But The
Girl’s dreamy…some might say dreary…Cole Porter
tribute, ‘On My Mind’. But The Monochrome Set’s
fine, arty, angular ‘Eine Symphonie Des Grauens’
helped inspire an entire cash cow (Franz Ferdinand,
etc)…um, that is a good thing, right?
This comprehensive reissue package features
three CDs and a DVD, one cannibalised from
a previous compilation (featuring the excellent
Mark Perry spin-off band, The Reflections): one
drawn from a recent Cherry Red reissue, the latter
a surprisingly engaging walk-through the country
lanes of middle England in tandem with Marine
Girls, Eyeless In Gaza and friends.
In the sleevenotes to this reissue, Alway admits
to being influenced by three artists: Vini Reilly’s
soporific Factory outfit The Durutti Column, Young
Marble Giants and Subway Sect…you can hear the
influence of the former all over Pillows And Prayers,
particularly on the Ben Watt/Tracey Thorn and Kevin
Coyne tracks; the second manifests itself in the
quietened approach of Marine Girls (although,

Through sheer weight
of numbers alone,
Pillows And Prayers
codified the listening
habits of a generation
spiritually, the two bands couldn’t have been further
apart). And the latter? Aside from The Monochrome
Set’s literate pop, I sure can’t hear any Vic Godard…
although Alway did redeem himself a few years later
with the intriguing, maverick él records.
Oddly, this compilation was indirectly responsible
for my own ‘career’ as a music critic. Round about
the time it appeared, I was helping (future Creation
Records boss and New Labour acolyte) Alan McGee
write his fanzine Communication Blur, and wrote
a one-line review of Pillows And Prayers as part of
my first piece of music criticism, stating it featured
a “bunch of fucking hippies”. Three weeks after the
fanzine appeared – 500 copies – I got a call at the
screen-printers where I worked, from an apoplectic
Mike Alway, screaming down the phone at me.
Obviously I was shocked, but later I got to
thinking, “That’s pretty cool actually. I upset the
people I wanted to upset. Maybe I should continue
with this…”
So – for that, and él records, and for about half
the tracks on this, thanks Mike. And don’t worry.
I don’t really hold it against you that independent
music turned shit after the advent of Pillows And
Prayers. The Smiths would have caused that to
happen on their own.
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albums
television personality

Words: Everett True
Photography: Mattia Zoppellaro

If you wanted stability
from a rock band, then you
probably wouldn’t be
reading Plan B

Band Of Horses
Cease To Begin (Sub Pop)
I get a bit tired of being patronised by wellmeaning American rock bands. It’s not like
if Band Of Horses didn’t warn me to “watch
how you treat every living soul” I’d start
cheating on my girlfriend and stealing
other people’s post. I listen to music for
many reasons. These include stretching,
challenging, teaching me things I didn’t
know before – not stating the bleedin’
obvious. Yeah, get me, Captain Reasonable.
Yet it’s the same reasonableness that won’t
let the review pass without mentioning that
Cease To Begin’s modern take on The Band’s
country twang a la The Shins or My Morning
Jacket is exceptional. The ironic album title is
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worth mentioning too. The desire to ‘Cease
To Begin’ isn’t obviously compatible with the
thoughtful, in-love upbeatness of the record
as a whole. I shouldn’t take things so literally.
Tom Howard
Baroness
Red Album (Relapse)
Don’t like admitting this, but my first
impression of the Savannah, Georgia progmetal four-piece’s second album was that
it was a little too, well, nice. Opener ‘Rays
On Pinion’ is a melodic, formally neat track
that doesn’t show its strength until quite
a long way in, building via a windswept intro
through a spiderweb guitar line to its final,
elegant riff. But after a few weeks in the

Babyshambles
Shotters Nation (Parlophone)
The Libertines
Time For Heroes: The Best Of (Rough Trade)
In 1994, I wrote an infamous review of Suede’s second album
Dog Man Star in Melody Maker, ridiculing it through comparison
to Bowie’s Diamond Dogs, ending with the line, “Suede have
made the album of the year. And the year is 1974.”
It’d be easy enough to do the same with Shotters Nation and
Blur’s second album, 1993’s Modern Life Is Rubbish. Graham
Coxon’s tricksy guitar motifs are all over Babyshambles’ second,
it shares a producer (Stephen Street, also known for his work with
The Smiths and The Cranberries) and a similar aesthetic (lots of
elongated vocals, a few jovial Cockney asides and lashings of
Britpop indie-dance beats). The shimmering ‘UnBiloTitled’ is
so early Nineties it’s painful, ‘Crumb Begging Baghead’ begins
exactly like ‘She’s So High’ (Blur’s debut single) and when
Babyshambles rock out (‘Side Of The Road’, ‘Carry On Up
The Morning’) they do so in an endearingly breathless way,
reminiscent of Blur’s finer moments. The two albums even draw
from the same source material (The Kinks’ 1968 epic The Village
Green Preservation Society).
I don’t want to dwell on Britpop, though: Doherty is clearly
no Damon Albarn copyist. Also, I like this record. In places. With
reservations. Sometimes, I can’t tell whether this is despite, or
because of, Street’s (considerable) presence – he’s smoothed out
any rough edges and made a palatable, traditional rock album
that neither Sir Elton nor Sir Paul would be embarrassed to be
caught championing. I like this because – hell – I get nostalgic
too. But I do wonder if this is to the detriment of Babyshambles’
legendarily ramshackle, spontaneous live performances (both
a plus: if you wanted stability from a rock band, then you
probably wouldn’t be reading Plan B). Worryingly, some of
the time (’Unstookie Titled’) I’m left wondering whether it’s
Coldplay I’m hearing between all the Topper Headon (Clash)
drum rolls…but hell. I quite liked Coldplay, back when they were
called Ride.
Doherty is a clever lyricist; he has a deceptively laconic way
of phasing his words and insults (love the “It’s a lousy life for the
washed up wife of a permanently plastered, pissed-up bastard”
lyric from ‘Baddie’s Boogie’) and self-regard (‘Lost Art Of
Murder’); he understands his heritage (witness the delightful
Stray Cat rockabilly strut of ‘There She Goes’) and makes it all
sound so effortless it’s genius. Rock music should be effortless,
surely? Least, this kind of rock music…
My wife has an entirely different take on Babyshambles – she
likes them because they’re a cutie band. Sure, I can hear that: they
shamble, love the Sixties, have that non-macho swagger. I can
hear elements of The Pastels, Dan Treacy, Jonathan Richman in
here…and, face it, that’s probably why I’m willing to overlook
the creakingly ‘now’ production (Street also produces The Kaiser
Chiefs) that deliberately taps into a rich strain of British nostalgia,
the tired old rock’n’roll outsider clichés, the unrelenting hype…
It’s a good fun, solid, pop album that doesn’t patronise; and I’m
always up for a little of that.
The Libertines, on the other hand, always were horrible boyboy rock way too much in thrall to the tired emotional thuggery
of The Clash and their ilk for me to ever appreciate them: and
their ‘Best Of’ (13 tracks: exactly half the number released on
their two albums) makes me shudder to think at what a ‘Worst
Of’ might entail.
company of The Red Album, this odd
ornateness makes perfect sense. Like one
of those delicately hyperreal Art Nouveau
scenes that singer/guitarist John Baizley
evokes in his gorgeous cover art, it’s a record
that works best as a lush, bewildering whole
rather than a series of motifs: a large-scale
picture where the heartfelt spook-folk of
‘Wanderlust’ is merely the twilit side to the
gnarlier, prog-hued ‘Cockroach En Fleur’.
They’re smart enough to hold back on vocals,
Baizley’s roar cutting through in tense bursts;
and Allen Blickle’s drumming navigates from
monolithic majesty to light-footed grooves.
A pile-up of power, prettiness and psychedelic
blues that packs an Amazonian punch.
Frances Morgan

Tom Brosseau
Cavalier (FatCat)
Technically skilled maybe, but North Dakota’s
Tom Brosseau hides his showy edge beneath
warped imagination and lo-fi sounds. Song
titles like ‘I’m Travelling The River On The
Dakota Queen’ imply that he’s coming
from tradition, not modernity. But that’s to
deceive; his guitar and voice are both ‘now’
in sweetness and clarity, and the almost-notthere brass, piano and percussion breaks an
attentive heart. Cavalier sounds very private,
but the devil, as ever, is in the detail: lines like
“I’ve only known an empty gun under my
bed/But not anymore, I’ve got some lead”
flirt with violence but still incite swoons.
Tom Howard

do something different

Tue 20 Nov 7.30pm

Sun 2 Dec 7.30pm

The Steve Reid Ensemble
featuring Kieran Hebden

Zbigniew Preisner
Silence, Night & Dreams

+ The Heritage Orchestra

Celebrated Polish Composer
Preisner conducts the UK
premiere of his new project
Silence, Night and Dreams,
a large-scale work for
orchestra, chorus and
soloists.

Zbigniew Preisner

Steve Reid

Silence, Night and Dreams album

A suite of his acclaimed film
scores – including the themes
to Krzysztof Kieslowski’s
seminal trilogy Three Colours:
Blue, White, Red, make up
the second half of this
concert.

Kicking off the evening are the mighty
Heritage Orchestra.
“watching them live, it’s impossible to take
your eyes off the orchestra - but you’ll want to
move your feet from the first note they play”
Trust the DJ

Teresa Salgueiro

Following sell-out shows at London’s Koko
and Scala, Steve Reid and Kieran Hebden
join forces once more to premiere music from
their new album Daxaar (Domino).
‘Hebden’s enduringly precocious musicality
enables him to establish a profound
connection with Reid’s compelling rhythmical
back-story’
Observer Music Monthly

With the London Symphony Orchestra
& special guest Teresa Salgueiro
(Madredeus)

Part of Only Connect
Silence, Night & Dreams available now on EMI Classics
Media Partner

Part of London Jazz Festival
in association with BBC Radio 3

Box Office 0845 120 7541
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albums
that feature guest vocals from ex-Swans chanteuse
Jarboe. It’s been a fucking bizarre year, and if I had
to choose anything to represent it musically, it
would be this.
Also from Canada’s Profound Lore – one of
the labels to look out for in the twisted metal
stakes – comes the latest emission from Australia’s
mysterious (that is, they wear hoods and give cryptic
answers in interviews) Portal. They may consider
their clotted, claustrophobic art riot death metal,
but they are closer in spirit and sound to the recent
work of Norwegian black metal immoralists
Mayhem than death metal’s technical twin titans
Behemoth and Nile. Outre is oozing with tar-thick,
sickly stuff, the guitars congealed as though slicked
in the mucoid secretions of an Elder God. Like
Cobalt, Portal despatch riff after riff with murderous
glee; but rather than throw the spoils of their
carnage at the listener’s feet, they conceal their
crimes under a cloak of electro-sonic muck. Nanofilth. Micro-murk. You get the idea.
Slightly more ethereal is the self-titled debut by
Mortualia, a side-project from a pissed-off Finn
named Shatraug, also a member of Horna and
Sargeist. Mortualia is moping, miserable black metal
in excelsis, a relentless trudge through one man’s
inconsolable melancholy that proves oddly lifeaffirming in its utter lack of hope. Shatraug’s vocals
are the most striking element of this beautifully
monotonous album, comprised of little more than
shrill screams aimed straight into the heart of an
icy void. If you half-close your ears it sounds a bit
like Crazy Horse circa Danger Bird, with a really,
really upset Neil Young shrieking over the
snowstorm guitars. Weird. In a good way.
Of course, the current king of the cold emotional
wastes is Scott Connor aka Malefic aka Xasthur,
whose current album, Defective Epitaph, seems
to have limped out of its sleeve and crawled off into
a lost, lonely corner of my flat to die. I’m reliably
informed that it sounds pretty much exactly like
everything else Connor has ever done, which means
lots of fun for people who don’t like fun. Like me,

Electro-sonic muck.
Nano-filth. Micromurk. You get the idea
cold sounds

Words: Joseph Stannard
Illustration: French

Trudging the bleak and misty paths
where extreme metal meets
psychedelic ambience
Cobalt: Eater Of Birds (Profound Lore)
Portal: Outre (Profound Lore)
Mortualia: Mortualia (Northern Sky Productions)
Xasthur: Defective Epitaph (Hydra Head)
This column is a tribute to the bands, labels and
distributors who have been quietly keeping extreme
metal on its toes for the last couple of years. The
sheer amount of good stuff out there is continually
increasing, as groups and individuals worry away
at the conventions of the genre, blurring the edges,
fucking with the template. And what do these
fine folk get for all their hard work? They get
called hipster metallers. Well frankly, fuck that.
The inherent worth of a music should never be
judged by the type of people it attracts, and if
a few fickle Vice sorts want to join the party, who
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gives a shit? We all know there are some out there
attempting to use the trappings of metal to sell
their own interpretations. But you won’t find any
of them here. This is the true black meat, my friend.
I wouldn’t lie to you.
They may be one of the more conventional
outfits featured in this column, but Colorado’s
Cobalt have been the just about biggest revelation
to me this year. True, I’ve played Eater Of Birds to
a couple of people who have shrugged and told
me they’ve heard it all before, but fuck me, where?
And can I have a one-way ticket to that place
please? Sure, the flippant may be able to describe/
dismiss this monolithic effort as black/thrash metal
with morbid acoustic interludes but they’re missing
out on the sheer overwhelming emotion of it all,
culminating in the gloriously draining 10-minute
title track, perhaps the single most affecting piece
of music I’ve heard in the last 18 months. The song
travels through an ever-shifting landscape of hypertense riffage before finally settling into one of the
most blissful electric storms you’ll hear outside of
Enslaved at their most ruthlessly repetitive and
psychedelic. Erik Wunder (drums/bass/guitar/vocals)
and Phil McSorley (guitar/vocals) have so obviously
invested their souls entirely in this shit, it brings
a tear to the eye. And it ain’t many metal albums

for instance. I fucking hate fun.
To close, a wee bit of a round-up. Buy everything
you can find by US black metal pranksters Velvet
Cacoon, including the recently vinylised Genevieve
and Northsuite, both out now on Southern Lord,
and their forthcoming new album P aa opal Poere
Pr. 33 on Full Moon Productions. There’s great stuff
coming on the Paradigms label including The Ghost
Of Orion by Procyon X and Reeking Pained And
Shuddering by Gnaw Their Tongues. Aurora
Borealis continue walking the path of wayward
brilliance with forthcoming releases from Wraiths,
Journey To Ixtlan, Dead Raven Choir (aka
Smolken of Wolfmangler) and The Stargazer’s
Assistant as well as a vinyl issue of Cthonic Rites,
the awe-inspiring 2006 debut by UK doomheads
Moss. The new album by Blut Aus Nord, Odinist
(Candlelight) is almost their easy listening record,
but it still sounds like their guitars are melting as
they play. And finally, why not drown yourself in
the dubious pleasures of Ligfaerd by Sweden’s
Nortt (THR), the self-titled debut by n.i.l. (Battle
Kommand), Screech Owl by Wold and Perichroresis
by Pulsefear? The latter two are both on Profound
Lore…no, I’m not dating the owner.
You have nothing to lose but your soul. And
a few quid.
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not your average joe

Words: Melissa Bradshaw

Skepta
Greatest Hits (Boy Better Know)
It has been well over a year since Boy Better
Know’s North London general Skepta changed his
MySpace strapline to, ”I AM MAKING AN ALBUM
NOT A MIXTAPE!” and expectations among grime
aficionados have been itchy to feverish. In the past
few months people have been all over cyberspace
trying to hype up rivalry between Skepta and
Ghetto, whose album Ghetto Gospel is out about
now. Frankly, it’s all rather boring. I swear this is not
a publicity ruse but who cares? Ghetto is crap and
Skepta is the shit, and that’s the end.
With his in-your-face charisma, Skepta should
be above all of this. Well, OK, it’s a lot of fun and it
must have something to do with urban ennui or
something – yawns – but much of the point of
Skepta’s MC style, commonly agreed to have raised
the bars significantly, is that it’s in your face. There
are plenty of MCs I can’t conceivably imagine
getting away with rhymes as basic as, “You don’t
wanna step on my toe/I’m not your average Joe”,
but Skepta’s delivery steals away with his audience,
Buck 65
Situation (Warners)
Something’s amiss here. With his barelyinterested flow, and kid-with-first-decks
playfulness Buck’s a bit like El-P wrapping
up at the end of a day in the studio. In
other words: a solid 7/10 enjoyable. But
it’s not working.
Musically Situation is smart, if bland.
Beefed-up, ‘Cop Shades’ could be recent
Ghostface. ‘Ho-Boys’ has a minimal, perfect
piano pattern. ‘Lipstick’ is an “oompa-dedo” away from a straight Charlie And The
Chocolate Factory rip-off, which is more fun
than dumb. Whole sections pass without
incident. Buck slips into gear within about
20 seconds of every song, then just sits
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always, simply by the way he says things. (I willingly
confess I keep rewinding the amazing sarcastic bit
where he says ”Get an action replay of Lord Of The
Mics 2” through his nose, like.)
Greatest Hits was at one point due to appear on
Mike Skinner’s label. Relish the irony, then, of this:
Skepta is everything the aforementioned runt was
praised as having been back when everyone was
talking about him. The salient difference being that
while Skinner’s laddish attitude was said to sum
up an urban generation, Skepta actually does.

Skepta is everything
Mike Skinner was
praised as being
He really does. At the switchpoint where grime
as a movement hits crisis point, where it doesn’t
know whether it wants to expand its borders or
shun the interest of outsiders who don’t know, and
hardcore Jamaican homophobes call up the white
liberals whose presence from grime’s incipience
they’d really rather deny, are JME, Skepta, and
Jammer: those grime artists who have developed
sharp and witty ways if only subtly to shift the

there. Fine. It’s largely a relaxing, ignorable
record, which obviously isn’t ever the point
of hip hop. But something niggles here,
something that makes Situation grate.
Wait. Got it. On pretty much every song
here Buck sounds exactly like Huey from Fun
Lovin’ Criminals.
Thom Gibbs
Cannonball Jane
Knees Up! (Gaddycat)
Luscious Jackson once sounded like this.,
back when they were sassy. But Cannonball
Jane is one person – music teacher Miss
Hagopian, and her array of Sixties girl pop
records and hip hop samples and beatboxes
– albeit one person with a few famous mates

terms of the game, so that almost anyone can
find a point of identification.
There are in Greatest Hits an expanded set
of joking reference points: in ‘Shape Shifting’,
Skepta is first his Dad, then Tim Westwood,
then Dexplicity, and in his rework of Kersal
Massive’s ‘In A Corner’ (a bunch of jungle rats
bunning zoots on the bus) has the rest of the
NASA crew (that’s New Aged Synchronised
Avengers, if you don’t know) chanting balaclava
stuff so inanely that even David Cameron might
be compelled to laugh.
So while there may have been some short
pangs of nostalgia for a long imaginary Skepta
LP which was deeply conceptual, or some other
such idealisation derived from our long time hero
worship, at the discovery that Greatest Hits is
also largely a collection of stuff grime fans already
know well – the impassable, dance storming boast
of ‘Doin’ It Again’, the modern and loveless mating
call of ‘Single’, and the cutsey lad next-dooriness of
‘Sweet Mother’ – we rediscover Skepta. Because
his presence at the raves, his tireless touring, his
hard work and his humour have been and will
continue to be one of grime’s glories. May the
war reports continue, interminably.

(Kathleen Hanna is a fan, and Ad-Rock mixes
a track here). Simply, CJ grabs hold of the
Deee-Lite template, and builds from there –
Fatboy Slim, The Aislers Set and Beck nods
thrown in – to create utterly infectious,
beguiling pop music, not that different from
The Go! Team but more adorable, somehow.
‘Slumber Party’ is St Etienne, back
when they still had class: ‘Bossa Tug’ is
simultaneously mischievous and elegant,
a fine combination.
Everett True
The Deadstring Brothers
Silver Mountain (Bloodshot)
From the Deco/Moderne graphics, to the
wasted Nashville pose with a vintage RCA

radio microphone, this CD is calculated to
the tiniest detail: the amount of grease in
the jet-black hair, the faked ‘passion’ of the
vocal growls. The Exile On Main Street-style
Memphis country of ‘If You Want Me To’ is
a Victorian stencil – The Deadstring Brothers
might fill it in with a slightly different shade
than is recommended, but essentially it’s cut
from a template. This is a product of what
Lacan called the “future perfect”: the
endless landfilling of so-called ‘meaning’,
poisoning our future. Even the name is as
wrong as it is unintentionally correct. With
a throaty bar blues woman in the band, how
are they brothers? If these people are the
brethren of anything, it’s dead language.
Steve Hanson
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Rock’n’roll that sounds like it’s
waiting for our robot overlords to
finally squash the human impulse
from history forever

minor abrasions

Words: Neil Kulkarni
Illustration: Chris Summerlin
Clockcleaner
Babylon Rules (Load)
There comes a point in every listener’s life when the
conventional signifiers of ‘heavy’ lose all potency,
when the stuff that grinds and gurns and grates
and squalls actually starts having way less effect
than the stuff that whispers, thrums, turns its back
on power and explores proneness. You swear off
the hard stuff for a few years and then come back
to it with a gleeful desire to revisit past glories – and
you realise that heaviness is an impossible trick to
pull off through sound alone. The true heaviness
of Clockcleaner’s debut album isn’t merely in the
sonics. It’s in the vision and it’s coherence in the
face of chaos from without and within.
Not that those sonics aren’t dazzling. The arcs
of heavily reverbed surf-static that lunge into
opener ‘New In Town’ are on one level utterly
ravishing/terrifying/titanic – crucially, though, this is
never mere ear-candy: Clockcleaner surround their
racket with an ever-present Echoplex poignancy,
an ambience of dread that has nothing to do with
The Dillinger Escape Plan
Ire Works (Relapse)
Metal kids don’t like change. Not if they’re,
like, über-hardcore. Hence when The Dillinger
Escape Plan rammed actual songs into the
convulsing corpse that was Miss Machine –
the imperious metal album of 2004 – their
fret-fucking math devotees got twitchy.
Those infidels are gonna hate Ire Works. And
get this: it just might repeat Miss Machine’s
trick and become 2007’s crowning glory.
Opening sandblast ‘Fix Your Face’ will
appease old school moaners, featuring
fittingly screaming contributions from exvocalist Dimitri Minakakis. But elsewhere,
Ire Works cleans up with curveball after
curveball. ‘Black Bubblegum’ resurrects the

mixing-desk trickery, and everything to do with
the band’s innate knowledge of how the mind and
world work and battle each other. Clockcleaner
don’t endeavour to fill out everything with their
own glorious noise – they’re generous enough on
songs like ‘Human Pigeon’ and ‘Daddy Issues’ to let
sound crawl out and get battered around before it
even gets to your ear.
So for every slashing blaze of riffola that tears
through ‘Vomiting Mirrors’, you can hear the
surroundings bounce it back, everything suffused
with a sense of drama precisely cos you can hear
this stuff reacting and refusing its environment.
A million miles away from the testosterone-heavy,
confident, obliterative powers of yr average noise/
metal outfit and tapping the same damaged
roots that fired Cop Shoot Cop and Penthouse,
Clockcleaner are making rock’n’roll that sounds
like it’s waiting for our robot overlords to finally
squash the human impulse from history forever.
It’s that sense of a final voice squeezed out
before the sky drops to the earth that makes
Clockcleaner such a compelling transmission,
such a genuinely doomed/driven requiem for
us all. The noisy sound of a quiet suicide. So you
don’t have to. Enjoy.

ghost of previous Mike Patton collaborations,
building to a chorus to rouse the dead, while
‘Milk Lizard’ slaps a gold top on the lot,
bonkers brass section and Sunset Strip
swagger included. Drown the doubters and
set sail for the shores of noisy progress.
Adam Anonymous
Stephen Duffy And The
Lilac Time
Runout Groove (Bogus Frontage)
The Lilac Time, named after a Nick Drake lyric,
were always in and out of fashion. They’re
more in at the moment, with the green radar
arm of post-modern recycling illuminating
the archipelagos of the mid-Eighties. The
country sweep of ‘Another Time’ concludes

Louis Pattison talks to John Sharkey
Please explain the concept of Skull Music.
“I’m not sure if you yank-haters are quite ready for
the truth about Skull Music, but I will give it to you
in the bluntest terms. Skull Music: the antidote to
bands that sound like the musical equivalent of
coming out of the closet. A truly spiritual place.
Come inside.”
There are whispers of Bauhaus to Babylon
Rules. Were you guys teenage goths?
”Karen, our bass-player, the drunken glue of our
outfit, was rumoured to be a gothic wild one in her
youth but we still cannot get her to elaborate on it.
As for Richard and myself, we were low level street
toughs too drifted to be bothered with music.”
Were you pleased with Babylon Rules?
“Recording Babylon Rules was the easiest it has
been since the band’s inception in 2003. The
first LP Nevermind was recorded while I was an
amnesiac from a car wreck and our first bass-player
had just quit the band to work at Disney World.
Everything on this album is one take. Winter-time
blues. No overdubs except for backing vocals. If we
try anything more painstaking it might sound like
one of those fake live albums that sissies seem to
be fascinated with these days. Cut the fat.”

with a spiky Beatles tremolo. ‘Driving
Somewhere’ adds female country backing
to the mix, while ‘Pruning The Vine’ includes
12-string and double bass, coming out a sort
of beatnik folk. ‘Aldermaston’, meanwhile,
might refer to the early Sixties CND marches,
but its lyric about“the future disappearing”
feels both retro and current. The title might
nod to an autumnal career, but there’s still
much to recommend here.
Steve Hanson
Einstürzende Neubaten
Alles Wieder Offen (Potomak)
There’s quite a gap between myth and reality
concerning Einstürzende Neubaten these
days. Every pub muso bore has them fixed in

mind and history: the art-punk terrorists
drilling through the ICA floor in an effort to
interrogate the Queen. Reconcile that with
the urbanely suited middle-aged gentlemen
of today, cast adrift from their old home of
Mute and making internet-only releases paid
for by their loyal fan community. Alles Wieder
Offen is the first commercial release on their
own label and is very much a consolidation
of the experimental and conventional. While
‘Die Wellen’ is a tremendous tension builder
topped with Blixa Bargeld’s dispassionate
roar, ‘Nagorny Karabach’ is simply pleasant
mood music with barely a dark undercurrent,
oddly similar to late-period Roxy Music. The
revolutionaries have become sophisticates.
Euan Andrews
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going under
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Nas
Greatest Hits (Columbia)
Do you remember the video for ‘Hate Me Now’?
Nas in a patent leather suit dancing with Puffy, on
rooftops and in the streets, boasting how everyone
hates them cos they’re rich. Nas namedropping
Gucci and Fendi, then stripping down to loincloth
and crown of thorns for his turn as Christ getting
stoned on the cross, rapping, “I’m as real as they
come/From day one, forever balling”.
I always used to hate that song. I’d love to put
it down to something noble like a distaste for crass
materialism but honestly it was just cos back then
I figured anything to do with Puffy must be cack.
And I’d never have liked anything as bombastic as
that beat, those synthed choirs on the chorus.
Then I saw the video to ’Nas Is Like’, relegated
to bonus track on this Greatest Hits. Nas is dressed
more sensible in a variety of warm looking jackets,
Premier cutting up a few of his old lines, “Nas…Nas
is like/Half man, half amazing”, a distinguished
authoritative thump the exact inverse of ‘Hate Me
Evile
Enter The Grave (Earache)
I knew if I hung around it would end up being
1987 again. It is time once more to don a
sleeveless denim jacket with Testament
patches and a pair of drainpipe black jeans
stained with Castrol GTX. And if Municipal
Waste are an SOD/Anthrax amalgam then
Evile are ‘Haunting The Chapel’ Slayer meets
Suicidal Tendencies. The lyrical concerns are
all straight after Tom Araya’s blackened heart
but this is all riff-heavy, with no berserk
fretwork. Not that we approve of people
buying stuff from Tesco, but you’ll find this in
the Value section with the word ‘THRASH’
written in blue on a white background.
John Doran
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Now’, all simple loop and space. And a video
barely there, all about attitude, posing, blowing
condensation round the Queensbridge projects.
This was Nas not just more convincingly real,
but more plausible in his aspirations to deity,
claiming, “Iron Mike, messiah type/Before the
Christ after the death, last one left”. He doesn’t try
and avoid that he’s just another camel struggling
through the eye of a tight needle. He just gets on
with the struggle, justifying his wealth by striving

Though few now would
question his integrity,
many still take the piss
to deserve it, painting himself, “A poor man’s
dream/A thug poet”.
At the time, I figured his quality control was
shot. Maybe he’d lost the hunger. And that was
the consensus, still is. Though few now would
question his integrity, many still take the piss.
”Greatest Hits?” they scoff. He’s already done
that. It was called Illmatic.
See, ordinarily Nas doesn’t release easy albums,
he shoots ghetto street operas. Illmatic was the

Faust/Nurse With Wound
Disconnected (Art-errorist)
Nurse With Wound’s Steve Stapleton
once travelled across Germany to visit the
legendary Faust studios in the Seventies –
but they were out, so he left without making
contact until Jean-Hervé Péron got in touch
some 30 years later. The resulting effort is an
avant-garde marriage made in heaven, with
Stapleton and Colin Potter of NWW applying
esoteric remodelling skills to raw material
from Péron’s veteran noisemongers. Like the
Nurses’ remixing of Stereolab – some of
which ended up sounding like Faust’s ‘Rainy
Day, Sunshine Girl’ – the results transfigure
the originals, four pieces of multi-layered
shenanigans with a decidedly lysergic

exception. Nine songs and a skit, all young, hungry,
and prime. All of a calibre with ‘Nas I Like’, an
exhilarating but simple version of a hard world.
None as ambitious, conflicted and glorious as ‘Hate
Me Now’. No bling, not only cos it wasn’t the style
in ‘94 but also likely cos he was broke.
If you’re being mathematical, Greatest Hits
is less perfect than Illmatic. But it’s easier to love.
Despite the gross ‘Oochie Wallie’ and the R Kelly
assisted sleepathon ‘Street Dreams’ remix the rest
is irresistable. The bearably sentimental duet with
his dad, ‘Bridging The Gap’. His earnest come on in
‘Made You Look’, “Ladies looking for athletes and
rappers, whatever you choose/Whatever you do,
make sure he’s a thug and intelligent too”.
And the wickedly sharp ‘Ether’, both intelligent
and cruel. The one where he obliterates Jay-Z with
brotherly love. “You seem to be only concerned
with dissin’ women,” he remarks. “Were you
abused as a child, scared to smile, they called you
ugly?” he asks concerned. Then he offers hard
comfort: “Well, life is harsh, hug me.” The one
where he justifies the grandiosity with the most
audacious claim of all. ”Fuck with your soul like
ether,” he promises. And it’s all true, Nas will
anaesthetise you. Maybe he is a god after all.

flavour. ‘Lass Mich’ is the most recognisably
grindingly propulsive, while the remainder
swim in a cut-up psychedelic bouillabaisse.
Richard Fontenoy
Fairmont
Coloured In Memory
(Border Community)
Fairmont’s Jake Fairley has used the basic
channels and building blocks of minimal
techno as a pinboard for his first album,
tacking up favoured mementoes from the
worlds of pop and rock; a Brian Jonestown
Massacre gig ticket under one drawing pin,
an autographed beer mat from Phil Oakey
skewered by another. The changes in style
may be there, but every sound is well within

the frame, hanging together coherently as a
techno album: Fairley has thankfully avoided
the depressingly common need to wave
a sign over his music – “Look lads! There’s
a GUITAR here” – and, instead, allows it to
infiltrate. Stand-outs include the elasticated
electro-trance of ‘Flight Of The Albatross’ and
the sultry, surf-tinged ‘Bikini Atoll.’
Anna Fielding
Feu Thérèse
Ça Va Cogner (Constellation)
Sandro Perri
Tiny Mirrors (Constellation)
Montreal’s Constellation Records never
seemed affected by any accusation thrown
at them – and heaven knows Godspeed You

albums
Black Emperor!, their best-known act, have
taken a few brickbats – but especially not
the charge of insularity. Having stacked up
a roster comprising, basically, one small circle
of Quebecois avant-grubbers like Jonathan
Parant (formerly in Fly Pan Am, now Feu
Thérèse), only relatively recently did they
look further afield, to the likes of Toronto’s
Sandro Perri (who’s previously recorded for
Constellation as Polmo Polpo). Ça Va Cogner
is a tightly-disciplined gadabout – much like
FPA, Feu Thérèse’s ability to turn their hand
to screechy psych, italo and Dutronc-ish
Francopop in the same song, ‘Visage Sous
Nylon’, is undeniably impressive, although
you harbour doubts about its lasting appeal.
Tiny Mirrors, meanwhile, bears scant
resemblance to Polmo Polpo’s foggy
blissdrone, being an apple-cheeked conflab
between chamber-pop and quasi-tropicalia.
Anyone who’s found the new Devendra
Banhart one gets on their tits might be
cheered by this.
Noel Gardner
Reinhold Friedl And Zeitkratzer
Xenakis [A]Live! (Asphodel)
Not so much a performance of his music as
a live recording inspired by the late doyen
of electro-acoustic composition, Xenakis
[A]Live! is quite an endurance test. Shrill,
densely scrawled textures make the
experience akin to a dental appointment
while suffering from a severe migraine –
but in a surprisingly good way. Masochistic
analogies aside, the penetrating tones
set about recreating the process of tape
composition which Xenakis used in the
studio, but using the live instruments of
Zeitkratzer’s orchestra amped up instead.
The results are an intense head-trip, giving
the effect of being recorded inside a
dishwasher set to intensive clean, gobbets of
sound pushed and pulled to the clank of
sonic cutlery, while a flock of seagulls (no,
not that one) ride the electronic winds.
Richard Fontenoy
Gallhammer
Ill Innocence (Peaceville)
The first six tracks are rough as hell. Pure
pubescent, like the cheapest possible
chemical cider from the off-licence that turns
a blind eye to legality. It’s primeval, beyond
basic greasy thrash-punk and lumpen nondoom, where the jagged charms of the
weirdly clean, slightly clunky riffs and hittinga-skip-with-a-dead-dog drumming are
all that stand between tired old cliché and
a fresh approach to generic forms. But from
‘Song Of Fall’ onwards, it’s a different band
entirely. More distinctive, more competent,
willing to use space, to rub cotton-wool
voices up against hobnailed guitar noise.
Anyone who spent a hefty chunk of their
adolescence trapped in a garage playing
shitty metal on shitty instruments will have
countless rehearsal tapes that sound exactly
like the first half. How you respond to the rest
may reflect how much you’ve aged.
Matt Evans
The Golden Dogs
Big Eye Little Eye (Yep Roc)
The Sadies
New Seasons (Yep Roc)
The Golden Dogs are a band pulled away
from the middle of the road that runs
through rock music by a hankering for fun
and a charming line in honky-tonk keyboard

action. Veering occasionally into the kind
of guitar noodle that could have them
condemned to a drivetime compilation,
they are generally amiably pop-worthy and
deserving of a place in any American college
radio lover’s record collection.
The Sadies, on the other hand, are riding
bareback, out of sight, chasing a trail blazed
by Green On Red and mellowed with age.
Dusty, melancholy imagery underpins the
romantic, heavy twanging of the guitars.
Hayley Avron
Darren Hayman
Darren Hayman And The Secondary
Modern (Track And Field)
Darren Hayman, the voice of Hefner, is
quietly iconic in a perfectly forlorn geekromantic way; a Keats action figure in
Forbidden Planet. His second solo album
proper leaves you feeling as if you’re on firstname basis, in terms of being made to feel
at home. There’s no grand design. There’s
little grand, full stop. The songs are in
laidback Fidelity Wars-era Hefner-ese with
less of a leaning towards melodrama. It’s
relaxed. It’s not trying to show off – except
lyrically, but what else would we want to be
new? It also has a picture of a lovely dog on
the cover. This is also to its credit.
Kieron Gillen
His Name Is Alive
Xmmer (Silver Mountain)
A shimmering dreamtime cruise through
the outer reaches of Warn Defever’s mind,
Xmmer works according to its own oblique
plan: a bewildering array of musical elements
are crammed together, but conjoin with the
logic of a marvellous accident. Songs shake
with upset rhythms (electric kalimba, Asian
percussion, two trap drummers, dulcimer),
highlife horns and sheer liquid electricity,
a little like Talking Heads’ Remain In Light
relocated to Narnia via West Africa, or glide
on elegant guitars and Andrea Francesca
Morici’s beautiful, reverb-filtered vocals.
Tales of love and redemption along with
images of blood and feral darkness are just
audible through the haze, punctuated by
noise bursts and random guitar solos.
Daniel Barrow
Kim Hiørthoy
My Last Day (Smalltown Supersound)
As the graphic designer responsible for Rune
Grammofon’s signature style – somewhere
between watercolour Hans Arp or fabric
swatch abstract – Kim Hiorthoy shows a
similar feel for juggling fragments and tracks.
And so a languorous piano figure floats in
space, revolving in three dimensions, while
a clipped vocal sample repeats scratchily,
“Let’s get butt naked and fuck”, as if the
other side of a locked window. Other songs
synthesise an unspoken narrative, coasting
prettily along a long curve, or accelerating
along oscillations, beats crackling like gravel
and melodies moving in parallax like scenery
evolving beyond. Next time you want
something to dance internally to, try this.
It’ll move you.
kicking_k
DJ IQ
Live From The Sofa (Mancan/Dented)
Superior couch potato beats from Jehst’s
DJ with all present animated to their most
effective by the smoky atmosphere, such
names as Verb T, Dubbledge, Kashmere,

The Hives
The Black And White Album (Polydor)
In the ‘New Rock Revolution’, The Hives took third place
behind the Stripes and The Strokes’ Beatles n’ Stones. But
as the Stripes just got better, and The Strokes proved
themselves entirely average, the Swedish garage dandies
never quite capitalised on the Converse-shod gold rush. Truth is, The Hives’
blueprint – angular, brash garage-rock – was already pretty much perfected,
and 2004’s Tyrannosaurus Hives found their autistic riff-rock had painted
them into a dead-end, with nowhere else to go.
This time around, however, they breathe new life into old schtick with
daring acts of gonzo ludicrosity. A certain Ramones-esque dumbnicity has
always been a part of their steez, and The Black And White Album sounds
like garage rock ploughed through the bubblegum machine, especially on
The Hives-do-Jan And Dean ramalama of ‘Return The Favor’, or the jerky
cowboy holler of ‘Giddy Up’. Their trademark ballistic, hurtling stomps,
meanwhile, careen along like tartrazine kids on a bouncy castle, opener
‘Tick Tick Boom’ built around an audacious explosion hook, ‘Square One
Here I Come’ throwing their machine-tooled precision into overdrive.
More striking, however, are their drastic divergences from the blueprint,
the Pharrell-produced ‘T.H.E. H.I.V.E.S.’ approximating a whip-smart Chic
groove, ‘Dress Up For Armageddon’ coming on like The Clash circa ‘Wrong
‘Em Boyo’, or the malevolent burlesque of ‘Puppet On A String’ – moments
of wilful pastiche all three, but since when did being 4 Real figure in the
Hives’ manifesto? Plastic lives forever, and the gaudy, camp pop core of
this album is worth savouring.
Stevie Chick
Asaviour and Micall Parknsun who solo are
all pretty interesting but tend to pall over
the course of a full-length emission. Star
turns are the unknown (and probably
pseudonymous) received pronunciation
parody rapper Dick Trusay and slick like slime
monster Dented recording artist Skrein,
summing up the whole shebang in ‘Drug
Music’, “Addicted to caffeine and nicotine/
We just want to make love music/Beautiful
pharmaceutical drug music.” Yeah, man.
Ringo P Stacey
Les Savy Fav
Let’s Stay Friends (Wichita)
Received wisdom says that this Rhode Island
four-piece are something you should check
out live and avoid on record. Now that’s
not to say Les Savy Fav aren’t superbly
entertaining on stage (look! Jelly belly Tim’s
dressed as a rabbit!) or that they’ve released
underwhelming albums such as 2001’s Go
Forth. But you know what received wisdom
did? That’s right, it tried to give itself a
Brazilian with a belt sander. You’re at
position 98 on the Snakes And Ladders board
and whizzing all the way down the snake.
Past ‘Patty Lee’, a reverb shiver of Silvertoneera Stone Roses and the punked-up Pixies
slug-fuck anthem ‘Slugs In The Shrubs’, all
the way down to ‘Brace Yourself’, a thrillingly
unfashionable trek through backwaters
once roamed by Simple Minds and Bauhaus.
Prepare to be whelmed. Whelmed in the
fucking face, heart and hips, again, again
and again. Brace yourselves.
John Doran
LDZ
Living Long Ting (Dented)
The name is short for London Zoo. Think:
animals, radio, TV, an undisciplined gaggle
of folks celebrating with dirty glee, ”Going
on stink like rotting carcass”. The album
could easily be read as a scathing analysis
of…everything about modern society –
drunken idiots, feckless stoners, grime
poseurs, conservatives with a big fat rod up
their ass, and, yeah, indie hipsters. Anyone
who don’t know how to have intoxicating
unintoxicated (or, indeed, intoxicated) fun.

Anyone who gets off on pissing in someone
else’s garden and poisoning the greenery.
Think: Chris Morris meets GLC, their label
overlord Orifice Vulgartron from Foreign
Beggars. Don’t think: old school pasty
English bore-hop. Thank fuck.
Ringo P Stacey
Lews Tewns And Mr Phormula
Lews Tewns And Mr Phormula
(Wonky Wax)
Lew continues to move forward. There’s a
moment a couple of seconds on ‘I Need My
Wellies, Right?’, after the monk choir does
~its thing, where the wobbly ‘Ain’t No Fun’
cartoon whine kicks in and it sounds all
Organ G for a moment. Then there’s the jig
folk flutes and fiddle of ‘Get ‘Em In Son’, and
the baby Thurston angular guitar abuse of
‘Wonkysaurus Day Out’. Y Diwygiad rapper
Phormula is his usual astonishingly
hyperactive multilingual self, but perhaps
his greatest achievement is spurring Lew into
a fierce patriotism, relating his grandfather’s
stories of being forced to wear a dunce’s
cap at school cos he dared to speak Welsh,
critiquing the canonical version of Welsh
culture, coming on “like Taffy-Wan Kenobi”
and “Rocking this shit although I’m fat,
Welsh and white”.
Ringo P Stacey
Mannequin Men
Fresh Rot (Flameshovel)
Rock like this is so primal it sometimes feels
like there’s little to say. You either get it right,
or you don’t. And when you get it right, it
feels like the greatest feeling in the world,
don’t it? Mannequin Men have got it right:
guitars that scourge and purify, a vocalist
that sneers and swoons like the bastard son
of all the other bastard sons from Dead
Moon, The Wipers, Make Up, Mudhoney,
Television (say), songs that rail magnificently
about rich kids, alienation and B-movies.
Guitars wriggle and writhe, lost in a Sixties
psych vortex. Drums thunder a revolution.
Choruses are full-throttle, and glorious. This
album makes me want to fuck shit up. I’m
not sure there is a higher compliment.
Everett True
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cutting it fine

Villalobos’ interpretation of house is percussive
and undulating, sinister and intoxicating

Various
Fabric 36 – Ricardo Villalobos (Fabric)
FabricLive 36 – James Murphy & Pat Mahoney (Fabric)
There are, loosely speaking, two types of dance
music. There’s the fun stuff which is a pleasure to
dance to, and then there’s the more serious stuff,
those clickier, fiddly numbers that seduce you on
to the floor. Here are examples of both.
As DJs, both Ricardo Villalobos and LCD
Soundsystem’s James Murphy adore playing sets
for four or more hours, crafting those dusky
odysseys when they can really burrow into a groove
and toy with a crowd. The idea with these Fabric
mixes, however, is to squish the essence of a
session into 80 minutes without compromising
the DJ’s integrity. Some, like Villalobos, treat it
as a challenge. One or two, like Murphy, use it
to indulge another side of their sound.
Both DJs play – and make – quite different
styles of music but are united in their fondness
for rhythm and funk; like many of the sharpest
producers, they’re both pretty tasty drummers.

Villalobos’ exquisite interpretation of house
is percussive and undulating, sinister and
intoxicating. Murphy’s smoochy affair with bellbottomed boogie and extended edits has been
chronicled in his DFA remixes and, most effectively,
last year’s 45:33 mix for Nike.
For FabricLive 36, Murphy and his LCD
drummer buddy Pat Mahoney ride the disco bus
to downtown New York along a fairly unorthodox
route. Thrusting and fruity, theirs is a lively party
set, though the only names you’ll recognise, LCD
aside, are Chic and Was (Not Was). You might
know the zooming funk of Lenny Williams’ ‘You
Got Me Running’ because Stuart Price pinched that
bass riff for Les Rhythmes Digitales. Listening to
Elektrik Dread’s ‘Butter Up (Gimme Some Bread)’,
you can picture Murphy and Mahoney spinning
this deliciously ragged Eighties synth-funk in
sweaty Brooklyn lofts, rifling through their crates
of beer-stained, dog-eared 12s below the Technics.
As a rule of thumb, any set that includes Junior
Byron’s ‘Dance To The Music’ is worth hearing.

Misty’s Big Adventure
Funny Times (Grumpy Fun)
“People say it’s funny times/But they can’t
tell me why I am not laughing,” laments
Grandmaster Gareth in his lugubrious postJulian Cope way on the fourth album from
Birmingham finest pop arkestra, as burbling
little instruments bubble unobtrusively and
female voices, strings and a swinging brass
section combine fulsomely over a ska rhythm
– crescendos and diminuendos included. The
mood is more downbeat than before and yet
it’s still the most cajoling, danceable, funnysmart, pre-apocalypse sound I’ve heard since
The Specials. ‘I Can’t Bring The Time Back’
sways like a drunken watchmaker: ‘Home
Made War’ sees the ghost of Sun Ra getting
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to grips with the ghost of Fred Rogers:
‘Sitting On Your Doorstep’ balances gloom
with gladness: ‘How Did You Manage To
Get Inside My Head’ explodes, wantonly and
virally, brass and toy noises combining in
a way not heard since the human musicalbox scene in Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.
You shouldn’t be thrown by the gimp
with the blue hands, the clown mask or the
fact Misty’s can’t be defined…this music is
the music of angels, called inside for a swift
pint and a tilt at the God complex.
Everett True
in the studio
We listened to: “As usual, a lot of Joe
Meek, Serge Gainsbourg, Jean Jacques

Villalobos, the enigmatic Berlin-dwelling
Chilean, is perhaps the most name-dropped DJ
in the world, a master magician whose ability
to surprise is matched only by his dedication to
hedonism. So what does he do? He delivers a mix
featuring 15 of his own brand new compositions.
Some have called this arrogant, but why should
he play other people’s tracks when he can weave
a spell with his own heady ingredients?
Like his sets, Fabric 36 commences with elegant
flickers and purrs and takes a while to get going.
Yet somehow Villalobos manipulates time. When
an Hispanic accent talks of ”The sound of kissing,
the smell of creams” on the tropical ‘4 Wheel
Drive’, it feels like an hour has passed, though
only 20 minutes have elapsed. By the time a girl
giggles, ”I detoxed for an hour” as ‘Andruic
& Japan’ stomps and clacks, you’re utterly
captivated, immersed in his music, hypnotised.
There’s not much to it all, but that’s the point.
Villalobos is the grand illusionist whose sleight of
hand speaks volumes.

Perrey, Emil Richards and lots of 50p charity
shop records. I do a lot of work for charity!”
We read: “Who Runs This Place: The
Anatomy Of Britain In The 21st Century
by Anthony Sampson. A good read.”
We were watching: “B-movies! House Of
Whipcord, The Demons Of Ludlow and Jess
Franco and Jose Mojica Marins films. Coffin
Joe is my favourite horror movie character.”
We were eating: “Rice Krispies.”
(Grandmaster Gareth)
My Little Airport
Zoo Is Sad, People Are Cruel (Elefant)
It’s true! Zoo is sad! People are cruel! No
wait…I like this record, its studied naïvety,
the simple yet engaging way strings merge

with rudimentary electro-pop beats, the song
titles that give the game away (‘You Smile
Like A Blossom’, ‘When I Listen To The Field
Mice’), the way it references K Records and
Sarah Records and a thousand lesser-known
post-C86 cassette labels besides. I don’t
want to be cynical here.
Songs are delicate, trembling things;
rollicking, bubbling away, very cuddly. Stand
out ‘Leo, Are You Still Jumping Out Of
Windows In Expensive Clothes?’ is Camera
Obscura to the power of twee: eminently
soppy and lovely. Alongside the equally
affected and affecting Pancakes, My Little
Airport are one of Hong Kong’s leading
cuddle-core exponents.
Everett True
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Various
Hordes Of Canada (Cheap Date)
Holy Fuck
LP (Young Turks)
It doesn’t take Hercule Poirot to suss a connection
between the fact that Canada – one of the most
liberal, artsy countries in the western world, with
a government that cheerily thows cash at any band
that asks nicely enough – managed to mysteriously
shake off the image of egregious AOR backwater
at roughly the same time that P2P, Web 2.0 etc,
etc allowed the world at large (and also some
Canadians) to actually hear some Canadian music.
It’s all gone rather well for them, to the extent
that we now have Hordes Of Canada, a UK-only
compilation packaged across five seven-inches
that could have been subtitled, ”We think our
haircut electro rock is better than yours”.
In the case of ‘Alice Practice’ by Crystal Castles
they’re not wrong. It’s a violently thrashing
conflagration of cheap-sounding bleeps and
shrieks which sounds not unlike a madwoman
The Mitchell Brothers
Dressed For The Occasion (The Beats)
Pop’s about lyrics too, even if they’re inane.
‘Hand In Glove’ and ‘Umbrella’ are both, in
these catholic times, pop, but imagine one
with the lyrics of the other. Not happening.
The Streets-signed/endorsed Mitchells have
made a real valiant attempt to go catchy on
their second release, but mostly either the
productions or their words let them down.
Opener ‘Sole Mate’ feels like the unwelcome
return of that horrific ‘grindie’ idea, and
‘Gatecrasher’ is built on the laughable
chorus: ”I’m a gatecrasher/I’m always
crashing gates”. Still, it’s refreshing that
parts of the record sounds slightly neglected
and rough. The urgent ‘Action Hero’ and
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dismembering a Pacman machine. It’s sublime
in the classic sense, overloading the senses entirely,
the feverishly pinging arcade noises doing nothing
to shelter us from singer Alice’s bloodcurdling
screams. It’s still better than New Young Pony
Club, and if the track dominates a smidge (see
~also Duchess Says), HOC’s only real goof is Les
Breastfeeders’ ‘Viens Avec Moi’, which sounds like
Cooper Temple Clause, only French. I’m sure these

It’s possible to create
ferociously lifeaffirming dance music
with just three chords
and some sticky tape
guys are all extremely fashionable, but none of
these tracks have an ounce of the irony that I hate
about scenester electro. No one seems smug just
because they can get a laptop to go bleep.
I’m not really sure if Holy Fuck can do even
that – second set LP sounds like the handiwork of
dumb, hairy luddites, bloody-mindedly convinced
of the fact it’s possible to create ferociously life-

vaguely homoerotic romantic anti-marriage
ditty ‘Bestest Man’ really excel, but they’re
in the minority. Maybe 347 people are really
going to take to, treasure and pore over
DFTO. The Mitchells will be miffed it’s not
1,000 times that amount.
Thom Gibbs
in the studio
We listened to: “‘Bombs Over Baghdad’
by Outkast, a very fast-paced energetic track
which touches on war in Iraq, although in no
way shape or form were we listening to the
message. It’s the lyrical delivery from Andre
3000 and Big Boi, and also the beat, which
took us back to our days of shocking out
in jungle raves – it’s essentially a jungle/

affirming dance music with just three chords and
some sticky tape. They’re right, of course – written
live and recorded without rehearsal, LP is notionally
divided into songs, but it’s basically one seething,
primordial torrent of punk attack, messy synths,
heart attack drumming, screeds of ambient noise,
no vocals beyond snarls and whoops – it’s the
sound of raw, undiluted energy trying desperately
to hit escape velocity.
It’s utterly relentless, but Holy Fuck just, just
manage to control it, smacking their meaty
cavemen paws down every so often, regulating
the barbaric charge of sound to channel it into
crude peaks and troughs that I’d call the purest
dance music I’ve ever heard. It’s scary and
wonderful, like somebody else controlling
your adrenal gland via a button.
Does this say much about their country of
origin? Something that strikes me is that Canada’s
best bands – from Arcade Fire downwards – either
don’t use producers or produce themselves. The
DIY ethos doesn’t seem to be so much a political
act as just something that everyone does, and it
stops homogeny from setting in. I haven’t really
given it too much thought, and I suspect these
bands haven’t given it any either.

drum’n’bass track which Outkast made their
own. The studio was based in a residential
area so we always got neighbours knocking
on the door about the racket. But if there’s no
racket then there’s no hits.”
We ate: ”The ultimate burger and chips
from Rowan’s Café, which is the only café
worth going to in Kew. You can feel your
arteries clogging as you bite into the burger.”
We watched: “Reservoir Dogs, which is
really gruesome. Some of the scenes are the
most graphic things I’ve seen on film. It also
inspired the title for one of the tracks on our
album, ‘Reservoir Drugs’. We play roles of
three drugs – I’m Mr Brown, Tony is Mr White
and Professor Green was Mr Green.”
(Teddy Mitchell)

Mouthus
Saw A Halo (Load)
Brooklyn duo Mouthus are not unsusceptible
to that overdriven crunch’n’scrape that US
noise artists often pursue to the point of
cliché. At times, the sheer stridency of their
sound renders it unengaging: the extended
guitar scribble on ‘The Gift Of Sighs’ is fun to
listen to for approximately a quarter of the
time it was probably fun to play it, and ‘The
Driftless’ feels like being stuck on a see-saw
to puking point. Yet the latter track spreads
into ‘Century Of Divides’, creating a cave-like,
modulated space pitted with clicks, rumbles
and sparks of rhythm. The album is at its
most effective when the beats come to the
fore, as ‘Armies Between’ canters along like

albums
a gaunt, red-eyed cavalry. Elsewhere, bursts
(or puddles) of relatively un-effected vocal
catch the ear, lending an edge of vintage,
Godz-style disorientation to proceedings.
When the two come together, as on ‘Wave
Through’, the impression is of a postapocalyptic desert drum circle, where robot
zombies with matted chicken-wire hair and
contact mic-ed fingernails crouch around
a chemical bonfire, thumping America’s last
remaining oil cans with listless menace.
Frances Morgan
Pine Hill Haints
Ghost Dance (K)
Several unearthly presences stalk this sixth
album for the Haints, their first on K Records.
The band, led by husband/wife team Jamie
and Kat Barrier, are proccupied with raising
the dead; they used a cemetery as a practice
ground, and refer to their sound as ‘Alabama
ghost music’, but there are many kinds of
ghosts. This, the Haints know.
The songs are shot through with the
formal spirits of home, the country modes the
Haints love – skiffle, bluegrass, zydeco, and
honkytonk. The sounds themselves seem
intended as a summoning of familiars, and
the record is mixed to welcome them. But
outside the cosy homestead roam the haints
the band are named for, the wild animal
spirits that populate the songs. “I stick to the
bushes and the empty creek bed,” growls
Barrier in ‘Ol White Thang Blues’. ”Don’t
matter what they say, they don’t know me/
Pull ‘em by the teeth and drag ‘em up a tree.”
Petra Davis
Robert Pollard
Coast To Coast Carpet Of Love (Merge)
Standard Gargoyle Decisions (Merge)
Two albums in one day! That’s 33 songs,
veering from full-on Seventies Cheap Trick
power-pop (Coast To Coast) to full-on
Seventies Cheap Trick rock’n’roll (Standard
Gargoyle Decisions). Like a hyperactive kitten
with scabies, Pollard can’t help leaving his
mark wherever he goes: sometimes he feels
like McCartney circa Ram, sometimes he
feels like scary drunken Uncle Bob with his
lap free (cos that’s who he is), sometimes he
raises musical incontinence to new levels.
Quick, someone – where’s the goddamn
mop? Wicked Uncle Bob is back with his pot
and his wine and his thermos of daiquiri,
and there ain’t no stopping him now.
Everett True
Puerto Muerto
Heaven And Dirt (Fire)
Two sides of the same record, Chicago singer
Christina Meyer and instrumentalist Tim
Kelley offer a slice of heaven, a smudge of
dirt, with this split EP, whose grainy tones suit
the charm of an old gramophone. Sub-hailed
Requiem For The Texas Chainsaw Massacre,
‘Up Here Alone’ and ‘Down In The Mud’
present equal celebrations of beautiful
sadness – a stained-glass gloom which
allows some shards of sunlight through its
web, nonetheless. ‘The Air is Way Up There’ is
more Amelie-paced adventure than horror
movie score; balloons escaping to a breezy
sky as his lightly treading guitar courts her
aspirations to Piaf or Callas or Josephine
Foster, in rocking chair tempo. These are
crepuscular ballads to be huddled about,
a place to call home; obscured by memory,
mind-games and moonlight.
Hannah Gregory

The Raveonettes
Lust Lust Lust (Fierce Panda)
Quel surprise, no dramatic change of scene
here. Still the same feedback-drenched
guitars, sultry vocals singing indecipherably
about something undeniably dangereux,
mon amie. Still the same hypnotic, relentless
drumbeats and sludgy, pilled-down Sixties
girl group melodic droning. Still the same
jangly guitar lines, filling the gaps where
Sharin Foo takes her tired breaths. I guess it
just wouldn’t be The Raveonettes any other
way. ‘You Want The Candy’ is the pick of the
bunch; lively, cute and doused in flammable
harmonies. If nothing else, we should
applaud their reliability.
Hayley Avron
The Shaky Hands
The Shaky Hands (Memphis Industries)
The Shaky Hands are not Shaky Hands (now
Cut Off Your Hands, a gurgling, epileptic fit
of a band from Auckland). These particular
trembling mitts are from Portland, Oregon
– currently geographical shorthand for
‘Probably Worth Your Time’ – and their album
reclines among sun-rays and spiky burrs,
lakeside love and daisy chains. ‘I’m Alive’
has the vocals of a man just waking from an
uncomfortable dream; tremulous, but still
furred with sleep from the pillow’s ordeals.
‘Sunburns’ has chugging, slapped snares
and footprints dutifully left along mossy
paths, while ‘Host Your Day’ is the closest
these Shaky Hands come to sinister. ‘The
Sleepless’, though, is the winner: a balanced
breeze of caw-caw vocals, woollen hums
and clicky guitars all numbed and scratchy.
It’s nice to remember heat and love in times
of seasonal change.
Lauren Strain
Sightings
Through The Panama (Load)
So here’s the record the last Liars album
should have been, rather than the gloopy,
reheated Jesus And Mary Chain pastiche it
actually was. Recorded with former Michigan
noizer turned totally-hyped stadium metal
dude Andrew WK working the faders, the
fourth album from New York’s Sightings
matches simmering sludge with sheer
fucking viscera like no other record I can
finger since Whitehouse’s Great White Death.
What’s most incredible ais how they do this
with bass, guitar, piano and drums, although
it’s worth noting the specific hallmarks of
each instrument are all but obliterated,
reduced to cut-knuckle scrapes or dislocating
beats that pulse like a vein in your palsied
head. Mark Morgan’s vocals are slurred,
malevolent monologues and no wave war
chants that occasionally detach from their
humanity and descend into lycanthropic
guttural, while a cover of Scott Walker’s ‘The
Electrician’ is dropped right there in the
middle, like a body on the end of a rope.
Louis Pattison
Sole And The Skyrider Band
Sole And The Skyrider Band (anticon)
Four years ago I was trying to interview all
of anticon, and had everyone tapped in place
bar Sole who would leave drawling laconic
messages on my machine like, “Sorry I’ve
missed you, John. I’ve been trying to shoot
myself in the fucking face”. A prankster then,
yet always dealing in the most ‘straight-up’
hip hop of the Oakland Crew. Nothing here
quite lives up to the cataclysmic opener ‘

A Mountain Of One
Collected Works (Mountain)
Helmed by producers Leo Elstob and Mo Morris and
pianist/vocalist Zeb Jameson, A Mountain Of One’s three
EPs (collected here) mark out a sonic territory familiar to
those already lulled by the soporific-sinister pulses of cosmic
disco: languorous, spacey beats beset by vintage synth and a knowing, ersatz
sophistication. By focusing more on the song, though, AMO1stake a claim
for the metabolisms of home listeners, while retaining enough of a linear
structure not to disturb those home listeners in altered states. They also open
up the instrumentation to take in lyrical guitar solos, flamenco strumming,
slap bass, tremulous vocals and a sense of poignant, hedonistic Balearic
drift that borders on the unacceptable – rendering it utterly of the moment,
of course.
Cynicism aside, Collected Works is impressively, almost insouciantly
detailed, befitting an outfit as in thrall to the melancholy studio sojourners
of the Seventies as they are to house music’s early innovators and the
unashamed psychedelia of, say, The Orb. AMO1’s sound floats and surfs
on surging body-loads of rhythm, dappled with light mosaics of colourful,
intricate harmony. ‘Ride’ and ‘Innocent Line’ speak of the horizons evoked
by Arthur Russell circa Calling Out Of Context or Billy MacKenzie’s gorgeous,
underrated Outernational, speckled with John Martyn’s One World guitar
and (on ‘Freefall’) Mark Hollis’ sorrowful, meditative almost-funk. Aside from
Jamie Kelsey’s platitudinous spoken rant on ‘People Without Love’, which
begs the question of how far we’re willing to suspend disbelief in the service
of retro-fetishism, Collected Works’ simulacrum of drifting prog-pop and
Ibizan ghost beats is correct in every detail, if somewhat lacking in some of
the modesty and emotional bravery of its predecessors. It makes me think of
divorces in summertime; of heat haze and light dancing on water. Its sources
will be exhumed, re-packaged and sold back at you anytime soon, so pick up
that vinyl of Steve Winwood’s Arc Of A Diver while Dalston Oxfam still has it
for a quid. You were always into that stuff, right?
Frances Morgan
A Sad Day For Investors’ with its feedback
and operatic opening flourish with vitriolic
sideswipes at 50 Cent, but The Skyrider
Band provide string quartet flourishes
and unobtrusive guitar squalls to Sole’s
unrelenting, singularly bitter worldview.
John Doran
Sun
I’ll Be The Same (Staubgold)
Alejandro Franov
Khali (Staubgold)
A couple of mellow hits from Berlin’s
Staubgold label. Sun are the Australian duo
of Chris Townend and Oren Ambarchi. Their
second album eschews the experimentalism
of Ambarchi’s solo work and offers up some
hazy lazy dream pop, all acoustic guitars and
pretty melody. Any more wayward sounds
are filtered and scrawl around the edges
of the sound, occasionally blossoming into
widescreen digi-sunsets. It’s almost Crowded
House discovering glitch electronica.
Alejandro Franov is from Argentina,
and after five albums in South America and
Japan, Khali is the first for everyone else.
Instruments include sitars, Indonesian flutes
and a variety of African mbiras and kalimbas.
A focus on the music of Zimbabwe’s Shona
people means the spectre of world music
looms, yet the delicacy of Franov’s multiinstrumentalism allied with gentle voices and
electronics create a warm rippling ambience
perfect for those 6am city moments.
Euan Andrews
Supersilent
8 (Rune Grammofon)
The shadow of the Dark Magus hangs
heavy over the house of Supersilent. But
this groundbreaking ’jazz’ group’s strength
has always been in extrapolating and
exaggerating Miles Davis’ pioneering themes
and twisting them into ever more abstract,
icy and alien vistas. On this, their first studio

album in five years, the Norwegian quartet
pushes the mode even further, while
inadvertently scripting an imaginary
soundtrack for an Argento gore fest. Their
opening salvo, a billowing beast of
thunderous drums and doom bells tolling,
is like a Hermann Nitsch aktion captured in
time-lapse playback, while Arve Henriksen’s
voice filters in like a temperamental cherub
amid spluttering electronic geysers and
whinnying synths, gradually morphing into
a fearsome, hyperventilating, Tourettesridden cyborg. But it’s when they are at
their most sedate that Supersilent pack the
biggest punch. Henriksen’s circular trumpet
playing forges an organic foundation with
Helge Sten’s sine software textures, creating
the kind of captivating ambient soundscapes
that made 4 such a pleasure.
Spencer Grady
Talibam!
The Excusable Earthling (Pendu Sound)
Talibam! are either a spirited, provocative
freeform collective given to moments of
rhythmic group-think, or a crack team of
riff-mongers who fill lengthy gaps between
ideas with aimless buggering about. This
vinyl-only release from the Brooklyn trio
hoists a single 17-minute piece on each side.
Both are thrillingly irritating improvisations.
They’re largely hesitant and scrappy, built
from arc-ing, unsafe circuit-bent gizmos, a
drizzle of percussion and acres of soft body
tissue being draped across keyboards. But
Talibam! work best when their dizzy
formlessness coalesces into a doggedly
intense combined assault – a bass-heavy
Brian Gibson two-step, a Groovy Ghoulies
crypt-riff or an idiot-boy take on Stevie
Wonder – driven by Kevin Shea’s anaerobic
drum battery. It’s these brief, rare moments
of tight focus that elevate Talibam!’s noiseimprov above the usual amorphous chaos.
Matt Evans
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Welsh language pop, past, present
and future
Various: Welsh Rare Beat 2 (Finders Keepers)
Galwad y Mynydd: Galwad y Mynydd
(Finders Keepers)
Cerys Matthews: Awyren = Aeroplane
(My Kung Fu)
Sibrydion: Simsalabim (Copa)
Threatmantics: ‘Sali Mali’ (AM)
Readers, a warning: the following column contains
reviews of several records in the Welsh language,
yet, amazingly, it neglects to mention either a) funny
spelling or b) wacky wizards, druids and other cloakwearing shamanic figures. It may not be what you’re
used to seeing, but please persevere, and rest
assured that outside the Plan B bubble, normal
service will continue, alongside the women in rock
features and black people enjoying their own, extraspecial ‘urban’ award category.
Sarcasm aside, I’m wondering whether the
reception from the English mainstream – patronising
bordering on overtly racist, generally – that awaits
a fifth of Wales’s population should they choose
to sing in their own tongue arises not so much
from the music’s difference as from its incomplete
similarity. Unlike music from, say, Brazil or Mali that’s
easy to file under ‘alluringly exotic’, these are songs
occupying the same physical space as Anglophone
pop, but a different cultural plane, overlapping yet
slightly off-centre and with both shared and distinct
reference points: Datblygu as well as The Fall, for
example. There’s the supportive, hothousing aspect
of a relatively small scene, one where the teenage
Gorky’s Zygotic Mynci could be on national radio
within months of forming. Combine that with
a sense of being one step removed from canonical

rock tradition – not through being primitive rockbashers, but by having the freedom to merrily pilfer
or ignore without the weight of history on your
shoulders – and the wilful not-quite-rightness
that makes Gorky’s Tatay or Super Furry Animals’
Mwng among those acts’ most wondrous output
seems inevitable.
Of course, as a non-Welsh-speaking Saesnes,
I’m just guessing. Tellingly, though, this feeling
of informed isolation runs through Welsh Rare
Beat 2, Andy Votel, Gruff Rhys and Dom Thomas’s
compilation of the sound of young Dyfed in the
flower power era. One for all the Green Man fans
out there, WRB2 sees bands looking east to British
folk-rock and the likes of Fairport Convention; far,
far away to the west (Y Nhw’s faithful cover of
‘California Dreaming’) and frequently inward at
their own landscape and emergent nationalism.
The perennial Meic Stevens strums cheerily through
‘Shw’ Mae? Shw’ Mae?’, while the female singers
cover all shades from yearning to inconsolable.
Janis Joplin may have inspired Heather Jones’s
‘Canu i Janis’, but her raucous vocals are noticeably
absent: instead, there’s Sidan’s piercing, nimble
beauty of massed harmonies in ‘Cymylau’. And
the occasional surprise, such as Edward H Dafis’s
hustling Shaft-style cymbals and wah-wah, to
remind that Wales at that time wasn’t really a
mystical island floating somewhere beyond King
Arthur’s retirement home.
Galwad y Mynydd (that’s ‘voice of the
mountain’) appear on WRB2, but Finders Keepers
are also reissuing their self-titled debut. Despite
none of them being older than 19, the youthful
rockers seemed to excel in a kind of pleasingly
echo-heavy melancholy, as though Laurel Canyon
had become fogbound and chilly, causing guitars
to warp, harmonicas to rust with a distinctly
autumnal snap.
Cerys Matthews has also been Stateside of
late, her two solo albums since Catatonia split
shaped by a stint living in Kentucky. Mini-album
Awyren=Aeroplane sees her dip back into the
language of Catatonia’s earliest releases and should

be prescribed medicine for anyone who still
wakes sweating in the night at the memory of
‘Mulder And Scully’. Instead of cloying girlishness
or blaring crowd-pleaser, here Cerys’ voice is like
soft fruit and warm feather beds, unashamedly
luxurious yet trembling with emotion as she layers
harmonies across the slow-motion Spectorisms
of ‘Y Coryn Ar Pry’ or glides effortlessly across
the two versions of the title track that bookend
the record.
In the English-speaking world, Super Furry
Animals seem doomed to be cast as eccentric oneoffs, the kind of act whose influence is inversely
proportional to talent. But the Furry footprint is
unavoidable on Sibrydion’s Simsalabim, from the
glam-stomping riffs and piano lines to the wibbling
electronics and the title track’s Gruff-like spoken
chorus. OK, so they’re ahead of the ball in bringing
merry medieval dances to the table, but it’s only
a matter of time.
That they survive such a comprehensive similarity
and still sound like themselves must be down to
the gleeful energy with which they rip through
the songs: for non-Welsh speakers like myself,
compensation for incomprehension comes from
vocals like those on opener ‘Naw Bwyd’ with
syllables twisting and expectorating excitedly
and skipping around the beats.
Finally, Cardiff trio Threatmantics have
a kinship with the Furries in that both have songs
named after a certain kids’ programme on S4C.
Bands slumped on the sofa watching brightly
coloured animals skip around on daytime TV –
whatever next? But this ‘Sali Mali’ (on Ankst
offshoot AM) is more of a playful baby elephant,
see-sawing between sumo grunts and squealing
viola at one end and the kind of carefree whimsy
that would have Euros Childs headbanging his
piano with glee at the other.

Wales isn’t really a mystical
island floating somewhere
beyond King Arthur’s
retirement home
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Tangorodrim
Justus Ex Fide Vivit (Southern Lord)
Wolves in the Throne Room
Diadem Of 12 Stars (Southern Lord)
Israeli duo Tangorodrim’s first Southern Lord
album is ”alcoholocia”-fueled black metal,
replete with Eighties riffs, churned at a headbanging pace that should rub in a way no
metal-head can resist. However, instead of
the pace feeling raw and raucous, it’s lumpen
and maudlin. Justus Ex Fide Vivit misses
the point of this vein of Eighties revivalism;
it’s not just a style of riff, it also needs
exuberance and demonic attitude.
Wolves in The Throne Room are inspired
by ecology rather than alcohol, and 12 Stars
is a typically fast, epic, synth-drenched album
steeped in forest mysticism – similar to their
countrymates Fog. Although not pushing the
boundaries, 12 Stars seduces like the best
plutocratic and satanic black metal.
Patrick Moran
UGK
Underground Kings (Jive)
For sure, it’s a relief UGK have kept their cool
on this, their first album since Pimp C’s four
year prison break ended in December 2005.
Where heavy expectations could easily’ve
crushed them, instead there’s the joy of
hearing the duo on rude form, working
out how to make their way in 2k7 by going
in every direction – gangster, conscious,
semi-conscious, hostile and loving. All are
underpinned as ever by their smoochy live
funks, spacious gits and melted plastic
strings, none more miraculously resonant
than those under the Dizzee Rascal feature
‘Two Types Of Bitches’. Listen closely to that
one a few times. The words are a joke, but the
beat is smelly and our Dizz sounds like he’s
having a ball. They all do.
Ringo P Stacey
Ungdomskulen
Cry Baby (Ever)
My ears have gone pow. Some sad part of
me has given up on music like this in recent
times, thinking I’d outgrown its shouty, loud
ways while out-of-tune mandolins and bad
beards were the way forward, but I see now
that I’ve been a fool. The riffs here are mighty,
mainly bass-driven, a young Norwegian man
hectoring me over the top, and a bunch of
surprisingly catchy almost-choruses. Anyway,
at eight songs stretched over 50 minutes, it’s
something like a furious Minutemen toiling
at their own version of prog, each song
stretched ‘til breaking point, with gut kick
precision. That last description might make
it sound tedious, but there’s a mountain of
fun sprinkled on top and it’s all over way too
soon. Maybe it’s time I ditched the beard.
The Corpo
Untitled Musical Project
Untitled Musical Project (Tigertrap)
Hugely in Untitled Musical Project’s favour is
that, on first listen, this sounds like a new
outing for former Circus Lupus frontman
Chris Thomson, aka the greatest voice in
hardcore. Disappointingly, it’s not, and it’s
a little disconcerting how much of a carbon
copy this is of any one of Thomson’s titled
musical projects. It’s not without its charms,
where hardcore is becoming increasingly pofaced, UMP have realised it’s time to inject
some fun into the fury. For the most part they
succeed, and it’s obvious that live shows
must be a riot, I just find myself hankering for

a twist to elevate and give identity to it. Like
the title, it’s all too vague.
The Corpo
Various
A Kind Of Awe And Reverence
And Wonder (Finders Keepers)
Various
Bearded Ladies (Bird/Finders Keepers)
Twisted Nerve’s saving grace as a label came
when they got their crate-digging reissue
wing (B-Music, Finders Keepers, Delay 68) up
and running. True, it’s probably only because
of Badly Drawn Boy that they can unearth
obscurities with such fanciful freeness, but
he, and much of the TN back catalogue, have
foisted some forgettable fodder on us. A Kind
Of Awe… is pretty good, though. A label
sampler of sorts, albeit with all-unreleased
jams, it suggests that TN head Andy Votel’s
adventures in the archives have shifted his
priorities. All Traps Set, 9bach and the
continually brilliant Voice Of The Seven
Woods are enough to compel you to peer in.
Bird Records is the low-key label of
Manchester indie-folk type Jane Weaver,
who appears on Bearded Ladies alongside
14 other female-vocalled cuts. Both the old
(Wendy And Bonnie, Turid, Brigitte Fontaine)
and the new (Speck Mountain, Cate Le Bon)
pack a high hit rate, although a specific point
isn’t clear beyond, like, don’t run when you
hear a siren.
Noel Gardner
Various
Dedication OST (Koch)
This is probably the wrong magazine in
which to present this argument, but I’m
really missing enormous iron-clad power
ballads from films. At least then there was no
pretence to cool by proxy, just big emotional
things to fill out space. Don’t work like that
anymore. Instead, we’re in the position that,
for a worrying percentage of people in the
world, the record with the most Random
Cool Shit™on will be a bloody soundtrack.
But enough about the complete capitulation
of art to the modern world – this record is a
thoroughly modern collision between period
stuff (Isiah Ross and Buddy Moss doing the
blues) and random possible Plan B cover
stars (Cat Power, Lightning Bolt, Deerhoof).
While pleasant enough, its main audience
will be limited to Deerhoof completists after
the few new tracks and those who saw
Dedication and liked that music in the bit
where that bloke did that thing.
Kieron Gillen
Various
Migrating Bird: The Songs Of Lal
Waterson (Honest Jons)
The late Lal Waterson is best known for her
traditional recordings with The Watersons:
the staunch, uncompromising folk family
whose recordings span five decades. Less
known are Waterson’s own songs, on
which her blunt, sonorous tones toll around
tunes that owe much to folk but also to the
jazz-tinged introspection of Nick Drake, Joni
Mitchell, even Nico.
Migrating Bird, compiled by singer
Charlotte Grieg from the many British and
American artists who passed through her
folk and country club, alt.Cardiff, over
a period of years, is an exemplary covers
album: put together with care, daring and
a large helping of love. Artists range from
well-loved veterans (Michael Hurley, Vashti

Paolo Angeli
Tessuti (ReR)
Chris Brown/Fred Frith
Cutter Heads (Intakt)
Heiner Goebbels and Alfred Harth
Hommage/Vier Fäuste Für Hanns Eisler And Vom Sprengen
Des Gartens (ReR)
Derek Bailey’s suggestion that Improv CDs should be
listened to once and then thrown away usually holds true
– but here’s a trio of releases from the depths of the avantgarde that actually hold up to repeated listening. Paolo
Angeli plays prepared Sardinian guitar, upright like a cello,
with a menacingly complicated profusion of extra strings
and bridges attached. The music, too, is fiendishly
impressive in its virtuosity and technicality: without using
overdubs or loops, Angeli somehow bows the strings, taps
the frets, plays a lead part and walks a jaunty bassline all at
the same time – here creating instant meditations on tunes
by Björk and guitarist Fred Frith. That might be a slightly baffling conceptual
pairing, but there’s a much better fit on Frith’s own release, Cutter Heads,
which sees him teamed with pianist Chris Brown for nervous, abstract, oldschool Improv. Frith’s dizzying array of post-Bailey extended techniques
allows him to flit all over his acoustic guitar in a restless search for the next
unexpected sound – picking, fretting, tapping and raggedly detuning the
guitar in mid-strum – while Brown’s piano provides a turbulent, Cecil Tayloresque bed of activity.
If all that sounds too serious for you, try the Goebbels/Harth release:
two live performances from the late Seventies, reissued on one double CD.
Harth’s appropriation of Albert Ayler’s wide tenor-vibrato sounds even more
comical than the original, set in the context of Bavarian marches, drunken
bierkeller songs and camp accordion melodrama. So daft it’s dangerous.
Daniel Spicer
Bunyan) to experimental questers (Richard
Youngs, Alex Neilson and Lavinia Blackwall;
Lindsey Woolley with the stark lament
‘Thirza’). There are those faithful to the
folk template (Alisdair Roberts and James
Yorkston) and those for whom it’s more
a springboard for extending their own style,
as indeed it was for Waterson with these very
compositions (King Creosote, with a shivery,
electronics-tinged ‘Fine Horseman’, and the
honeyed chamber-pop of Richard James’
‘Memories’). Waterson’s lyrics – spare and
personal, yet rich with pastoral and
dreamlike imagery – especially benefit from
these new, mostly young interpretations.
Frances Morgan
Various
Wild Tigers I Have Known: Songs From
Cam Archer’s Film (Durtro Jnana)
Cam Archer’s arthouse movie of transgender
self-discovery in adolescent America is
accompanied by a soundtrack which draws
on his brother Nate’s softly environmental
electronic score alongside songs from others.
An introduction spoken by David Tibet,
one haunted piece of Current 93 meets
Thomas Ligotti-esque auditory hallucination,
and an acoustic instrumental from Six
Organs Of Admittance all fit in neatly to the
atmosphere, but three songs in particular
stand out. ‘Idumea’ by album co-producer
Andrea Degens’ alter ego Pantaleimon is
a hauntingly folkish rendition of Charles
Wesley’s Methodist hymn, while Emily Jane
White’s title song is a subtly stirring closing
piano piece. But Djuna Bel’s ‘Mighty’ is an
arresting moment in an already haunting
soundtrack, her hushed words tempting
you back, over and over.
Richard Fontenoy
Vitalic
Live (Citizen)
Recorded in the tail end of 2006 at AB in
Belgium, this album boasts no edits or pre-

production, and features eight tracks,
especially composed for this live set.
Apprehensive thoughts concerning the
emotionless, hunchbacked laptop noodlings
that accompany most ‘live’ explorations
by techno aficionados are laid to rest,
through the aforementioned purist leanings.
Trademark maximalist acid squelches meet
tippy-toe Baroque swellings, while extending
the boundaries of 2004’s OK Cowboy’s
dynamic range to new heights.
Live serves as a testament to La Rock
No1’s seditious conversion of the indie
faithful, which has shown little sign of
faltering since 2001. Rhythm and timbre
are now the touch paper for audience urges
to sing along, where previously only melody
had dared to exist. James Murphy once
claimed that he was losing his edge “to the
kids from France”.Better add the kids from
Belgium to that list too.
Ben Webster
Richard Youngs
Autumn Response (Jagjaguwar)
Hearing Richard Youngs sing does something
to me. I’m not sure if it’s something good,
though I hope so. He sounds so raw, so
exposed and vulnerable, I find myself
wondering how close to any imaginary edges
I may be. Although the sparseness of the
music is quite different, his voice reminds me
of Robert Wyatt’s in its naked strength. On
these nine songs, Youngs’ voice is doubletracked, each one singing just so slightly
differently from each other, giddily looping
around themselves over weaving guitar
planes. These songs find Youngs drifting
over city paths and dark beaches, somehow
detached but firmly secure in his own world.
This isn’t folk music: it goes even deeper,
into the actual core of a person’s being. In
particular, the final 16 minutes of ‘Something
Like Air’ take you into primal fundamentals
of existence.
Euan Andrews
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Jens Lekman
“Night Falls Over Kortedala”
“Like the Avalanches if they sang
their own tunes, Lekman constructs
lush, romantic worlds from vinyl-crackling
LP samples, while his wry, melancholic
lyrics—his sharpest and most endearing
yet—prove him the true successor to indie’s
ultimate lovesick cynics, Jonathan Richman
and Stephin Merritt.” —Pitchfork
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“You (meaning probably 90 percent of humanity)
will like, if not love, this album if you hear it.
I can think of no better recommendation
for pop songs this good.”
—PopMatters

“A reedy organ fills what few gaps remain while
drums thin as rice paper keep time for the army
of Matthew Houcks marching to heaven...
Phosphorescent has finally come into its own
and created a complete masterpiece.”
—Music For Robots

“Little Kingdom sounds like Ratatat if they became
Hare Krishna or Lightning Bolt if they scarfed a
shitload of peyote and played drums with their hair.
It is a monumental journey through the galaxy of jams
and the ideal soundtrack to a million falling leaves.”
—Fader
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Radiohead
In Rainbows (WASTE products)
Radiohead need to break up with their
boyfriend, is how I’ve been feeling about
Radiohead. For too long they’ve had this
final-girl relationship with an inadequately
differentiated, cartoonish force of evil,
constantly in pursuit. Glacial melt, vote rigging,
lost ecosystems – all have met with the same
howl of protest, consonants lost like those
of a crying child, and with them the clarity
that allows for release. With this record, the
band have moved that protest gesture to
the means of production. For a career album
band to attempt a self-release and snub the
majors is a genuine blow against one of the
most insidiously venal forms of early 21st
Century global capitalism, and the relief
seems palpable: this is their warmest and
most precise album since OK Computer.
The band are far from abandoning
their signature methodology, however –
intertextuality, collage, code. It’s tempting
to read these songs by the arcana that seem
to shape them. They are full of self-referential
jokes, smatterings of lyrics and loops of sound

gathered over years: ‘Nude’ was first recorded
during the OK Computer sessions, and recalls
the relatively innocent atmospherics of ‘Lucky’
or ‘The Tourist’. Others, like ‘Jigsaw Falling
Into Place’, have undergone multiple
rereadings, both live and in the studio (marked
at various stages by appearing in multimedia
– photographic, sound-clip, illustration, lyric
banner, video – on Dead Air, the band’s official
website), before emerging in their current
forms. The record is a carefully drawn map
that reads as well in macro as in micro, and for
the first time since The Bends, the track-listing
follows a fairly standard dichotomic, vinylrelease structure; the songs fall naturally into
subsets, building a graceful cadence.
Like OK Computer, this is a rhythm record.
A competitive mix of organic drum sounds
and synthesised beats is the backbone of
many of the songs. In the album’s opener,
15-step, crunchy beat loops are layered over
with breath samples vying for airspace.
In ‘Videotape’, reverse reverb from a snare
sample is gradually and seamlessly replaced
by a stuttering beat. Even in relatively simple
patterns, as in ‘All I Need’, the drums are

sequenced to resemble their more modern
counterparts – the beat mimics standard
beatbox pattern before cymbals herald the
song’s exuberant close. The few songs that
allow guitars to dominate – ‘Bodysnatchers’,
‘House Of Cards’, and the buttery, Beatlesy
‘Faust Arp’ – are matched by some of the
best vocal performances on the album.
A new sense of comfort permeates them,
and Yorke’s signature tone, its scratchy attack,
languid sustain and fast decay, seem at home,
cocooned. In ‘Faust Arp’, his phrasing is
adventurous, set against Johnny Greenwood’s
gorgeous string arrangements, and ‘House
Of Cards’ confidently pulls a tender appeal
through a dense soundscape.
Sex and seduction are recurrent themes.
’Nude’ narrates the interior conflicts of
a would-be lothario, warning “Now that
you’ve found it, it’s gone/ Now that you feel
it, you don’t”, and the gentleness of ‘House
Of Cards’ belies its adulterous intent. “Throw
your keys in the bowl, kiss your husband
goodnight,” coos Yorke. This is not happiness,
but something closer to satisfaction: the
confident glow of accomplishment.
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brief notes
A Bad Diana
The Lights Are On
But No One’s Home
(United Jnana)
Simmering dark
ambient from Diana
Rogerson and her husband, Steve Stapleton
of Nurse With Wound, a couple for whom
married life evidently means something
more weighty than arguing about who
gets to put the recycling out. There’s shakers,
looming drones, the shriek of a saxophone
gone walkabout and occasional bursts of
what sounds rather like poltergeist activity –
plus, on ‘Asphalt Kiss’, a meaningful nod to
Ash Ra Tempel. (LP)
Mike Bones
The Sky Behind the
Sea (Social Registry)
Alt country of a burning,
caramel hue. Nine
parts cold gloom to
one part rock outburst, wrapped in themes
of memory, lost love…you know. But then
there’s the voice, an almost supernaturally
distracting gurgle, simultaneously prickly
and narcoleptic, a terminal drunk gulping
gristly words through thick soup skin.
Sure, it’s queasy, but it’s the good kind
of queasy. (ME)
The Brunettes
Structure And
Cosmetics (Sub Pop)
Twee times with New
Zealand husband-wife
duo, but thankfully,
with some diversions: take ‘Obligatory Road
Song’, which sees the band balancing
precariously upon the wiry funk of Tom
Tom Club and their parent band Talking
Heads, while simultaneously driving the
playbus over ever descending cascades of
golden frontiers. (BW)
Fatal Flying
Guilloteens
Quantum Fucking
(A Fictitous Real Life
Account Of Young
Love…) (French Kiss)
A band who’ve almost certainly spent more
time conceiving album and song titles
(‘Illegal Weapons Party’, ‘Long Distance
Reacharound’) than shaving their faces,
tuning their guitars, setting up their drum
kits and so on. But their debut for Syd Butler’s
French Kiss plays bloodied garage-punk
with a commendable density that forsakes
your beloved ‘warm vintage textures’ for
churning scuzz a la Ex Models, Jesus Lizard,
and on and on. (LP)
How I Became
The Bomb
Let’s Go! (Goldrush)
You can’t fox me
with your intricately
packaged, beautifully
designed cardboard sleeve, kiddos! I know
that underneath it all, you’re a slightlybetter-than-average pop rock, indie-turnedwannabe-dance band! Your faux-angst
whiner of a singer reminds me of a bad
episode of The X Factor and no amount
of gold-on-white artwork on luxury
embossed cardboard will make me think
otherwise! I will not be scammed by your
marketing budget! (HA)
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I Hate Sally
Don’t Worry Lady
(Vagrant)
As you read this, I Hate
Sally will have set up
camp as every available
floppy-haired teenager’s symbolic resource.
Blimholes pepper logoed hoodies as ’Mary
Mary’ attempts a process of disintegration
through recreational explorations. Dee
Prescott’s standard screamo lung scrapings
make for standard reactions. (BW)
Icarus
Sylt (Rump)
An incursion into
electroacoustic
composition, built
around two extended
pieces, or ‘Inf(E)Raences’, recorded live at
Les Abattoires, Toulouse, in May 2006. Ollie
Bown and Sam Britton give it some serious
multirhythmic dense textural beat patterns,
the sound of hyperintelligent insects creating
and dismantling complex structures. (EA)
Kongh
Counting Heartbeats
(Trust No One)
Ambitious three-man
Swedish doom built
around sinewy, tense
riffs that slink and encroach as often as they
pummel. Kongh’s sludgy core bleeds into
brittle space and anticipation at one extreme,
mesmerising algebraic forms at the other.
The result is strangely enervating, and far, far
smarter than the average doom. (MA)
The Ladybug
Transistor
Can’t Wait Another
Day (Fortuna Pop!)
Oh dear. Songs About
Relationships,
constructed from the much-handled clay of
Sixties pop (Byrds guitars, Bacharach strings
and horns, vintage organ, female harmonies
backing Lee Hazelwood croon). And while
the lump of coal that replaced my heart
disintegrates at The Vaselines or Teenage
Fanclub, this – well-crafted, earnest, tasteful
– doesn’t prove up to such a challenge. (DB)
Le Loup
The Throne Of The
Third Heaven Of The
Nation’s Millennium
General Assembly
(Memphis Industries)
Part campfire hymnals akin to early Animal
Collective, part Dan Deacon-style frenzied,
glitchy free-noise. This is sumptuous music
delivered sternly and humbly. Now a sevenpiece, it’s primarily the work of Washingtonbased Sam Simkoff, whose banjo unleashes
the storms that ravage his mind. (JF)
Kylie Minoise
You Suffer (Kovorox)
In which Napalm
Death’s seminal onesecond song-cum-grunt
gets the tribute/cover
treatment from one of Glasgow’s foremost
noisementals. Minoise extracts the vile intent
of the original and multiplies the running
time by 3,639. That’s just over an hour of
toxic harshness that will scald eyeballs and
reduce teeth to tiny rubble. (ME)

Mixtapes And
Cellmates
Mixtapes And
Cellmates
(Tangled Up!)
Mixtapes And Cellmates
play the kind of upbeat/downbeat indie
electronica that is currently saturating the
opening slots of decent gigs. Earnest vocals
and gentle, rattling synthetic drums that go
nowhere, say nothing and disappear as
meekly as they came. A few peaks and
troughs would be a welcome addition. (HA)
The Oscillation
Out Of Phase (DC)
Skyward psych-drone
and echo-soaked bass
jams that impress
mostly as they keep the
vocals to the minimum – and when they do,
they come spewing out in a crotchety Mark E
Smith rant, or swathed in heavy effects as to
render them practically unrecognisable. It’s
one long heady peak, but a swoon-worthy
cover of Julian Cope’s ‘Head Hang Low’ is
one for the sentimental psychonauts. (LP)
Paris Motel
In The Salpêtrière
(Loose)
Reassuring ambles
from London’s Amy
May, whose violins are
like slowly twirling magic wands and rhythms
like the pendulum of a family clock. Melodies
are tiny and repeated; she keeps their
intervals small, the territory known. Safe,
but in a fine way. Sometimes you just want
something you can trust. (LS)
Saturation Point
Three (Very Friendly)
Four albums in one year
from these post-rockers
– to listen to them all
would be too much,
and this album is still a challenge. When the
organs sounds like The Doors it’s dull, and
though there’s plenty of loud bits, there’s
nothing new, no inspiration or deviance from
the many other post-rock acts about. (JF)
Sleeping People
Growing (Temporary
Residence)
Is this math-rock, postrock, post-metal, progmetal, jazz-prog? I have
no idea any more. Whatever, this San Diego
lot have a nice glossy riffmatic big’n’meaty
instrumental rock take, sounding like a
heavier Tortoise. And the opening to ‘James
Spader’ reminds me of Mudd’s ‘Tiger Feet’,
which is always a winner. (HA)
Sunset Rubdown
Random Spirit Lover
(Jagjaguwar)
Yet another strange
transmission from the
Wacky Axis of Canada
(Swan Lake, Frog Eyes, et al), this time
advancing towards all-out prog: theatrical,
melodramatic, overstuffed songs, like
a more obtuse Script For A Jester’s Tearera Marillion, augmented by a score of
friends playing random instruments, at
double speed, trapped in an echo chamber.
Forever. (DB)

Tacks, The Boy
Disaster
Oh, Beatrice (Ark)
Converse to the ageold of trick of making
bedroom electronica
that sounds like a full band, Tacks…appear
to be a full band that have an occasional,
yet notable, trick of sounding like bedroom
electronica. Oh, Beatrice is a gentle shuffle of
an album, humble, yet grand all at once. (HA)
Telephone Jim
Jesus
Anywhere Out Of
The Everything
(Anticon)
One of those records
which is like driving around a deserted city
at night, just old police cordons, shadows
and sirens wailing in the distance, with
some seriously moody beats on the wireless,
constantly seeing out of the corner of your
eye weeping holy icons, finding yourself
down a one way street with no reverse. (EA)
Tulipomania
Anamorphic
(Sursumcorda)
An airy, slightly bent
mix of post-shoegaze
soundscaping and
rusty, clangerous funk that transcends its
influences thanks to vocalist Tom Murray.
Sometimes surfing the mix, sometimes
submerged, his voice trembles and buckles,
coughs and frays, like Ian Svenonius with
a case of the night terrors. (LP)
Urusen
One Day In June
(Almighty Rooftop)
Urusen’s two vocalists
share the achievement
of combining Stephen
Malkmus and Badly Drawn Boy’s tones and
witticisms to great effect. More pleasing is
that with its jazz piano, violin and strumming
it’s perfect for a slow morning, noon or night.
Funny, charming and very delicious. (TH)
Various
Out Of The Woods
And Trees
(Dance To The Radio)
Fifty words for 20
bands. A few Post-It
notes for you, then. Kotki Dwa: so happymaking, you want to draw faces on a billion
balloons. You Slut!: hands-in-air histrionics.
Howling Bells: prowling, musing, mewling.
Prego: starry guitars and straightforward but
satisfying melodrama. Fran Rogers: leafy
queen with a voice of blackberry cordial. (LS)
Yellow Swans
At All Ends (Load)
Frog-levitating sturm
und drone of the
ubiquitous kind. The soft
hum of an amniotic
dynamo blurs into glorious streams of raw
MBV power that threaten to pierce the veil
between worlds. Possibly the prettiest music
ever to appear on Load. (ME)
Brief notes by: Euan Andrews, Hayley
Avron, Daniel Barrow, Matt Evans,
Jonathan Falcone, Tom Howard, Louis
Pattison, Lauren Strain

hack
and slash

Words: Stevie Chick
Illustration: Pellet

Don’t say motherfucker,
motherfucker: Pixie songsmiths,
denim demons and singles salvaged
from JSBX’s smoking jukebox
T Rex: Bolan At The Beeb (Polydor)
Jon Spencer Blues Explosion: Jukebox
Explosion (In The Red)
Butthole Surfers: Piough’d /Widowermaker
(Latino Buggerveil)
Turbonegro: Ass Cobra/Apocalypse Dudes
(Cooking Vinyl)
Ice Cube: In The Movies (EMI)
When Philip Seymour Hoffman-as-Lester Bangs says
something, you listen, because it’s nearly always
some pearlescent wisdom. In Cameron Crowe’s
rockcrit faerie tale Almost Famous, PSF tells hacktadpole William Miller that you can’t trust rock stars,
that they’re never your friends. It’s a lesson even
John Peel had to learn in the Seventies when Marc
Bolan of T Rex, newly ascended to proto-glam
stardom, turned his back on the DJ who’d kept
his studio door open for the elfin former-folkie.
Those early sessions, for Peel and other DJs like
Bob Harris and the Hairy Cornflake, are collected in
Bolan At The Beeb. Collated from master tapes and
private recordings (compensating for the Beeb’s
lunatic Seventies decision to wipe its historic archive
in favour of buying more blank tape), this triple-CD
set comes on like a wealth of field recordings
capturing Bolan at his most free-spirited and
stardust-ecstatic. The majority of tracks portray
Bolan as a bewitching hippie waif, trilling gossamer
melodies like Devendra’s pixielated grandpa as
waves of wispy guitar crash around him, pausing
only to deliver hazy-eyed and self-conscious poems
praising ”the Pirate-y twist of your mouth”. By disc
three, Bolan’s plugged in and his T Rex are snakewalking thru the likes of ‘Get It On’ with glitter-lust
aplomb, but its those early, gauzy moments that
charm deepest.
Latterly recast as deep-soul rockers with Chuck
D’s number on speed-dial, Blues Explosion’s
Jukebox Explosion returns to their early sides for
faultless garage imprint In The Red, a set of barelyhinged riffs and gnarly snarl drenched in slapbackecho and played, resolutely, in the Crypt style. Blues
Explosion’s rarities have always been where their
wildest ideas unfurl (check ACME-era B-Side ‘Get
Down Lover’ for amphetamine-funk jollies), and
Jukebox Explosion plays host to lean, mean sax-led
covers of obscure-punk classics (The Chain Gang’s
‘Son Of Sam’), brute-funk workouts sounding like
the syncopated rattle of subway cars (‘Train #3’),
theremin-strafed panic-rock (‘Push Some Air’), old
school, fucked-up, piano-drenched boogie (‘Get
With It’), and obscene porno-blues as penned by
Frank Booth (‘Down Low’). Jon hollers like the
bastard lovechild of James Brown and Hasil Adkins,
Judah wrings a flood of Southern bile from his guitar
strings, and the sound of Russell’s deftly-pummelled
drum kit is still a polymorphous sensual experience.
So buy this record.
Buttholes Surfers’ repackaging of their
billowing, brilliantly flatulent catalogue has reached
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their unlucky period with soon-to-be-liquidated
Rough Trade. The fruit of their stillborn ‘flight to the
majors’ (they eventually signed to Capitol for 1993’s
trash-metal opus Independent Worm Saloon),
Piough’d is prime Buttholes, sardonic and sarcastic
raspberries blown lovingly toward the ridiculousness
of rock, delivered Trojan Horse-style within the
carcasses of imaginatively-distended rock’n’roll.
There’s nothing as fearsome as ‘Jimi’ or disturbing
as ‘22 Going On 23’, but plenty to please ears
attuned to the Buttholes. Opener ‘Revolution’
twins a squalling drone-rock stomp with bizarre
shout-outs to comedy god Garry Shandling, while
‘Something’ starts out like a vicious lampoon of
JAMC-style indie-rock, and ends up improving
the genre immeasurably with the introduction of
annihilating UFO FX and heedless screaming.
Elsewhere, the monumental ‘P.S.Y.’ taps a seam
of corrosive Texan psychedelia, madmen calling
the spirits from the wide-open skies, while the
smouldering low-end terror, liquid-acid guitar
scree and Hallowe’en holler of ‘Helicopter’ evokes
images of addled Texan crazies dancing naked
about a campfire, calling sweet hellos to Satan.
The cream of a repackaging job for their early
releases, Ass Cobra and Apocalypse Dudes are the

crystallisation of Turbonegro’s shadowy mythos of
blood and buttfucking and, along with their 2003
comeback Scandinavian Leather, the bedrock of any
serious study of the way of the Turbojugend. Ass
Cobra (with its Pet Sounds lampooning sleeve) sets
out to offend from the off, coming on like a gay
Black Flag, all nosebleed thrash and viciouslycomedic Yo! Homo lyrics (‘Midnight NAMBLA’,
‘Denim Demon’’s delightful couplet ”Got my penis
steaming/And your asshole’s screaming, ‘Help!’”).
Apocalypse Dudes is the album where guitarist
Euroboy steps to the fore, robing the lurid camp in
staunchly classic Fred ‘Sonic’ Smith licks: anthems
like ‘Don’t Say Motherfucker, Motherfucker’, ‘Back
To Dungaree High’ and the deathless ‘Good Head’
can, and indeed should, be found therein.
One man unlikely to mouth lyrics like, ”I am the
nude pube bangler/The nemesis of the toddler” is
rapper Ice Cube. In The Movies cherry-picks his
career as contributor to movie soundtracks, a patchy
set that balances brutal gems like ‘How To Survive
In South Central’ with lazy trash like icky Master P
collab ‘You Know I’m A Ho’. Cube seems more
comfortable onscreen than in the recording studio
nowadays, anyway, and your cash would be better
spent on DVDs of the Barbershop movies.
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Various
Soul Jazz Singles (Soul Jazz)
Various
I Hate Music (Output)
I’m loath to employ the term ‘hipster’, thanks to
it being tossed around by nitwits to the point of
total meaninglessness. But it takes some effort to
release the best part of 200 records, every one cast
iron guaranteed not to make anyone think you’re
a musical dingbat. Over about 15 years, Soul Jazz
has more or less done this, and Output’s decade
in the game positioned them somewhere fairly
similar. People sometimes talk of being intimidated
by this sort of thing, seeing it as a poker-faced
refusal to let one’s guard drop. Based on these two
double-CD collections, this is a great pity, as they
overwhelmingly showcase a devotion to propulsive
dancefloor fun.
Soul Jazz began life engrossed in the acid jazz
scene of the time, but as the Nineties marched on,
they shuffled away from the genre into the role of
compilers par excellence, and have only recently
The Black Dog
Temple Of Transparent Balls (Soma)
The good people at Soma continue their
ongoing mission to bring The Black Dog’s
multi-layered, luxuriant techno back to
the masses.
Sandwiched between two albums for
Warp, 1993’s Bytes and 1995’s Spanners,
Temple Of Transparent Balls has, until now,
been overlooked and somewhat difficult to
find, unless you were willing to fork out big
sums for the original vinyl. But this record
contains some of the greatest moments
in techno history.
Here, the original Black Dog trio of
Handley, Turner and Downie stumble upon
the secret recipe for a uniquely dense, exotic,

got back into the swing of issuing 12-inches, the
last two years’ output forming Soul Jazz Singles.
Digital Mystikz, Kode 9 and Skream all justify the
label barnacling itself onto dubstep with some of
their more meditative moments. Ladybug, aka
Kevin Martin with various female vocal spots, steps
away from the bass detonator for two sterling
tracks. Subway bisect electro and Krautrock in
hypnotic fashion. DJ/Rupture, Sister Nancy and
Kid606’s ‘Little More Oil (Reggaeton Mix)’ is in no
way the car-crash the title makes you half-expect.

These tracks were built
to make bodies – any
bodies – move
It’s by no means all brilliant. Matias Aguyo’s
‘Uno’ adds little that can’t be found in 20,000,000
other minimal releases; Capracara’s ‘Body Mix’
would be alright if someone sewed the vocalist’s
mouth shut; ESG’s ‘Insane’ isn’t exactly a career
highlight. Most of it is pretty top drawer, though,
and thus it’s hard to be cynical about Soul Jazz.
Their level of quality control is paramount, their
lack of wilful obscurity calming.

rhythmic type of techno, best exemplified on
the magnificent ‘Cost II’. But there’s so much
else to enjoy, too – the playful, infectious and
purely joyous ‘Sharp Shooting On Saturn’,
the fragile, swirling majesty of ‘Kings Of
Sparta’ and the other-worldy dreamscape
of ‘In The Light Of Grey’. This album is so
good they can even get away with sampling
seagulls on the final track, ‘The Crete That
Crete Made’.
When Temple Of Transparent Balls
was released it was not so much ahead of
its time, as the shining example of what
a growing movement might be capable
of. The Black Dog always managed to hide
the artifice, making complex electronics
sound effortless and entirely natural, taking

I Hate Music is Output’s 100th release, and their
first posthumous one: Trevor Jackson started the
label in 1996 and wound it up 10 years later, out
of pocket and hacked off at seeing sections of the
label roster turn into “paranoid artists with inflated
egos” (his words). Not that anyone should expect
to make money releasing dance vinyl, but the loss
of a maverick spirit is, well, just that.
Output released a lot of stuff whose appeal
was either fleeting (Dead Combo, Jackson’s own
Playgroup) or baffling (Colder’s goth New Order
pish and forgettable fare like Theboylucas and Tall
Blonde). They also released some keepers: ‘House
Of Jealous Lovers’ resistance to damage from
overexposure is worthy of investigation by NASA;
Mu’s ‘Paris Hilton’ would still bump even if I’d never
seen that photo of Paris looking quizzically at the
single; the early Fridge and Four Tet freakKrauts
are among the best things either did. (Add ‘Losing
My Edge’ to the ball too, even though LCD
Soundsystem aren’t on here for some reason.)
So most of the 56 tracks we have here were
never music for the masses. Yet an equally high
proportion of them were built to make bodies –
any bodies – move. If they weren’t Big Peaktime
Tunes in real life, they can still be in your head.

techno beyond the confines of the club
and its listeners off on a journey into the
distant galaxy.
Stuart Aitken
CCCC
Early Works (No Fun Productions)
To the devoted noiseniks, this elaborate box
is like a dream come true.
CCCC have been one of the longest
lasting Japanese noise squads out there,
but after their break up in the Nineties their
output pretty much disappeared underneath
the abundance of Merzbow releases. But
CCCC were visionaries.
As explained by longtime member Fumio
Kosakai in the extensive liner notes, they

crafted a noise that wasn’t so much about
harshness, these trips take place in a 3D
universe. Psychedelic blasts of swirling
guitars, metal sheets filling up empty spaces
and vocal excursions by soft porn actress
Mayuko Hino, holding ground between
erotic fantasies and anxious nightmares.
These chronologically loaded,
exhaustively comprehensive, frighteningly
extensive discs chart CCCC’s ongoing
evolution from bruising junkyard jams to
meditative bliss.
So if you’re ever thinking about taking
a prolonged or even a tentative dip into the
gruesome world of Japanese noise, this box
is your perfect starting point.
Joris Heemskerk
plan b | 77
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Doom & Gloom: Early Songs Of Angst And Disaster,
1927-1945 (Trikont)
One thing I remember about the weeks following
11 September 2001 was the tendency of less
politically minded writers to fill column inches
with hand-wringing prose about the difficulty
of formulating an appropriate creative ‘response’
to the tragedy. Granted, newspapers were under
pressure to continue writing about the Twin
Towers, and this circular worrying resulted in space
being filled – but it struck me then and strikes me
now as a needless dead-end: a solipsistic
distraction from the real lives affected by the event.
It’s telling that it was writers, not musicians,
who seemed caught up in such quandaries. Music’s
relationship to tragedy and disaster is an odd one,
the medium’s fluidity and ambiguity allowing it to
both sidestep involvement and yet allow for a more
‘direct’, spontaneous response without the weight
of literary responsibility. But with the notable
exception of hip hop, music’s connection with
a lyrical ‘message’ has veered more towards the
internal and ambiguous in my lifetime, so what the
musical response to 9/11 should have been – and
was – is therefore less clear. All I remember, aside
from radio stations keeping it ‘respectful’ (Heart
106.2 playing Robbie Williams’ ‘Angels’ right
after the two-minute silence), and Karlheinz
Stockhausen’s much-regretted but oddly
compelling remarks about the spectacle itself –

Dexys Midnight Runners
Too-Rye-Ay (Mercury)
Living in America for a while, I was exposed
to any amount of ridicule from my garage
rock-loving Seattle friends because of my
love for Dexys. They couldn’t get past the One
Song, The Monster Hit from Too-Rye-Ay, the
one that soundtracked romances and fights
78 | plan b

“…the greatest work of art for the whole cosmos.
Against that, we composers are nothing” – was
that Moldy Peaches song, recorded months before
but released on the day itself, and withdrawn: “All
the yuppies getting buried…New York City’s like a
cemetery”. There’s certainly a diminished need to
actually recount what happened: for example, hip
hop’s references to Hurricane Katrina have been
largely commentary, rather than narrative.
It wasn’t ever thus. Popular music’s role as
commentator and documenter of large-scale
human tragedy is a long and fascinating one, and
this latest compilation from German reissues label

These songs speak on
behalf of the invisible
poor who kept those
mines, railways, ships
and armies moving
Trikont brings together 24 blues and country songs
whose lyrics tell stories of disasters both legendary
and obscure, from Hiroshima and the sinking of
the Titanic to humbler, but no less ‘tragic’ floods,
fires, train wrecks, bank robberies and the nonspecific terrors of conscription and war.
Well-known names – Bessie Smith, Big Bill
Broonzy, Charley Patton, The Carter Family – sit
alongside hillbilly curios like the Carolina Twins’
sweet yodel-ay-ee lament ‘It’s Off To War I’m
Going’ and the mysterious William and Versey
Smith, a street performer couple whose spooked,
polyrhythmic ‘When That Great Ship Went Down’

and drunken nights out the Western world
over, the one that became a millstone round
the neck of surprisingly insecure Dexys frontman Rowland, and the one for which Dexys
will always be remembered. I would tell ‘em;
forget even listening to the other two albums
(even though they’re better), just listen to
this album’s fiery reaffirmation of Anglo-Irish

re-sets the Titanic disaster in a hypnotic, call-andresponse proto-blues. There’s also a reminder of
the subjective nature of documentary with Karl
And Harty’s ‘When The Atom Bomb Fell’, a jaunty
tale of the “cruel Japs” who clearly had it coming to
them. “A great ball of light filled the Japanese with
fright”, drawl the country duo. “They must have
thought it was their judgement day”. No shit.
While natural disasters get a good look-in,
what’s really interesting about Doom & Gloom is
the emergence of songs written and performed
by the most disadvantaged members of society,
dealing with tragedies equally out of their control:
those caused by capitalism and industry, under
which heading I include the military. Seen in this
context, while Blind Alfred Reed’s sentimental tale
of a miner’s daughter pleading with her daddy not
to go “down into that hole today”, and Roy Acuff’s
recounting a highway pile-up where “whisky and
blood run together” might seem hokey, they’re
also chilling when you re-cast them as an attempt
to speak the unspeakable on behalf of the invisible
poor who kept those mines, railways, ships,
motorways and armies moving, often to be
sacrificed along the way.
Blind Willie Johnson’s closing, iconic ‘Dark
Was The Night, Cold Was The Ground’ drives the
point home – arguably as effectively as the Walter
Benjamin quote on the inner sleeve, that (to
paraphrase) states that it’s everything continuing
as it is which is the real catastrophe. And yet,
strangely, Doom & Gloom is life-affirming and
frequently beautiful, championing as it does the
plucked string, the scraped fiddle and the small
voice – the human spirit.

values and pop, listen to the plaintive
carolling on ‘Old’, the triumphant love song
‘Jackie Wilson Says’, the song that would go
on to spawn a magazine title (‘Plan B’, with
its horns calling up to heaven), even The
Monster itself (‘Come On Eileen’) separate to
a thousand grating DJ voiceovers…but the
scorn and laughter would only increase. Fuck

‘em: Americans like Dave Matthews and The
Grateful Dead, and I happen to love the most
soulful chart band ever.
This reissue comes hot on the heels of
this year’s The Projected Passion Revue –
everything Dexys issued in 1981, pretty much
– and comes with a bonus CD; the B-sides,
an entire BBC live in concert, a four song
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David Jensen session. Indeed, it’s pretty
much everything Dexys released in that most
turbulent of years, 1982: an entire new band
(again!), dungarees, blistering live versions
of ‘Geno’ and ‘Soon’, the works. This is my
third favourite Dexys album (out of three) –
but it’s still head and shoulders above 99.5
per cent of all music ever.
Everett True
Ani DiFranco
Canon (Righteous Babe)
Granted, the social and political issues that
Ani DiFranco raised in her music are worthy
of support and on the evidence of this twodisc retrospective spanning 17 years, she will
have intimately soundtracked thousands of
people’s lives. But there’s something about
her rhythmical, slap-acoustic guitar and
melodramatic staccato poetry that reminds
me of an ex-American college roommate
who believed in feminism by osmosis if she
listened to DiFranco’s Living In Clip before
bedtime. Equally, had The Dave Matthews
Band not co-opted a very similar percussive
acoustica or Alanis Morrissette aped her
confessional style, this impressive collection
may have a greater resonance with this
reviewer. There are moments, however.
The particularly haunting ’Dilate’ manages
not to sound dated and a rousing live version
of ’Distracted’ is note perfect. Plus rerecordings of ’Both Hands’ and ’Overlap’ add
new life. This is an important tome but one
that’s too late to resonate with these ears.
Lianne Steinberg
John Foxx
Metamatic (Edsel)
John Foxx’s role as the ur-figure of English
synth-pop, first in Ultravox and then on
his own is one of those things never fully
appreciated; as the bridge between the
Bowie/Roxy/Eno wing and Gary Numan
and everything that came after, he’s at once
pivotal and just as lost in the glare as he is on
the cover of Metamatic, his early 1980 full
solo debut. Reissued with a full disc of Bsides and rarities, it’s all the more starkly
powerful for being a future that never quite
happened, the preternatural chill of songs
like ‘He’s A Liquid’ providing calmer
counterpoints to the sweeping kick of ‘Plaza’
and ‘No One Driving’, pop songs at once
immediate and ‘weird’ because they obeyed
a different logic from rock’n’roll.
If any album should have soundtracked
a contemporary spy-thriller in Berlin shot
in monochrome, it would be this.
Ned Raggett
Guana Batz
Held Down To Vinyl At Last! (Cherry Red)
Man, this shit was scary. Way scarier than
punk…or maybe I just understood the
punks’ motivation more, found this whole
male-bonding, bare-chested, tattoo-flashing
rockabilly revival (‘psychobilly’) in the early
Eighties centred round London’s Klub Foot
club too violent. Be that as it may, there’s
no denying the music was fine: pure Gene
Vincent/Carl Perkins strut, with a walking
stand-up bass and (major influence)
Cramps-style echoed vocals.
From Feltham, Middlesex, Guana Batz
formed an unholy trinity with (the genuinely
nasty) Meteors and (way more jokey) King
Kurt; played it straight and loose and mean –
this, their 1985 debut album, is probably all
you need, a bunch of live favourites, a Johnny

Cash cover and a few bass runs. Personally,
I prefer the source.
Everett True
Ed Harcourt
Until Tomorrow, Then…The Best Of
(Heavenly)
Apparently there was always a lot of promise
in Ed Harcourt. Intricate romanticisms, sweet,
swelling pop songs, stuffed with tender and
mournful moments that for all their lyrical
content of heart-wrenching longing seem to
lack a certain conviction in the delivery. There
is something weary about Ed that infiltrates
his voice, leaving us continually waiting for
the special something to shine through.
At his best, his songs are delicately, adroitly
laid out. But too often, there’s too many
elements: waltzy promenades, squeezeboxes in broken fairground harmony, epic
organisations of strings, all crammed
together into a mawkish, unmoving shell.
The piano-led ‘Something In My Eye’ stands
out, Ed’s voice breaking and cracking, coated
in snarls; and ‘Visit From A Dead Dog’, an
upbeat tale of childhood. There are few
occasions like this where we start to engage
with Ed’s sentiments and that special
something starts to shine through. But they
get lost among the lull. A ’Best Of’ too soon.
Emily Graham
Chaz Jankel
My Occupation: The Music Of Chaz
Jankel (Tirk)
Ian Dury And The Blockheads have always sat
somewhat akwardly within the punk canon.
One of the main reasons for this was the
presence of Chaz Jankel. One listen to the
proto-electro of ‘3,000,000 Synths’ or the
dub disco madness of ‘Rêve De Chèvre’ is
enough to understand where a lot of the
invention of Dury’s alternative disco classic
‘Spasticus Autisticus’ came from. While Dury
idolised Gene Vincent, Jankel injected the
band with funk and soul.
This passion is apparent on this long
overdue reappraisal of his solo work. There
were some big hits in Jankel’s career but he
was never fully recognised in the UK. ‘Ai No
Corrida’ and ‘Am I Honest With Myself’ from
Jankel’s hard-to-find eponymous 1980 debut
album turned on club audiences in the US.
‘Glad To Know You’ – co-written with Dury –
from the second album Chasanova, was the
biggest hit, though, topping the Billboard
Hot 100 for six weeks and making Jankel
a welcome guest among the DJs at Studio
54. A long way for a North London boy to
go in search of recognition.
Stuart Aitken
Native
Rockstone: Adventures With Lee Perry
At The Black Ark (Pressure Sounds)
In a polychromatic career, Lee Perry reached
a crisis point in 1977 and Wayne Jobson
(Native) was there at the tipping point.
Wayne, Jamaican born and bred, was
delighted to get the call from Scratch
who took a shine to him after becoming
convinced he was in fact an Arawak Native
American. They recorded these demos and
dubs – released for the first time here – and
Jobson took the tapes to London to score
a deal with Arista. On returning to the Black
Ark to finish the album he must have felt like
he’d lost the winning lottery ticket because
Perry (who by this time was only answering
to the name of Pipecock Jackson) had

Dead Kennedys
Milking The Sacred Cow (Cherry Red)
You want to list Dead Kennedys as one of the most
viscerally thrilling of all the punks bands, go ahead. You
won’t hear any arguments here. More politically-charged
than pretty much anyone (‘Holiday In Cambodia’, which
was the super-intelligent, spine-thrilling riposte to Sex Pistols’ ‘Holidays In
The Sun’; the scathingly sarcastic ‘Kill The Poor’), with a searing grasp of
dynamics (those drums at the start of ‘California Uber Alles’!), topped off
by Jello Biafra’s demented operatic warble – and with lashings of righteous
energy to boot – they should make anyone’s list of Top Three (Male) Punk
Bands. In fact, leaving Ramones aside (who always were a Sixties Girl Group
in tattered jeans), I can’t think of any punk outfit who tops this livid, outraged
early Eighties San Francisco quartet. (The fact they were engaged in lengthy
inter-band litigation at the end of the Nineties only furthers the myth.)
Dead Kennedys had hooks that Franz Ferdinand dream about, could outraw even early Crass (the venomous ‘Nazi Punks’), had a demonic sense of
humour and marketing (the Top 30 hit ‘Too Drunk To Fuck’ that only achieved
chart status cos its title was censored; the hilarious Elvis ‘cover’ ‘Viva Las
Vegas’; the Hedwig And The Angry Inch-style rallying cry of ‘MTV Get off
The Air’)…oddly, for such an incredible live band, they’re well worth a listen
on headphones too, simply to hear Biafra’s genius, nasty lyrics.
So this new compilation contains all this, plus a couple of naff tracks
(where Dead Kennedys started believing they were metal) and…damn. I feel
energised. As beautiful as a rock in a cop’s face.
Everett True
suffered a psychotic episode and was just
days away from lighting a different kind of
fire. Lo-fi and Wray and Nephews sodden this
album may be, it’s still typical of his genius
touch during the fateful year of ‘77. Most
familiar sounding are the kind punky reggae
Trenchtown pulse of the title track and the
sufferation of ‘Great God Over In Zion’ but it
is when you step inside the spacious echo
chambers of ‘In The Land Of Make Believe’
you can hear a mind preparing sonically for
the next stage of evolution.
John Doran
Pylon
Gyrate Plus (DFA)
Pylon were the forgotten band of Athens,
Georgia’s new-wave scene, friends of The
B-52’s and a stated influence on the young
REM, who covered Pylon’s ‘Crazy’ on 1987’s
Dead Letter Office. It’s funny, though, how
history’s relentless conveyor belt of
reassessment and reappraisal can pluck
a band from its past and drop it right there
back in your now. Reissued by DFA with
a couple of bonus tracks, 1980’s Gyrate
suggests Pylon to be a band of split loyalties,
and thus, unique: a bridge between the stern,
mathematic clang of Mission Of Burma –
particularly Randall Bewley’s spectacular
guitar, minimalist, chordless but operating to
its own implacable logic – and the femme
energy of Essential Logic and Kleenex/
Lilliput. ‘Dub’ is the pick here, shards of

guitar tossed out over a rain of toms, Vanessa
Ellison’s voice all whoops and guttural growl:
“I’m going downtown/To buy a record/To
listen to the sound of sorrow”. It’s great. It
sounds like now.
Louis Pattison
Spektrum
Death At The Gymkhana Club/Fun At
The Gymkhana Club (StopStart)
The other day I saw a techno kid bodypopping in the street. He was a freak
dance alien in the masses of the shopping
alleys, defying the autumn chill and the
condescension of snooty passers-by with his
ridiculously timed, context-removed moves.
I wondered what he had in his headphones.
Better not know; but if his ears were firmly
tuned to the electro-rumbling pavement, he
might have been listening to Spektrum, and
this re-release with remixes of their second
new wave dance dirge: all-fractious, froufrou and fun, they make grey surroundings
turn to fast-moving Manga scenes as you
pace about your day, remind you why you
need to dance, now! Chrome Hoof, New
Young Pony Club and Greg Wilson, among
others, provide the sped-up edges of the
remix, reviving singles ‘Horny Pony’ and ‘May
Day’ with vitamin vitality. Lola Olafisoye’s
capricious voice tricks and trembles beneath,
the sub-bass of the bedroom, the disco, the
city, at once. You’ll dance, if not body-pop.
Hannah Gregory

under my stylus: robert pollard
Baby Teeth
The Simp (Lujo)
“I’m out of touch with contemporary music
of just about any genre and have lost a
great deal of interest in it. It’s just that the
pickings are slim when it comes to inspiring
songwriting and singing. Occasionally, I am
surprised – more recently, by Lavender Diamond and The High Strung. Though
inconsistent, this one at times also takes me there. The title track is the best song I’ve
heard in quite some time. It is damn fucking catchy and builds and moves to a climax
that caused me to drive too fast. Overall there’s a Philadelphia white boy soul vibe –
think Todd Rundgren or Hall And Oates with a structural experimentalism that holds
the attention of one looking for something different yet still palpable. I think they’re
out of Chicago. I think Chicago knows rock. And I’m no fucking critic.”
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shelf love

From Japanese psych to
hyperkinetic hardcore stars,
Plan B rounds up a rowdy herd
of the latest rock’n’roll books,
and looks at the pictures

Aching To Be: A Girl’s True Rock’n’Roll Story
Joyce Raskin (Number One Fan Press)
”I smile and feel like Joan Jett.
I feel like Chrissie Hynde.
I am a Rock Star.”

Skins – Expanded Edition
Gavin Watson (Independent Music Press)
Sure, I know why this has been called ’important’, a ’cult classic’. The vacuous
twats over at Vice have called it, “One of the best and most important books
about youth fashion and culture ever published”. Feel free to believe them.
First printed in 1994, Gavin Watson’s steely-eyed documentary photographs
of his family and friends, tooling around Wycombe with nothing to do and
everything to prove in the late Seventies and early Eighties, capture a frequently
misunderstood, oft-vilified subculture undocumented anywhere else this side of
Richard Allen’s novels. While born a little too early to chart exactly how skinhead
culture grew from Mod, and only scantily touching on the real emergence of
skinhead fashion in the late Sixties and its relationship with ska, Watson’s blackand-white shots capture the moment when skin culture became a purely provincial form of resistance at
the tail end of the Seventies: a barely coherent (yet talismanic and nostalgic) refusal of changing trends, and
a reaffirmation of white working-class solidarity and rabblish resistance in the emerging Thatcher era.
So far, so fascinating for middle-class wannabe hooligans and cultural studies lecturers. But a couple
of problems shoot out as soon as you start leafing through Skins. One – the photographs are, in the main,
forced, sentimentalised, unrevealing: clichéd portrayals in service to their subject’s self-aggrandisement and
self-pity, and seemingly bereft of insight or energy. There is shot after shot of skins looking hard, at odds with
the world, facing down the lens with a smug mob-confidence that barely hints at the vulnerability beneath
the tats and the chrome-domes. Sure, it’s revealing of the political bubble skinhead culture willed itself into
inhabiting, but the shots of skins sporting Skrewdriver T-shirts, scrawling NF graffiti and sieg heiling down
their local are too charged (and despite Watson’s foreword protestations – knowingly so) to be presented as
apolitical verité. Looking at the shots of this supposedly oppressed minority culture (that included blacks and
whites lest we forget) I remember how the mere sight of a skinhead made me feel in the Seventies, how me
and my family felt under physical threat whenever a Harrington and a crewcut hoved into view.
You could say that it’s the precise insularity of Skins that is revealing, that immerses you so completely in
their world – I’d say Skins’ absolute refusal to deal with the wider political realities of the world it depicts is
a cop-out, and the nostalgic back-pat it gives to a bunch of racist dicks who made UK-Asian life just that little
bit more terrifying in the Seventies is too much for this Paki to stomach. For some, this expanded reissue will
be a reminder of something sadly lost to our pop culture. For someone who remembers the rise of the NF
and the battles of the early Eighties, it is a montage of idiocy, aggression and race-hate enjoyable only as a
tombstone to a thankfully dead community of cunts and fascist scum who found themselves unable to deal
with a changing Britain. Prime thugporn wanking material for Morrisey, I’m sure. Kindling for the rest of us.
Neil Kulkarni
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For those of you unfamiliar with the early-Nineties rock
band Scarce, the Providence, Rhode Island trio flared briefly,
releasing only a mini-album and a full-length in their lifetime.
But oh, how brightly they shone, their incisive melodies
pared back until every hook stung, with words honest and
poetic sung by frontman Chick Graning, like he was feeling
those very emotions there and then. They got signed and got
love in the press, they supported Hole across Europe at the
height of that particular soap opera. They shoulda been stars.
But just as Scarce’s album, Deadsexy was set for release,
Graningsuffered a massive brain haemorrhage, emerging
from a coma having forgotten how to play his songs, and
who his bandmates were.
Joyce Raskin was their bassist and backing vocalist, and
this heartfelt memoir of those years is as much her story as
Scarce’s, recounting and recalling their hope, frustration and
heartache, but also her own struggles with self-confidence,
with her identity within the bewildering world of rock’n’roll,
and with the casual (but no less cancerous) sexism and
misogyny which still pervades. As Scarce’s ill-fated ride on
the rollercoaster gathers pace, Raskin is the insightful Little
Voice, writing with an unjaded eye about forging her bond
with Graning as the rock’n’roll circus parades about them,
weathering the frustration of recording and label pressures,
sharing every heady little victory. Her intimate account of her
decaying relationship with the recovering Graning and the
slow death of Scarce is heart-breaking to read, though some
comfort comes in the knowledge that, at time of writing, the
group have recently reformed, to make good on all their initial
promise. As Raskin’s book attests, it’s about time a little luck
shone their way.
Stevie Chick

media

Japrocksampler
Julian Cope (Phaidon)
The mercurial figure of Julian Cope isn’t always one that’s
taken too seriously. This might have something to with
his choice of ‘Nazi biker’ garb, or maybe it’s down to his
possessing the temerity to title some of his recent musical
works Citizen Cain’d and Drain’d Boner. However, in a literary
landscape plagued by hack-jobs and worthy yet humourless
rawk tomes, his long-awaited Japrocksampler, a kind of
sequel, of course, to the outta sight, outta print and E-bayedto-hell Krautrocksampler, is a glowing maverick triumph.
Not only does it perform noisy archaeology on a musical
lineage that, if we‘re honest, many of us barely even knew
existed, but it does so with a joie de vivre and evangelical
zeal that makes a humble freak feel privileged to possess
such information.
The self-styled Arch-drude’s lively discourse works so
well partly because he’s able to balance out meticulous
research with an involving style that veers between
authoritative and gloriously gormless. Thus, a serious and
abundantly well-informed study of the historical origins
of the avant-garde in Japan gives way to an ability to use
a phrase like “Kicking Dieter Dirks’ dick in the dirt”. Better
still, his Bangs-style gonzo celebration of all things stoopidly
simplistic and a grasp of the frequent absurdity of great
rock’n’roll results in an amusing aesthetic slant that sees the
monolithically dumb blues-rock dirges of Speed, Glue And
Shinki being elevated to the same position as comparatively
highbrow avant-drone vortices like Takehisa Kosugi’s CatchWave. Cope makes few bones about his viewpoint being
subjective, and indeed so vibrant and intoxicating is it that
even the most blowhard, know-it-all muso nitpicker will
hopefully find they’re prepared to excuse him, say, comparing
virtually any piece of cosmic synth-dirge he comes across
to Tangerine Dream’s Zeit, or, as has already been moaned
about elsewhere, a mystifying inability to spell Keiji Haino’s
name properly.
A beautifully packaged guide to a righteous and oftoverlooked quarter of rock history, Japrocksampler serves to
underline the fact that, regardless of the sometimes wildly
wayward quality of his recorded output, Cope is what can
only be described as a renaissance motherfucker: a bold sonic
adventurer with a fervent and almost unhinged passion for
hunting out and selflessly celebrating this earth’s most
elemental, challenging and otherworldly rackets.
Jim Martin

Re-make/Re-model
Michael Bracewell (Faber and Faber)
It might seem kind of odd to write a history of Roxy Music
from 1956 to1972 that ends with the run-up to their first,
self-titled album but it works – because Re-make/Re-model
is about the surrounding culture that created Roxy Music, not
some immutable personality cult of its founding members.
It’s history, but not hagiography.
Michael Bracewell illuminates every miniscule detail of
what it meant to be living in England in the years the book
describes, to the point that Roxy Music emerge as an
inevitable response to the stew of art, music and culture
bubbling out of the art schools and into the streets. Like
Newton and Leibniz inventing the calculus at the same
time, unaware of each other, it’s equally likely some alternatereality Roxy-variation could have sprung up. There are a
million ways the Roxy Music story could have gone: for
example, Bryan Ferry was this close to joining King Crimson.
Ferry, Eno, Manzanera, Mackay and Thompson are presented
as heroes, but crucially they’re not the only ones who could
have been.
What’s also great is Bracewell ‘s attention to detail. Here
we get descriptions of fittings in Newcastle tailors’ shops,
sketches of art school bedsits, songs that would have been
playing on transistors in Camberwell squats. Or the signs
of the times that jar – how about a 1971 Roxy gig in The
Hobbit’s Garden?
We also hear from collaborators like Antony Price (the
costume designer who masterminded the Roxy cover girls)
along with art school tutors and friends. Eno generously
offers up his student journals, filled with surprisingly
obnoxious musings. An easy jocularity runs through the
interviews and blows any reverent cultishness away.
But that’s the point: Roxy Music weren’t Roxy Music yet.
The best part of this book is its the ending, “And hence
we leave Roxy Music, at the moment of its becoming.”
It’s encouraging – because who knows what else is
emerging, right now?
Emily Bick

Silent Pictures
Pat Graham (Akashic)
DC photographer Pat Graham announces this cleanly
presented collection of mostly live shots with an iconic image
of a tattered US flag against a blue sky, its stars and stripes
frayed, folded and furbelowed almost into abstraction.
It’s a striking cover, at once in sharp contrast to and yet
oddly resonant with the sweating, screaming, hyperkinetic
live performances captured within: while the musicians
Graham’s been shooting these last two decades exist in
the margins, ragged and confrontational and raging, the
idea of America and their own place within it seems a
constant theme – at least, to this faraway voyeur.
Graham is great at capturing the almost clownish
theatricality of punk rock: Guy Picciotto’s angular acrobatics
and the frequently upside-down Ian Svenonius. Limbs and
arms are caught at right angles, faces pressed against sticky
floors – alt rock clichés, for sure, but there’s something about
Graham’s choice of shots that makes you feel not only the
righteous power surge of anger and joy that provoked the
contortions but also the tense, wound-up discomfort of
unathletic bodies pushing themselves too far. There are
moments of balletic beauty, too, but Graham’s celebration
of ecstatic awkwardness is what really stands out. His use
of location is equally honest: you’re always aware of the low
ceilings and peeling soundproofing; the scuffed stages and
up-close audiences; the mattress against the window at the
house show.
There is – quite rightly – no attempt to make his subjects
appear as rock stars, with the result that when they do
(Make Up, L7), it’s gloriously funny, and clearly an identity
encouraged more by the bands themselves than imposed by
their photographer. Svenonius and co are shot in a London
café, cold and serious, immaculately dressed and coiffed,
pouting and plotting like the Baader-Meinhof gang; while
Donita Sparks and Jennifer Finch are caught – separately
– mid-headbang, as savage and elegant as it’s possible to
be while wearing nowt but a plaid shirt and ankle tattoo
(above), or bashing the shit out a Flying V. And just look at
Bikini Kill’s Tobi Vail and Kathleen Hanna, every detail of
clothing or gesture set up for future femme iconoclasm.
There’s a nice anonymity to the layout: the better-known
names sit equally with super-underground local outfits and
band names are listed only at the back, whether through
egalitarianism or aesthetic reasoning it’s hard to tell.
Away from the moshpit, Graham inserts a few striking
on-the-road pictures: a snowy highway and or an iciclefestooned van wheel reminding us of life outside venue
and Transit. Meanwhile, an extreme close-up of Ian
MacKaye’s guitar reveals a painterly eye – perhaps Silent
Pictures could have used a few more such stunning
compositions amid the Converse and perspiration.
Frances Morgan
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The sensual revenge of…thurston moore
Words: kicking_k
Photography: Sarah Bowles

OK, so you have memorised (at least)
one piece of ridiculous hyperbole
regarding yourself/the band. Please
quote your favourite here.
“Well, it’s all ridiculous, but I guess the most
ridiculous thing – besides the perception that
we are super-rich rock stars, if only! We could
really use the coin to put out unlimited noise
records, magazines, books and put concerts
on…we do enough to pay the bills but
it’s tight sometimes. Anyway, the main
ridiculousosity is the fact that we are ‘cool’,
which is so cool because if there was anyone
more uncool than me in school back in
the day then I’d like to meet him/her for
an uncool face-off. I was only saved from
incessant pummelling by the fact that I was
a class clown or at least sorta funny. But
cool? I was a premier geek, what they called
in my town a dork, a nerd. But fucking punk
rock made dorks cool – what can you do?”
What is the biggest misconception
about you/the band? The most overused adjective(s) about your sound?
What word never gets used that
should? What concept or detail is
always missed?
“Whoa! Too many questions at once! What
do you think I have? Some kind of multitasked brain processor? I think the most
over-used adjective for any band that uses
any kind of discord or noisiness in their music
is that they are ‘Sonic Youth-like’, or the
noisy section of a band’s song is their ‘Sonic
Youth part’. The name ‘Sonic
Youth’ gets way more press
than the band which I kind
of like – the name becoming
its own living entity. I think
the word ‘sensual’ doesn’t
get used enough in
describing our songs,
because honey is always
dripping in the conception.
Can you dig this?”

What was your worst interview and/
or photoshoot experience? What was
the weirdest?
“Too many worst ones. The Japanese ones
are kinda weird because the questions are
sometimes based on pre-existing interviews,
so the translator says, ‘You said in a previous
interview that…’ which is annoying. So, we
already have stated what we thought in an
old interview and now we have to deliberate
over it more and, hey, I’m losing my mind…”
Correct your worst misquote.
“I never misquote, but sometimes writers
misquote our lyrics and then analyse these
misheard lyrics or worse, take us to task for
lame lyrics that we never wrote. Makes me
see red. Blood red.”
Has music criticism ever actually
helped improve the band, even only
in spotting a mistake or providing
a second opinion?
“No, never. But sometimes seeing a live
video or a photograph is constructive for
the sake of spinal corrections.”
If you were a music magazine editor,
who would you feature and why? Who
would you put on the cover?
“I would put a picture of this band from LA
called Poca Haunted and then I would have
a long interview/photo session/art display
from Karen Constance of the UK group
Blood Stereo.”

‘Why do you ask so
many questions at
once? You should try
meditating’

What was the most heinous lie you
ever told in an interview? Were you
caught? Were there any repercussions?
“I have indeed told lies, but nothing heinous
that I can think of. Once we were so burnt
from interviews when on tour in Las Vegas
with STP [all-girl band from NYC with Julie
‘Pussy Galore’ Cafritz on guitar] and Nirvana
that I had David Markey, the 1991: The Year
Punk Broke filmmaker (though he hadn’t
made that yet), be me on the phone and Julie
be Kim for an interview with some radio
dude. The questions about our alternate
tunings etc got stilted responses from Dave,
which was pretty funny for us, but years later
on a Sonic Youth newsgroup, that same radio
DJ blogged in saying how rude and assholic
I was! I never got a chance to blow my cover
to the guy, and he probably still feels I was
a complete dick.”
Do you read your own press releases?
Do they represent you adequately?
“Read them? I fucking write them!”
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What do you do when a band you don’t
like cite you as an influence?
“Like who? The Police? Well, they would
never cite us. I like all bands. It’s bands
against the dipshit warmongers.”
Do you ever Google yourself?
“I sometimes Google images because I need
to find a photo for some interview I’m doing.
Do you guys need a photo? Then Google it.
I saw some guy in the street the other day that
had a T-shirt saying ‘Google Me Bitch’…”
What’s the favourite of your record
covers and why? What does it, y’know,
say about you?
“I like Confusion Is Sex because it brings me
back to living in a tenement apartment in
NYC in the early Eighties and watching Kim
sketch that front image of me sitting at our
rickety table. What does it say about me?
That I’m a hopeless romantic slut.”
What brilliant ideas regarding
‘direction’ or presentation are you
now glad you never followed?

“Doing shows with U2 on a leg of some Euro
tour years back through Italy, I believe. It
would’ve been anxious Italian U2 fans
throwing sausages and paninis at us…”
Have you ever made a music video
that actually expressed something
about the band, or has it all been
empty multi-media gimmickry and
super-superficial posturing?
“All our videos are art videos, with some
kind of personalised creative bent. The video
concepts you’re mentioning here are the
kind that are made to sell records by
intellectually challenged morons – and
they’re usually awesome.”
Are there any territories where you’ve
never had any success? Where? Why
d’you think this is the case? Where are
you biggest, geographically?
“We’ve been doing good business in Paris
and Berlin lately. It was interesting to play
in Serbia where we got a million people at
a show. This is a boring question.”
What product/service/organisation
would you allow your music to
advertise and why? What kind of film
and/or scene would you most like your
music to soundtrack? Have you had
any bad experiences in this sphere?
“The songs have become commerce and can
potentially be used for sales campaigns; be it
cars or websites or whatever. Unfortunately

we don’t really have much opportunity to
make revenue in this way. We’re not going
to have our music used for hate group
promotions but we’ve done soundtrack
music for different films, as you should know.
Having to comply with some film producers
on how your music works with the film is
kinda annoying, but it’s typical, I guess. We’re
planning to make a series of noise films.”
Have you ever covered a song ‘cause
you think you can do it better than
the original? Have you ever covered
a song by a band you didn’t like? Who’s
the worst (or weirdest) band you ever
supported? Who was the worst (or
weirdest) that ever supported you?
“Why do you ask so many questions at
once? You should try meditating.”
What’s the most insane thing a fan has
done to impress you?
“These two girls who were tripping on acid
in a convenience store in LA once physically
jumped on me, assaulted me and laughed
hysterically before asking me to go home
with them. But I escaped.”
What’s the worst question you’ve ever
been asked? What was your answer?
“What was the worst question you’ve ever
been asked? Answer: my cock is on fire.”
Thurston Moore’s new album Trees Outside
The Academy is out now on Ecstatic Peace

This month, the first 10 subscribers to ask nicely will receive a copy of Black Dog
Publishing’s recently released Riot Grrrl: Revolution Girl Style Now! tome

This is what the folk at Black Dog have to say about it…
Riot Grrrl is a vivid documentation of the fierce music, renegade art and
independent literature that emerged from suburban America in the late Eighties
and became a global phenomenon. With the rallying cry “REVOLUTION GIRL
STYLE NOW!” this community of musicians, artists and activists inspired young
women across the world to pick up guitars and rewrite punk history, changing
the face of feminism and underground culture forever.
Told from the perspective of those directly involved, Riot Grrrl: Revolution
Girl Style Now! is a comprehensive exploration of this pioneering scene and its
related music, art and zine communities. Profiling bands from the movement’s
ground-breaking beginnings through to those still prominent, including
Bratmobile, Bikini Kill, Huggy Bear, Lungleg, Mambo Taxi and Le Tigre. Riot
Grrrl narrates the changing face of guerrilla activism through exploring the
movement’s characteristic art and aesthetic.
Filled with photographs, posters, record covers, rare fanzines and artwork
from the key protagonists, the book is a comprehensive view of the principles
and champions of one of punk’s most influential movements.

…and as both our editor and publisher have been caught
squabbling over who gets to take home the office copy,
who are we to disagree? Seriously, it’s great.
”There’s so much more to say. There’s also nothing. Riot Grrrl proffered
a message of simple empowerment, then followed through by providing role
models. It’s so easy to talk of the things we’re going to do when we have the
time, the money, the inclination. So easy to talk of ways we’re held back by
circumstances outside our control. Riot Grrrl called bullshit on such rhetoric.
It demanded action. It brooked no excuses: you were with it, or against it. You
were active, or nothing. It lowered the bar of achievement – quite deliberately
– so low that there were simply no reasons not to participate. The only route to
failure was silence” – Miss AMP, Plan B #23
To qualify for this offer, please mention PB27 on the back of your
cheque, or in the Paypal comments box.
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Next month in Plan B (out Monday 3/12)
Plan B’s review of 2007, featuring Marnie Stern,
Battles, Herman Düne, Dirty Projectors, Animal
Collective, Wiley, Good Shoes, Björk, Les Savy Fav,
Grinderman, PJ Harvey and many more.
PLUS Wild Billy Childish, Om, Holy Fuck, Peggy Sue
& The Pirates, Kites, Durrty Goodz, Burial, Pinch,
Talibam!, Hadouken!, The Slits, Negativland…
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BLOC PARTY.
FLUX

Brand new single
Released 12 November 07
CD Flux / Flux (live) / Emma Kate's Accident
7" Flux / The Once And Future King
12" Flux (extended) / Flux (instrumental) /
Where Is Home? (Burial Remix)
Download
Flux remix CD free exclusively with the NME
A WEEKEND IN THE CITY
The album
Re-issued 19 November 07
Includes The Prayer, I Still Remember,
Hunting For Witches and Flux
Deluxe 2 Disc Edition Includes DVD featuring
the 2007 Reading Festival Performance
www.blocparty.com
www.wichita-recordings.com

Produced by Jacknife Lee for Big Life Management
Photograph: Rut Blees Luxemberg, courtesy the artist and Union, London

